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MDCCCLXXIX.
So many Statutes, Acts of State, Records, Law Books, and MSS. are extant in the Norman and old French Language, that a Dictionary is become necessary to enable the Reader to understand such difficult Words as occur therein in that Language; whether such Difficulty arises from the Words being merely idiomatical, or from the Inorthography of them.

There is indeed a Book called the Law French Dictionary; but it is so trifling a Performance, and so incorrect, that it greatly misleads the Reader, as will evidently appear to any one who will compare several of the Words in that Dictionary a with their Origin-

a As Oeptaz—Nov. Nar. 6. b.—until the Octaves—translated they have withhold.
Deins—ibid—11. b.—Teeth—the Eyes.
Perfys—Nov. Nar. 17. a. b.—by Turns—the Agreement or Covenant.
Defyra—Nov. Nar. 47. b.—tore—took away, spoiled.
Geste—ibid.—carried away—put, cast in.
Ent grand pren—2. In. 506.—great Profit therefrom—in great Fear.
Reinis—Brit. 49. a.—fixed—rejects, remains.
Ramis—ibid. 66. a.—replaced, fixed on again—torn.
Reys—ibid. 83. a.—Kings—Facts.
Entesfaunt—ibid. 242. a.—Tactily, by being silent—in witnessing.
nals in the Authors from whence they are taken. Mr. Hughes (whose Merit in translating so antient an Author, as the Mirroir, was not inconsiderable) has yet frequently mistaken the Sense of the Text, as I presume will be manifest from the Passages here cited b.

b Inviernoigne—p. 4—to the Reproach—translated in condemnation. Pissend les vienes—13—make their Views—make their Visites. La Niece, le Ante le Heire, le Roy—22—the Niece being the Heir of the King—the Nichte, the Aunty, Heir to the King. Tabhe de leur arte—23—infected with their Art—taken with their Art.

En volles Chauves et gargaus dr Otseaux—23—in the Flight, singing and chattering of Birds—In the Intrails and Bowels of Birds.

Garnisbant—33—warning—defending. Mairent de dijette—34—die for Want—die in the Deserts.

Per noyer—47—by being drowned—by hurt.

Apprestier—49—to pray, to be prepared—to take an Oath.

Ostel—50—Bird—Cat.

En pure facet—53—in his Coat only—in pure Sackcloth.

Gardessant—102—support—defend.

N’est atteintable—113—is not to be attained—is not attainable.

Son peir—116—his equal—his superior.

A monester—117—to admonish—to shew.

Eins conce que—p. 308.—before that—after that.

Quantum eveno viu Naam—158—when one forbids the replevying a live Diftreff—when a Man leads away a live Diffreft.

Garrantizables—176—are to be warranted, or to be proved—are to appear.

On containes—178—or far off—or contain.

Enemies differcis—178—proclaimed, notorious Enemies—Enemies discovered.

Si Clerke ordeine—188—if a Clerk ordained—if a Clerk be ordered.

A chever—201—to perform, to attourn—to come to.

Domaine un gue—212—from Hand to Mouth—of his own Hand.

Est fief des taillies—212—is fief of the Tallies—by Tallies.

De quire—218—with Leather—with Iron.

Escu du cuyre—a Shield of Leather—a Shield of Iron.

Per le rejou de la mer—222—by the Ebbing of the Sea—by the Waves of the Sea.

Sous—223—payment—a Reloafe.

Si l’ennist sa ley—241—if he performs his Law—if he wage his Law.
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If the Word *defends* made use of in a Defendant’s Plea had been considered as derived from the Norman French Word *defender*, and to signify to *oppose* or *deny*, and not to *justify*; Mr. Booth in his accurate Treatise of Real Actions would not have acknowledged himself so much at a Loss to explain the Entry of the Defendant’s Defence in a Writ of Right. Booth xciv. 112.—3 Blackstone 296.

Nor surely, if the Idiom of this Language had been understood, would this Passage in Britton, “Si lefglige *demeurge* descoufeille outre vi. moys, adonques *solonc* le Counciel de Lions par l’descord d’s *parties*, le fra levefque del lieu counciiller & dorra *lesglife* a aucun clerke d’son office, saufe chefcun *droit,”* been rendered, by so elaborate and judicious an Abridger as Mr. Viner, in the following Manner.

“If the Church remains discounseled beyond six Months, then, according to the Council of Lyons, *by the Discord of the Parties, the Bishop shall be in the Place of a Counsellor, and shall give the Church to any Clerk, saving every one’s Right;*” instead of (as with great Deference I think it ought to be translated) “If the Church remains unprovided beyond six Months, then, according to the Council of Lyons, by Reason of the Disagreement of the Parties, the Bishop of the Diocese shall provide for it, and shall, ex officio, collate some Clerk to the Church, saving every one’s Right.” Britton 225. a. 17. Viner 377.

*Per vi*st ensenver—248—by burying alive—by burning alive.
*Per urur de eux*—261—by plucking out the Eyes—by burning them over the Eyes.
*Que ne noirent*—271—who do not send—hurted not.
*Afforcement de la ley*—282—a forcing, or straining of the Law, erring from the Law.
*On avant vie*—300—or had denied—or had sent.
*Eins ceo que*—308—before that—incrimuch as.
vi  P R E F A C E  T O

Nor if the Norman Law French had been properly understood by the Professors of our Law, would a Frenchman, on a late remarkable Trial, have been called in to read and explain some Norman French Charters produced in a British Court of Judicature.

Even the Statutes themselves, as found in our Books, are, I am afraid, in many Places too liable to the same Censure; a Specimen from the short Statute of Fines *, and from the Statute of Aëton † Burnell, will shew this;

lieu la pees } translated } delivered the Peace sur la pie } by the County } instead of } read the Concord on the Foot.

The Mention therefore of these Passages, thus erroneously translated, may be of some Ute, I trust, to incite young Students to attain to a more perfect Knowledge of the antient Norman Law French; for Justice Fortescue, in his learned Preface prefixed to his Reports, and to the Treatise of Absolute and Limited Monarchy wrote by Sir John Fortescue, Lord Chief Justice of England under Henry VI. says, that without being acquainted with this Language, wherein so much of our Laws yet in force is written, a Man cannot pretend to the Name of a Lawyer; and as many of the Public Acts which are in Latin in Rymer’s Foedera are not, in the Judgment of Rapin, to be understood without the Assistance of Ducange or Spelman; I may venture to say, that great Numbers of the same Kind of Instruments found there in the old French Language are not less difficult for want of some Dictionary of that Language. Even so late as the Time of Queen Elizabeth, when one would have thought that almost all Barbarisms had been abolished,

* 18 Edward I.
† Priftes leurs avers, borrowed their Cattle, instead of Money.
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we find Treaties drawn up, and Secretaries of State, Ambassadors, and Kings in her Reign, corresponding in a very uncouth Stile; for I believe there are very few Readers, who, tout d'un coup, will understand such Words as "de repes—arrablez, plieur—panures—
roveneneray—truerant—leuryauxi—unglos—sny-
uemant—apuliesies—delleaes—l'adutent—sainte-
mant—avabler—oisuir—sans anviser—j'escrein—
acharues—au ould;" with many others equally obsolete, and which are not explained in any Dictionary. Yet this Collection, extensive as I have endeavoured to make it, does not, I must confess, take in every difficult or obsolete Norman French Word; several of this Kind are purposely omitted, on account of the Sense of them not readily occurring, and are left for some more able Hand to investigate; others also will, without Doubt, be met with in some Books and Manuscripts which have escaped my Reading: though I persuade myself the Number will not be very considerable; and that it may with Truth be said, that very few of the antient Norman French Words which occur in this Work, are to be met with elsewhere.

This Compilation, the Reader will please to observe, is confined to such Words of the old French Language as occur chiefly in Rymer's Foedera, our Statutes, Parliament Rolls, Journals, Records, Law Books, and, Historians; for as to those which are to be met with in ancient Writers of the French Nation, and in the Provençal Poets and Romances, they are foreign to our Purpose; and may be found in the Dictionary lately compiled by the learned M. La Combe *, in 2 Volumes: Nor have I traced the Norman French Language up to its Origin, this being also already done by

* Dictionnaire du Vieux Langage François, par M. La Combe, à Paris, 1766.
the above Author, and several others who have professedly written on that Subject.

It would probably likewise not have been unenterprising, and at the same Time more satisfactory to some Readers, to have given, as Menage and others have done, the Passages and Sentences at length, from those Records, Books, and Manuscripts, from which most of the Words in this Collection are taken; this indeed would have helped to point out the different Epochs when such and such Words first assumed such a Sense, as well as given the Reader an Opportunity of comparing the Words themselves with the Context; but this Parade would have rendered the Work much larger, and I am afraid too expensive. My only View, in making this Compilation, is to promote Historical Knowledge, and enable the Studious to read with Satisfaction, and understand, those many interesting and curious Records dispersed in our Acts of State; and particularly in the Parliament Rolls (which under the Sanction of the Legislature have been lately published), Law Books, and Historians, and which, for want of some Assistance of this Kind, lose much of their Force: if this End is answered without making those numerous Quotations which the observing the above Order would have occasioned, I hope, the Want of it will be readily excused,
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A, at, and, with, from, for, by.
A causa de cy, for this reason.
A ce, for this purpose.
A ceftuy, from him.
A la façon, in the fashion.
A la presence, in the presence.
A peu perd, with small loss.
A font, and are.
A tort, by wrong.
Aage, age.
Aagiee etant, being of the age.
Aan, ã, year.
Abaiesse, an abbess.
Abaiez, afraid, intimidated.
Abaiez du peril, put in peril.
Abaiser, to appease.
Abaisse, deprived.

Abaissies (sl), so impoverished.
Abaizance, abbaiaunce, in abeyance, in expectation.
Abatift, abated, beat down, pulled down, threw down, quashed, defeated, interposed.
s'Abaty, entered by abatement, interposed.
Abatu (Bois), wood cut or fallen.
Abaudiffent (fei), embolden themselves, give themselves up to.
Abbaissement, abatement.
Abbeiffant, obedient.
Abbeffed, cast down.
Abbeffement, lessening, lowering.
Abbeffent, abate, lower.
Abbrevoir, a watering place.
Abbs, an abbey.
B, Abbuver,
Abhuver, to give water to.
Abeissant, obedient.
Abeissé, abesse, abated,
leffened, abased.
Abeissement, lowering.
Abeissiez, oppressed.
Aber, abetting.
Abelie, abated.
Abetir, to render stupid.
Abette, abetment.
Abetuz, abating, allowing
for.
Abeye, abit, habit.
Ableissement (en), to the
scandal, injury.
Ablez, able, fit.
Abogen, bowed.
Abollage, boney.
Aborder, to apply to, ar-
rive at.
Aboutir, to draw to, to
abut.
Aboutissants, aboutisse-
ments, limits or bound-
daries.
Ab Owein, ap Owein.
Abreen, April.
Abroceurs, brokers.
Abruver, to water.
Abfoille, aboller, absoul-
dre, absodre, to absolve,
forgive, pardon.
Abstiegnier, to abstain.
Abstinence, cession.
Abusiflementz, conceal-
ments.
Abutrements, ornaments.
Aca, ca, then.
Acat, buying.
Acate (p vois d'), by way
of bargain.
Acaterie (Sergeaunt de l'),
ferjeant of the catery.
Acceplant (en), in accept-
ing, objecting.
Acceslement, addition.
Accesfer, to affés.
Accio, acceyon, aéion.
Accoiant (en), in bording
up.
Accoint, very necessary
or familiar.
Accountance, aid, favour,
association.
Accoller, to embrace.
Accolée (donner l'), to
dub a knight.
Accomptablez, comptable
petition, countable, small
fish.
Accord (d'), the concord.
Accoritez, agreed to it.
Accort, ready, wary.
Accoster, to prop, or hold
up.
Accoursement, the taking
away.
Accouter, to bearken.
Accrester, accrester, to in-
crease, to accrue, to
happen.
Accressent, arise from.
Accrester (qui droit ad a),
who has a right to the
profits.
Accrewe,
Accrever, increased.
Achever, to perform.
Acheu, attourned.
Achier, to finish.
Acheifoner, acheffoner, to accuse.
Aco, that.
Acoigne, favour, association.
Acone fei, sometimes.
Acons, fore.
Aconvenu, covenanted, agreed upon.
Acort, agreement, accord, consent.
Acoudre, to join.
Acoulper, to accuse.
Acoute, aconte, to be reckoned, deemed, accounted.
Acoupes, accused, guilty.
Acouter, deemed, accounted.
Acovyegnent, agree, settle.
Acquiefte, to pacify.
Acquifler, to pacify.
Acre, an acre, a measure of land.
Acre, an acre, a measure of land.
Acres, increased.
Acresco, increase.

Acresstre, acreffer, acre-
sere, to multiply, to in-
crease, advance, rise, ac-
crew.

Acrestant a lui, taking up-
on himself.

Acrire, to write.

d'Acrocher, to assume, in-
croach, increase.

Acrire, to lend.

Acruiet, accrewed.

Act, action.

Actines, actons, cloaks.

Actuel, ready, speedy.

Actualment, actuelment,
presently.

Acumenent, in any other
manner.

Acunto, account.

Acunt (deit), owes any
thing.

Acuic, excuses.

Adaerains, at last.

Adavaunt ale, so far gone.

Adayer, to provoke.

Adeiz, already.

Adenc, now.

Adeprimes, first, at first,
for the first time.

Adept, obtained.

Aderere, behind, in arrear,
strayed from.

Aderener, to appraise.

Ades, by and by.

Adefoure, underneath, be-
low.

Adefouth lui, under him.

Adessement, constantly.

Adeffere, sincerely.

Adevant, before.

Adevenir, to become.

Adgares (ne), lately.

Adgisantz, adjacent.

Addculeir, to mitigate, to
affwage.

Addone, given to.

Addoubers, see adoubers.

Addoubeur, a promoter,
or settler-up of causes.

Addresse, directed to, sent;
also redress.

Addresseorient en haut
lour maynes dextres,
should bold up on high
their right hands.

Adherdantz, adherents.

A dicu commandez, gone
to God, departed this
life.

Adjeuffer, to adjust, con-
trive, dispose of.

Adjeuffer foy, to give
faith.

Adire, by saying.

Adire, that is to say.

Adire, to abandon, forsake.

Aditerent, should summon
to the eyre.

Adjure, abjured, abandon-
ed.

Admenenetres, admonished,
brought.

Adminiftres, the admini-
strators.

Admats, etc., for the rest.
Adnerer, to set a price.
Adoler, to lament.
Adonques, adonges, then.
Adouler, to repair.
Adoubers de viels draps, patchers, bouchers, or menders of apparel.
Adoun, then.
Adreçans, adroffans, addressed, directed to.
Adrecieç, adrettées, redressed.
Adrein, until.
Adreitament, with address, also directly, forthwith, readily.
Adres, readily, conveniently.
Adrefcer, to redress.
Adrefcer a nous, behave to us.
L'Adrefcement, the management, improvement, reformation, reform, repairing.
Adrefser ses refons, to make out, to prepare his defence.
Adrefses, going, proceeding on, continuing along.
Qu'ils adreffaffeit, that they should prepare themselves.
Nous nous adrefseoms, we are getting ready.
Adrefez, creaf.
Adrefez, ornamented, gilded.

Chafier adrefez, drive them straight along.
Adreftement, directly, forthwith.
Adrier, in arrear.
Adret, drawn.
Adveigne, happens, becomes.
En adventure fi, in case.
Adveu (foubz l'), with the approbation.
Advitailles, virtualled.
Advocassie, office of advocate.
Advoue, advoes, advocates, persons skilled in the law.
Advover, to avow.
Adueinent, arise.
Adunque, then.
P'Adutent, making use of.
Adyre, to say.
Aé, the age of a man.
Aele, grandmother.
Aem perlir, peril of our soul.
Aerdanz, aordanz, adherents.
Aerder, to accrue.
Aererer, to plough.
Aerin, brafs.
Aernovel, August.
Aerres, earnest.
Aery, nest of hawks.
Aes, case.
Aeues, waters.
Aez, bas.
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Afeore,
Affeore, affeered.  
Affaire, to make.  
Affaires, affairez, to be made.  
Affairont, affeer.  
Affaitier, to render learned.  
Affame, famished.  
Affectate, wilful.  
Affectes, bestowed on.  
Affectuous, desirous.  
Affecteulsment, affectiously.

Afferre (not es eqoms), we have occasion for.  
Afferaunt (solonc fon), according to his share, proportion, or what belongs to him.  
Affront (en lor), in their proportion.  
Afferne, contraét.  
Afferment, lodge, lay.  
Affermer, to let to farm.  
Affermes, affermes, granted, limited, confirmed.  
Affer, affri, affer, cattle, or beasts.  
Affers des carads, beasts of the plow.  
Affere, to do.  
Afferer, to tax, affess, moderate.  
Afferrit, afferoit, belonged.  
Affert, it behovertb.  
Affiaunce, confidence.  
Affiauntz, by the affirmaunce, oath.  
Affie (nul fe), let none presume.
En affrait de la pees, in breach of the peace.
Affraietz, terrified.
Affranchir, to set free.
Affretter (d'), to freight.
Affublez des manteau, habited with the mantle.
Affyereit, trust to.
Afolee, crippled.
Aforce, stirs strengthened.
Aforcer, to endeavour, to compel, to enforce.
Aforcent, tend to, endeavour.
Aforetters, aforested.
A for prendre, to be for-prized.
Afouement (fi), as soon as, as fast as.
Afoula, damaged, wasted.
Ag, wait, keep, observe.
Agaitz, assaults.
Agager nule ley, wage any law.
Agagez, pledged.
Agaitz, lie in wait.
Agaites (les), the watch.
Agardant, regarding.
Agardetz; agard, awarded; keep, observe, attend.
En vos agardetz, in your judgement, determination.
En vos agard, in your own delay.
Agayte, agait (en), by await.
Agatere (pur male), of expecting mischief.
Aier, steel.
Aiet, he saill have.
Aile, a wing.
Ailefs, a grandmother.
Ailors, elsewhere, besides, then.
Aimans, diamonds.
Aimant, a loadstone.
Aimer (l'), the love.
Ain, a book.
Ainceis, but.
Ainnefsche, eldership, birthright.
Ains, bis.
Ains, opposed, obscured.
Ains, d'ams, (par quintal d'), for a quintal of almonds.
Ainsi come (per), in the same manner as.
Aintz, but.
Ainz, einz qe, before that.
Ainznez, eldest.
Aion, aionz, have.
Ajourner ceus, remove them.
Ajouftrre (fanz), without adding.
Ajoyni, joined.
Airaine, brass.
Aire, nest of the hawk.
Aireau, a plough.
Airens en pourpos, intend.
Aires, eared, ploughed.
Airignante, adjoining.
Ais, a board.
L'Aile, the ease.
Ailement, easement.

Aifne filz, eldest son.
Aifne fille, eldest daughter.
Aif, aided.
Aiftre, existence, life.
Aitre, a house, an apartment, a room.
Aive, water.
Ajudar, to assist.
Ajuge, adjuged.
Ajustement, ajoufiances, addition.
Aketon, Hoketond de plate, coat of plate, metal.
Akune, some.
Al, to, from.
Al, went to.
Ala devie a trespass, departed this life.
Alaier, allledge.
Alant, alantes, going.
Al armes, with armes.
Alaftent quere hors, they should go and take them out.
Alaftes, gone.
Allaceaux, collateral.
Allancz al roy, going to the king.
Alcome, alchemy.
Alcons, any one.
Alcunz e alcun, one or more.
Alee, allay.
Alees, passages abroad.
Alefitz, sometimes.
Aleganne, allowance, re-
Alegere.
Aleger
Alleger (lui), to relieve himself.
Alege, eased, redressed, relieved.
Alegerez, will alleviate.
Alencontre, to the contrary, against.
Aler (le), the bringing.
Aler (lour), their departure.
Ales de gales (en fees), in his journey into France.
Alettes, little eagles.
Aletz adieu, go quit.
Aleur (a grant), in great haste.
Aleviance, ease.
Ali, to another.
Aliance, allegiance.
Aliaunces, alience, confederacies, allegations, suggestions.
Alias, keretofore.
Alienacan, kindred.
Aliennee, an alien.
Alienee, the buyer.
Alier, at large, to go at large.
Alier hors, to go out of.
Aliez (lour), their relations, friends.
Alifaundre, Alexander.
Alisfier, aleisier, at going out.
Alkemine, alchemy.
Alleage, allegag, alledged.
Allec, berring.

Alledgie, bought in, made satisfaction.
Allee (li), so far proceeded in.
Allegier, to lessen.
Allegier, to alleviate, remove.
Allegiance (en), for redress, in ease of.
Allegeaunces (fans), without alledged.
Allegies, imprisoned.
Allegiance (forique), only an alleviation, exemption.
Allegiez, alleviated, redressed.
Alleguez, cited.
Alleient avant, may proceed.
Alleie, allay.
Alleques, alledged.
Alleront, went.
Alles, allies.
Alleu, allieu, aleu, alieu, a possession free from all subjecton, allodial.
Allevie, levyed.
Alleys, an alien.
Alliance, aliance, alience, aleyngnanfe, confederacy, protestation, allegiance.
Alliance (fau), by false allegations.
Alliantz, aliens.
Allieger, alledge.
Allient (sen), may depart.
Allies, alliez, kindred, confederates.
Allieurs lieux, other places.
Alloee, allowed.
Alloigne, alligne, put off or delayed, carried away, conveyed from.
Alloigner le terme, inlarge the time.
Allopee, eloped.
Des allopers de nunns, of those who elope with nunns.
Allowables, genuine.
Allow (ne poet), cannot let.
Allowent, hire.
Alloycanche, allegiance, alliance.
Alloynes, stolen, alienated, removed, carried off, drove away.
Alloynours, alleynours, those who conceal, steal, or carry a thing off privately.
Alluer, to allow.
Alluminor, a limner or gilder of letters in old manuscripts.
Alm, soul.
Lendemayn des almes, on the morrow of souls.
Al menne people, to inferior people.
Almoignes, alms, almonds.
Alnis, a wood of elders.

Alnyours, aulinagers.
Aloigner, to enlarge.
Aloine, ousted.
Aloinent, eloin.
Alongerent (ie), withdrew themselves.
Alors, there, at that time, in that place.
Aloft, go.
Alote, allotted.
Aloues, worthy of praise.
Alquons, any one.
Alre-fice, at another time, afore time.
Alt, high.
Alt al ewe, let him go to water Ordeal.
Alterquer, to wrangle.
Altres III (les), the other 4.
Altres (per), by others.
Altréfi, in like manner.
Alye, fastened, fixed.
Alyenont le judgement, they defer the judgement.
Alvey, alderground.
Aluable, allowable.
Aluer (li), allow him.
Alun, allom.
Alz, az, they, them.
Am, I love.
Amans, diamonds.
Amaroit, should love.
Aamat, beloved.
Amatitre, an amethyst.
Ambassiatt, embassage.
Ambaxeurs, ambassadors.
Ambodeux,
Ambodeux, amdeus, ambedoi, amb, both.
Ambrey, a cupboard.
Ame, friend.
Ame cofyn, beloved cousin.
AmF, amen.
Amedeus les pties, both parties.
Ameee, desired, coveted.
Ameis, ametz gentieux hommes, beloved gentlemen.
Ameinise, diminishes.
Amene, seduced, forced.
Amenez, amegnez, produced, brought.
Amenusfer, to abridge, abate, decrease, diminish, lessen, annihilate, to fall.
Amenusfoit, brought.
Amenisile, amended.
Amendement, for the amendment, improvement.
En amendement, in amends.
Ament, let him make amends.
Amentinee, maintain.
Les amends de affyse enfreynete, the correction of the breach of affyse.
Amenir, to diminish.
Amenirtez, administere.
Amer, bitter.
Amer (ne de), nor to love.
Ames, mercy.

Ames et foayables, beloved and faithful.
Ames (es), on the souls.
Amefner, to bring, convey.
Amefinaceous, carrying away.
Amefinace, ameignance, bringing in.
Amefure, moderated.
Amez, friends.
Amiable, friendly.
Amiablement, amicably.
Amice, beloved.
Amiraudes, emeralds.
Amifours (sies), those who are prejudiced against him.
Amiftee, friendship.
Amiftre, animosity.
Amnifie, threaten.
Amoindrir, to make thin or lean.
Amonorifflant, wasting, diminishing.
Amoler, to melt.
Amolir, amollir, to soften.
Amonestoms, admonisb.
Amonestment, warning, notice.
Amont, a mount, upwards, against, above.
Amort, amorti, dead.
Amorte, allured, won.
Amortir, amortizer, amorteyler, to amortife, to purchase in mortmain.
Amountaut, ascending.
d'Amour jour, day of grace; a day also given to compromise the suit.
Amous, very.
Amoyneric, almony.
Amiere, an empire.
Amplier, to increase, enlarge.
Amprendre, to undertake.
Ampres, after.
En ampres, bereafter.
d’Ams quintel, a quintal of almonds.
Amue, friends.
Amur, love.
Amuue, moves, grievues.
Amuzer aucun, to put one in a study.
Amyes concubines, beloved concubines.
Amyte, friendship.
l’An, the one.
Ana, without.
Analefent, going, went.
Anamalez, enamelled.
Anchisors, ancestors.
Ancelle, a maid servant.
Ancestre en court, sum moned to appear in court.
Ancoys, but.
Anculer, to accuse.
Ande, mother in law.
l’Andemain, the morrow.
Aneals, ancus, rings.
Anel, a ring.
A l’anell, on delivery of the nuptial ring, on so-
lemnization of the marriage.
Anel, an angel.
l’Anel, the handle.
Anelyng de tewles, annealing of tiles.
Anemis, enemies.
Anenent, happen, arise.
Angeine, the feast of the Holy Virgin.
Anginees, engine, devices.
Anguites, anguish.
Anguffes, straights.
Angutez, straighntened.
Anichilée, annihilated.
Anienter, anientir, to take away, to defeat, make void, to annul.
Anient, anientie, void, dis annulled.
Tot anientic, entirely ruin ed.
En anientisement, to the destruction, waste, ruin, disannulling, lessening, impoverishment, wasting.
An il enuft (l’), from whence there follows.
Anifanz, aynifans, annoyance.
Aniz, friend.
Ankes, geeze.
Ankes, presently.
Ankes avant (que), that before.
Anne, year.
Annealing,
Annealing, a burning or hardening by fire.
Annel, annuel, a ring.
Anuels, anuels livres, the year books.
Annez, years.
L'Anoiture, the nurture.
Anoye, injured, damaged.
Anoya, hurt.
Anquare, yet, still, again.
Anques, but, very.
A ans, for a time.
Anfement aufement(tout), entirely in the same manner.
Anfois, but, although.
Ant (le), being.
Antandre, to inform.
Anten (de), of the last year.
Antic, old.
Antor le tour, round the tower.
Antyer tout, entirely.
Anuales chauntantz, singing annuals, or maffes every day.
Anuelx, rings.
Anui, to day, this night.
Anulterie(en), in adultery.
Anures mals, evil works.
Anulfance, anulantz, annoyance.
Anute, annuity.
Anuyt, vexes.
Anvifer (fans), without waiting.
Anyentiffent, annul.

Anyntier, to annul.
Anz, years.
Anzoiz, anfois, but.
Aordaunce, confederaacy.
Aore, now.
Aour, gold.
Aouer, to pray to, worship.
Aournemens, ornaments.
Aouf, August.
Apandy, belongs.
Apara, will appear.
Aparelle, appaрайle, apparelle, ready.
Aparille (de tot), with all readiness.
Aparcuyver, to perceive.
A par luy, on his part.
Aparmenes, ore aparmens, at this present.
Aparate, open, full.
Aparatement, plainly.
Apaftiz, patiz, the agreement to a contribution.
Apauvry, impoverished.
Apeaus, appeals.
Apee, on foot.
Apens, thought.
Apent, belongs.
Aperchenoir, perceive.
Apercus de ceo, informed of it.
Aperluy, by itself.
Aperment, openly.
Apeftez, impeached.
Apefer, to appease.
my in compensation of their towns being spared from the ravages of war.

Appaye (en un), in one payment.

Appaye (sent), not contented, dissatisfied.

Appeaux, appeals.

Appeirez, impaired.

Appelle, called.

Appellations, appeals.

Appellants (Seignurs), lords appellants, viz. the duke of Gloucester, Henry earl of Derby, Richard earl of Arundel, Thomas earl of Warwick, and Thomas earl of Nottingham, earl Marshell, who were so called in 11 Rich.

II. because they were the accusers in parliament of the then late ministers.

Appelliors, called.

Append, pending.

Appener, to portion out.

Appenfer, to think or consider.

Appenfementz, thoughts.

Appenfes, hung, affixed.

Appente, appient, belongeth, belonging.

Apperceivance, preparations, discovery.

Apperient q, who import.

Apperil, apparailllez, ready, appareled, prepared.

Appert,
Appert, openly, in public.
Appeler, to agree.
Appellement, agreement.
Appiaux, appeals.
Appiért evidence, apparent evidence, jurisdiction.
Appiáint, evident.
Applicher, to make plain.
Applicant, arriving, drove into.
Applicuer, to employ.
Applier, to submit.
Applois, employment.
Appor, tax, tallage, imposition, payment, tribute, charge, expenses.
Apportz (come), as it ought.
Apposer, appose, adjust, agree.
Apposée, questioned, adjusted, settled.
Apprailles, ready.
Appreciation, appraise.
Appreignent, learn, be informed of.
Appreffours, appraisers.
Apprentise, a student of the law, a pleader, a serjeant at law.
Un apprentiz de la court le roy et attourne, an apprentice of the court of the king and an attorney.
Appréfler, should endeavor, ought to be prepared.

Apprefta (fe), should be ready.
Apprelles, payments, loans.
Apprefté (argent), money borrowed on loan.
Apprestes (per lui), by him lent.
Apprimes, first.
Appris, appris, learned.
Apprissez de ley, learned in the law.
L'Appriément, the seizing.
Approcher lour droít, to come at their right.
Appromptes (per), by borrowing.
Appróper, to appropriate.
Approperment, properly.
Approperment (per), by appropriating.
Approve, vouched.
Approvez, appropriated.
Approvement, improvements.
Apprower, to improve.
Approwours, approvers.
Apprueur, to approve.
Appruement, profit.
Appus, appear.
Aprée, afterwards.
Aprés, next, nearest to.
Aprés les 1111 jours, within 4 days.
Aprés, learned, skilled in.
Apréflay, I lent.
Apréft (d'argent d'), ready money.

Aprést
Aprest (dettes d’), debts which ought to be paid down.
Aprimes (tout), in the first instance, immediate.
Apris le jour, after the day.
Apris, understood, valued, appraised.
Apris de da leie, learned or versed in the laws.
Aprifes (des), from informations.
Aprife, learning.
Aprivoifes, improved, purchased.
Aprocha, petitioned.
Aprocher a notre, come at our own.
Aprouchier, proceed.
Aprove, improves.
Apreua fon waft, approved his waft.
Apruchement, approach, arrival.
Apuril, April.
Aquar (Serg.), serjeant of the ewyry.
Aquitantz, acquittance.
Aqules, to which.
Ara ece, shall have been.
Arace, to erase.
Araceez, tore out.
Aracher, to grub up.
Aracine, taken root.
Araer, arair, to prepare, array, settle.

Arages, madmen.
Araines, array, apparel.
Araine, bras.
Arant, plowing, earing.
Arat, shall have.
Arbalastres, arbalestes, cross bows.
Juges arbitrers, arbitrarys, a private judge chosen by consent of the parties to determine the matter in difference.
Arc, a bwo, an archer.
Arccamentz, secrets.
Arcess, arctz, burnt.
Arcewesche, archbishop.
Arche, a chest.
Archer, to shoot.
Arct, compelled.
Arctable, forcible.
Arcter, to force, bind.
Arctors, the plaintiffs.
Assizes arannez, assizes arraigned.
Ardeit, ardes, burnt.
Arden, a wood.
Arduys negoces, arduous business.
Que pur l’arduite de lour charge, as well on account of the arduousness of their charge.
Arc, arct, a ram.
Arerecontre, according to.
Areigne, happen.
Arcitez, arrented.
Aremenaunt, arenaunt, for ever after.

Arenes, arènes, aresenez, put to answer, arraigned, called in question.

Arent, a certain sum affirmed by way of fine for beaupleader.

Arentes, let, rented at.

Arere, back again.

Arere (en), aforetime.

Arere (joint), diminution, joined again.

Arerifment, hindrance, delay, prejudice.

Aresme, dareim, of brass.

Aref, bay.

Arefter, areiter, stop, resist, opposed.

Areftieu, seized, detained.

Areflus, arefluiz, arrested.

Aret, an account.

Arete, arefte, taken or charged with some crime.

Argouees, argued, debated.

Arieres en temps (en), in times past.

Arire (rendra), shall pay back again.

Arierìe, injured, hindered.

Array, arrival.

Arkes, boxes.

Arm (de l’) de Tamyse, arm of the Thames.

Arm, weapon.

Armez, arms, coat armour.

Armor, the sea.

Armure, arms, armour, barness.

Armures (milles), a thousand armed men.

Aront, shall have.

Aroerez, fodder, foil, compost.

Arouere, to answer.

Arpen, an acre.

Arr, in arrear, arraigned.

Arrablez, overpowered, oppressed.

Arracer, to root up.

Arrages (gens), madmen.

Arraioner, put to answer.

Arramez, commenced.

Arramir, to assemble.

Arranez, ou arranerz, arraigned, or to be arraigned.

Arras (en), in earnest.

Arraynement, airenement, the arrainment.

Arre (demaunde), demand back again.

Arreçt, arrette, let him impute it.

Arren, arreyn, arrent, arraigned.

Arre, to plow up.

Arre et femyr, to plow and sow.

Arrere (en), lately.

Arrerie, perverted, delayed, frustrated.

Arreremeyn, backwards, gradually.

C Arreriffes-
Arrêtement, arrêtisment (en), in delay, hindrance, annoyance.
Arresté, to accrew.
Arrest, accret, accrews.
Arrêtent, take.
Arrient, happens.
Arrière, arrer, to give ear-
ness.
Arrièrs, again.
Arrivals (petitz), small landing places.
Arroie (que je), that I shall have.
Arroit, arroet, should have, would be.
Arroul, inrolled.
Arrure, plowing.
Ars, burnt.
Arfines, arfeuns, arfures, burning.
Arte, narrowed.
Artic, antique, North.
Arte (eft), is obliged.
Artex, compelled.
Articlarie, artillery.
Artus, Arthur.
As, to, into, amongst.
As fiens, and his.
As utaves, on the o†aves.
Asalt, asauf, assault.
Asaumple, an example or precedent.
Asaудre, to absolve.
Ascaventer, to certify or make known.
Ascоifоunеz, called in question.

Ascavoire, to be understood.
Ascenlement, agreement.
Ascet, assent, knowledge.
Ascерchez, searched.
Asceret, certified.
Asсeverer, to affirm.
Ascient (qui a), who know-
ingly.
Ascuneument, in any wise; some of.
Ascursors, we assure.
Asicrent, belong.
Asоles, wounded.
Asols, satisfied.
Asouldre, to absolve.
Asout, absolved.
Asoyne, alone, essoyn.
Asperle, dispersed.
Aspertime, aiprete, by rough measures, by force.
Asprement, roughly.
Asleet, aistete, assignment.
Aséir, to sit.
Aslees, sealed.
Asxes, aíssed.
Asquins, some.
As (l'), the aíse.
Asia, Asaph.
Aslach, a com purge by
300 men.
Assaeroms, will attempt.
Assaiants, assisting.
Assaiant de harneis, trying, or fitting on of armour.
Asläie (en), on trial.
Asraw, aist, aistert.
Assaileront, assault, or set upon.
Assaver
Afflaver 3 mois, 3 months notice.
Afflaver, certify.
Afflay, afflaye, endeavoured.
Affées, a woodcock.
Affége, besiegé.
Assemblé, a collection.
Assembler, to meet.
Assemblée, an union.
Assembléement, meeting.
Assemblée, together.
Asfener, to assign.
Asfzens, assign, appoint.
Asfennne, assignment, support, portion.
Asfent, something to sit upon.
Asfentement, consent.
Asfentui en judgement, joined in issue, in judgements.
Asfleurs, asfleont, asfellers, asfels.
Asfleurez, made safe.
Asfquerer, to assure, make certain.
Asfier, asfier, assfuir, to settle, fix, ascertain, asfes, keep.
Asfert (d'), to certify.
Asferte, surety.
Asfier (d'), with steel.
Asfés, set up, put up.
Asfes (l'), conjunction, concurrence.
Asfefaunce (a la), at the asfessing.
Asfetors, abettors.

Afferéra, will assure, make sure.
Afferer, drained.
Afficyly, assaulted.
Affez, aleez, alettz, afdettz, afdau, enough.
Affez affer, enough to do.
Affiette, afoir, asffemment, tax.
Assigniers, affinez, assigned.
Affis, situated.
Affile en ore, set in gold.
Affis (jour), day appointed or fixed.
Affîtes, afferent, set, appointed.
Affiduelment, constantly.
Afficore, to prosecute.
Affiz, fit.
Affys, appointed, affered, asfessed.
Affôager, to comfort.
Affaigne, essoy, excuse.
Affoil, absolve.
Affoyl (qe Dieu), on whom God have mercy, pardon.
Affoilent, fe afoilent, punish.
Affoir, to besiege.
Affolloms, we absolve.
Affommes, adjusted.
Affondre (pour), de afoildre, to absolve, to acquit.
Affoub, affouth, assous, acquitted, discharged, resolved.
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Assurerr,
Affurier (d''), to essay.
Affure (l'), the certain.
Affurrera, and will assure, covenant.
Affallation (l'), the installation.
Affate, estate, condition.
Afterlbs d'or, an astrolobe of gold, an instrument to make astronomic observations.
Affonb, tin.
Affrains, affranchiz, affranchiz, constrained, bound.
Affraignons, to bind.
Affre, a ball.
Affre, affre, a hearth.
Aflrer (home), aflrier, a man resident, a villein born in a house of the lord's.
Aflres (tresflouz le), all the houses, fire hearths.
Affrus, hidden, difficult.
Affuche (j'), I conjecture.
At, bath.
At, and.
Atachiec, affixed, annexed.
Atnys, attained, convicted.
Atat, estate, purchase.
Atauntz, atantz, so many.
Ateigne pas, does not come to.
Ateignent, which belong to.
Ateindreokes a oens, get at them.

Ateint, amount.
Ateinz, attained.
Ateivament, effectually.
Ateindre (c fit), and let it be understood.
Atent, attends.
Atente, attendre, waiting.
Atient, extinct.
Atoinez (a co), appointed for that purpose.
Atraüt a notre obeissance, drawn to our obedience.
Atrlet, drawn aside.
Atreys, other.
Atreent (ne'), do not draw.
Attacher, to attack, take place.
Attacher son appeal, to commence, to prosecute his appeal.
Attach (se), attached, come upon.
Attachent, buying.
Attaindre, understand.
Attaine, brought, commenced, seized on.
Attainables, to be commenced.
Attainables (nient), are not to be brought.
Attaine (caus'), cause attached.
Attainer sa action, to commence his action.
Attainre (fit ne puiffé) de prover sa pleine, if he cannot proceed to prove.
Attaintes pur serfs, found 
by verdict to be villains.
Attame, attamen, com-
menced, attacked.
Attanners, untamed.
Attant (pour) de temp, 
for so long a time.
Attantz de noetz, as 
many nights.
Attayner, treat of, shew.
Atteindre, to attain, con-
vict, conviction.
Atteinist (il), he had ac-
cused, impeached.
Attein, attainit, convicted, 
found guilty, adjudged.
Atteinable (n’eft), is not 
to be attained.
Attein, atteynitz, proved.
Atteinz, attaints.
Atteinre (eux), to convid 
them.
Atteinre (pur), to attain, 
obtain.
Atteinre (fi le tenant le 
voile, if the tenant will 
abide thereby.
Atteinoit (luy) a grant 
aleur, met him with a 
great train.
Atteinalment, ateiifament, 
atteynement, atteynau-
ment, effectually, strenu-
ously, remain for ever.
Atteignent (le), are com-
mitted.
Atteynours, persons who 
are to attain the jurors.

Atteynt, atteinte, an at-
taing.
Atteynt de fause pleyne, 
convicted of having made 
a false plaint.
Attemprement, interpre-
tation.
Attemptates (pur), for at-
tempts.
Attendront a nos, they 
shall be subject to us.
Attentiffent (s’), should be 
tried.
Attent (come), as they 
ought to have done.
Atterminement, respite, 
adjournment, attermi-
tation.
Atterminez, determinable, 
respited.
Atterminez(lettez), debts, 
for the payment of which 
certain times were af-
signed; and those were 
called, debita attermi-
nata.
Atteignent, attient, belong.
Attier, appointed.
Attiles (les), the stores.
Attilmentz (f’), the fitting 
out.
Attirable, radicated, wast-
ed.
Attiorent (les), turn them.
Attiires (li), so treated.
Attitles, assigned.
Attyrer, to provide.
Attyres (mal), ill repaired.
C 3 Attorte,
Attorte, raised, contributed.
Attournances, attornments.
Attournera, shall assign.
Attournons, attorneys.
Attraire a lui, claims it to himself, pretends title thereto.
Attraire, to draw.
Attrapper, to catch.
Attrenche, respited, reversed.
Attrench (tout), entirely.
Attrer, draws.
Attret, treaty.
Attrezent, draw, drew.
Attron, consent.
Attoiftre, to revoke, withdraw.
An, to, or, have, had.
Avabler, to deceive.
Ava fait, had made.
Avage le Seigneur, let the Lord go.
Avail, lower; as tenant paravail is the lowest tenant, or he who is supposed to make avail, or profit of the lord.
Availle, advantage, benefit, profit.
Aval, below.
Aval (va) la rue, goes down the street.
Avant (que vint), avale del point de Flete, which runs down by Fleet-bridge.
Avalaunt, descending.

Avale, lowered, prostrated.
Avale (price), price lowered.
Avallée, abased, bumbled.
Avaller leur trefs, to lower their flags.
Avanchant (eux), protesting themselves.
Avant (de), before.
Avant (auxi), as well.
Avant (ifint), so on.
Avant (en), hence forwards.
Avant (hust), be pursued forth.
Avans, having.
Avaut (quil foint), that they are proceeding on the business.
Avant (ne foit plus) fait, be no more done.
Avanfoier, to advance.
Avanthier, the day before, or yesterday.
Avantures, happening, mischances.
Avanture (d'), par aventure, perchance, perhaps.
Avanture (en), for fear, lest there should be occasion for.
Avanture (faire), cause to be seized.
Avantures (pur faire), to recover.
Avaut, forthcoming.
Avaut meyn, before hand.
Avaut (plus), more fully.
AUBAN (St.) St. Alban.
Aubelaffiers, fencers.
Aubiene, an alien, a foreigner.
Aucon, some.
Audor, les autours, the plaintiffs.
Audant, imagining.
Audemonecant, putting in mind.
Audiens, to be heard.
Audions (ne) mie, did not imagine.
Audremantz, aldermen.
Ave, with.
Ave, a goose.
Avene nous, come to us.
Avecent, who have.
Aveer, to aver, acknowledge.
Avegler, to blindfold.
Aveir, aver, averre, avere, to have.
Aveir efcut, rescued cattle.
Aveir (mettre), set forth.
Aveir (per), through avaries; also, through fear.
Aveit (il ni) pas, there is not.
Aveigne, avenent, happens.
Aveigna pryvy (come il), bow he becometh privy.
Aveigne (suffisant), sufficient, indemnity.
Aveignerie (serjeant del), 

SERJEANT of the avary, the officer who is to provide oats &c. for the king’s horses. Minshew. Or, according to some, Avary signifies a poulterer, from Aviarius. See Minsh. Poulterer.

Aveignaunt (al), to the value.
Avell, plucked from, torn off.
Avenable, reasonable, convenient.
Avenant, value, price.
Avenant, to come from.
Avenant (plus), more material.
Avenantement, avenaunt, answerably, properly.
Avenaunte mesure (de), of a proportionable size.
Avenaunt four (a), in his stead.
Avenage, pent oats.
Aveuc ce, avenques che, moreover, besides this.
Avendrez, shall aver, shall be admitted.
Avene, the river Avon.
Avener, get possession of.
Avener (devez), ought to be admitted, allowed.
Aven (a ceo ne poient ils), they may not be admitted thereto.

C 4 Avenont,
Avenont, having.
Avenor, the king's officer to provide oats.
Avens, penthouses.
Avenfit, avenoit, avenge, happened.
Aventera (par), by chance.
Aventurous, casual, contingent.
Aventerousement, by mischance.
Avenues (facont lour), make their entrance, advance, congees.
Avenuz (il est), he is come to, become intitled to, admitted to.
Avers, aver, avier, money, effects, goods.
Aver, avor, ave, cattle.
Avere, averuft (en), in doubt.
Averill, April.
Averioms, shall have, having.
Averroit, avraiettre, would have.
Averreier (veuille), will aver.
Avesqe, bishop.
Aveigne, aveignes, oats.
Avide, greedy.
Avient (q il y), that it came to him.
Avientisement, avoiding, annulling.
Avietz, you have.

Avilee, rendered vile.
Avint, it came to pass.
Avirances, professions, adjurations, also eujurations.
Avifcera, shall add.
Avifacement, addition.
Aviser, to advise, determine.
Avifementz, determinations, discretion.
Avifement (en), to advise about.
Avifii, avifi, also.
Avis (vent), laid open.
Avit, habit.
Avium, we bad.
Aviz, advice, the opinion.
Aufrence, taking away.
Auge, a trough.
Augunes genez, some people.
Augurim, foretelling.
Auke, any.
Aukeward, backward.
Aule, a ball.
Aulm, aume, soul.
Aulment, elsewhere.
Aultont (d'), moreover.
Aume some (d'), with some sum.
Aumentift, removed.
Aumcyne, aumoinge, at least.
Aumones, alms.

Auncesterie,
Auncefferie, auncefry.
Aune, inned.
Aunes, ounces.
Aunes, yards, ells.
Auner (dras), to measure an ell of cloth.
Aunkrer, anchorage.
Aunoi, an alder.
Aunz, auntz, years.
Avoec, avueqs, avoet, avoeckes, with.
Avoer, to have.
Avoeolon, avoueilon (l'), the patronage, advowson, foundation.
Avoerie (de l'), of the advowson.
Avoe (d' lour), of their patron, lords.
Avoir, avoyer, a sum of money, goods, effetts, estate, substance, debt.
Avoir (d'), of the means, ability.
Avoir (l'), the wealth.
Avoir de pois, any bulky commodities.
Avoir (de corps et d'), with their bodies and goods.
Avoir (pur d'), out of greediness.
Avoir (gentz de petit), persons of small substance or property.
Avoirs, avoint, bad.
Avoies (lais), lay patrons.

Avoiers (des), of the avowants.
Avolfont, pluck off.
Avomps, we have.
Avonus ute, have used.
Avoitours des playntes, bearers of petitions, complaints.
Avouchez, advocates.
Avovers, avovers.
Avouerie (par), by allowance of, by avowal of.
Avoueynt (s'il), whether they avowed.
Avoues (les), the founders.
Avour (d'), to have.
Avoutir, adulterer.
Avoutrie, adultery.
Avowa, owned.
Avowable, justifiable.
Avowe, advowee, a patron, founder.
Avowelon (d'autre), of another's foundation.
Avower, to challenge.
Avoye fet lui, had been done to him.
Avoyer, patronage.
Avoytaunt, adding to.
Avoynes, have put forth.
Auplicies, employed.
Auques, also, now.
Aurees (d'), other things, goods.
Aurel, auril, avril, aurilleux, April.
Aurenoef, the new year.
Aures,
Aures, auricles, ears.
Auricles, have.
Aurum, will have, observe.
Aus, to us.
Aus, aux, others.
Aus (d'), of them.
Auffin, auffine, auffin, au-
fruit, aufoys, aufoeu, also, in this manner.
Auffint come, as well as.
Auffoms (ni), we dare not.
Auff, autumn.
Auffte, heart, chimney.
Auffth, August.
Aufftour, a goosehawk.
Aur, let him go.
Aur come je puis, as much
as I can.
Aurer, an altar.
Aurer (fur haut *), on the
high altar.
Autel, the like.
Autour, the author, maker.
Autrecloth, an altar cloth.
Autterfez, at other times.
Aurereou, l'autrin biens,
the goods of others.
Autreoule, otherwise.
Aurereyrem, grant.
Aurefli bien, as well as,
likewise.
Aurefli come, as if.
Aureflint, likewise.
Aurretant, as much.
Auvablement, effectually.
Auvere, auver, to have.

AY
Avultere (l'), the adul-
terer.
Avultu, for one year.
Avute, bad.
Avyne, happen.
Avyce, advice, cause.
Avynein, Avignon.
Avys, have.
Auxienes, any.
Auxint, and, whereas, also.
Auxi touft, as soon as.
Awaite, ambushments.
Awant le quart degre, be-
fore the fourth degree is
passed.
Awe, who bad.
Awe, a goose.
Aweit, crimes committed by
await.
Awen, the current year.
Awenours, owners.
Awer, Awoure, suspense,
doubt.
Aweretee, awerouff, doubt,
ambiguity, uncertainty.
Awes, waters.
Awey, avowed, confessed.
Awoost, August.
Axies, also.
Ay, with.
Ay, over.
Aydone, then.
Aye (a l' de Dieu), with
God's assistance.
Aylele, grandmother.
Ayer, heir.
Ayl, yes.

* Sir M. Hale's MS.
Ayle, grandfather.
Aylienont, they put off or defer.
Aylours, besides, elsewhere, otherwise.
Aymez, esteemed.
Ayn degré, own consent.
Ayne o famne, an as with a load.
Ayr, choler, wrath, anger.
Ayre (l'), them.
Ayrer, to plow.
Ayront, shall build their nest, or breed.
Ayteles, to suck.
Az (l' de foye), a silk lace.

B, baa, Bath.
Baailler, to gape or yawn.
Babé, Elizabeth.
Bacelée, bacelete, bace-lote, a damsel.
Bacey, pearls.
Bacha, a calf.
Bachelereux, hardy, adventurous.
Bachillier, bachiler, a bat-chelor, a young esquire, a knight.
Bacins, balcins, basons.
Badel, a beadle.
Badife, vanity, boldness.
Baes prife, low price.
Bage, a bag, a coffer.
Bagnes, baggage.

Bague, a reward, bribe.
Babuz, cheft, cloak bags.
Bailles, bailiwicks.
Baillof, Bailiol.
Bail de feifine, livery of seifin.
Baillement (le), the lending.
Baillaft arrere, delivered back.
Bailler, to let forth, to lend, to deliver.
Bailleu, delivered.
Bailliff demeyne, his own deliverie.
Baillons, we allow.
Baillye, a bailiffwick.
Bailours, sureties.
Baißer, to humble.
Baißer le tete, to bow the head.
Balauence, suspense.
Bale, ball, a pack, a bale.
Balene, balen, a cobale.
Balefeitz, baillaitz petits, small ruby balais.
Baley, a broom, besom.
Bailier, bailiff, bailiff.
Bailhent, the bailiffs accompl.
Balinguee, advised, careful.
Ballots, little packs.
Ban, outlawry, banishment.
Bande, delivers.
Bander, to tie, to bind.
Banderount fuis, shall del- liver up.
Bandoner, to leave.

Bador,
Bandon, lef{ to oneself.
Bandour, boldness, courage, audaciousness.
Baneress, knight bannerets, banners.
Baner depleye, with banner displayed.
Banky, bench.
Bannier, a public cryer.
Banny, sent.
Bannys, those that are banished, outlaws.
Banous, baneours, banner bearers.
Barat, deceit, subtilty, wrangling.
Barbandier, a brewer.
Barbicants, buxworks, outworks.
Barbits, barbyts, sheep.
Barder leins, to board wool.
Barein, barren.
Barel d' or, a little bar of gold.
Bares, at bars, a game so called.
Baret, strife.
Barcys, eaves.
Barges (les), Barils, barrels.
Barnage, baronage, the body of the nobility.
Baron, husband.
Barreaux, barrea, bars or grates.
Barrouych, Berwick.
Bars, bargains.

Bartheu, Bartholomew.
Bas cur, an out yard.
Bafe meafon, low room.
Basilique, a royal palace.
Bailard, buckler.
Basseur, lowliness, familiarity.
Bassinet, basinet, bacinet, helmet.
Baft, a pack saddle.
Baftant, beftant, bestent, dispute, process, contest, litigation.
Bastes, convenient.
Battement, bastiment, a building.
Batife, battered.
Baston de Fleet, a tipstaff of the Fleet.
Bayns, basins, basons.
Barant, batement, batture, beating.
Bater, battre, batter, to beat.
Bater bledz, to thresh corn.
Bateux, batails, battels, bareeves, batelex, boats, barges.
Batraunt, beating, assault ing.
Batuz, beaten, hammered to pieces.
Battaillers, combatants, warriors.
Baucant, yellow.
Bauceant, baucent, a pavillon.

Bauciant,
Bauciant, baucent, a spy, an informer.

Baudement, fairly, merrily.

Baudour, to the encouragement.

Baudra, shall deliver up.

Baudra (li), shall take to himself.

Baudront, shall deliver, give.

Baudroyeur, a currier.

Baudure, courage, be emboldened.

Baur, lots.

Bayle de Lincoln, the bail of Lincoln.

Bayler, to deliver.

Beal, well, better, fair, handsome, lawful, good.

Beance, intention, desire, hope.

Beance, beiance (en), in expectation of.

Beat, blessed.

Beaudes, bold, emboldens.

Beau luy est, tis well for him.

Beaumers, the Bohemians.

Beawme (roy), king of Bohemia.

Beddes, beds, pieces of worsted.

Bedel, a calve.

Beeves, oxen.

Beins, goods.

Beistles, beasts, cattle.

Bejure, drink.

Békenes, beacons.

Belance, balance.

Bele, handsone, in healib.

Belement, fairly.

Belifter, to beg.

Bem, well.

Beme, Bohemia.

Ben, welfare.

Ben pleider, for beau pleader, for amendment of a vicious plea.

Bene, well.

Bene, ben (fi), as well.

Bene en tour, well near, almost.

Benoit, benedict.

Bens, benez, benes, bendes, goods.

Beof, an ox.

Beogaunt, begging.

Beoms, instead.

Beovier, a neat herd.

Beoure, to drink.

Berbrees, berbets, sheep.

Berce, a cradle.

Bercher, a sheeperd.

Bercherie, a barkury, or tanbuys.

Bercil, a sheepfold.

Bere, beer.

Bere, towards.

Berkshir, Berkshire.

Berluffer, a gafh.

Bers, biers, barons.
Biers (a nobles), to the noble barons, lords, personages.
Bery, the chief seat of a manor.
Besche, inquest.
Bescher, to dig.
Befele, belezez, beziletz, embezzled.
Befier, to kiss.
Befon, befom, business, occasion, necessity, behoveth.
Befoigne (plus fage), a wiser step.
Beftall, beftaiaries, beasts, or cattle of any sort.
Beftez, beasties, beasts.
Beftourne, turned out of its course.
Beti, bettie, Elizabeth.
Beverer, a watering place.
Beu pleider, fair pleading.
Beuf, a widow.
Beutre, butter.
Beuverie, drunkenness.
Beuves, kissed.
Beuver, drinking.
Biaus fiez, good son.
Biche, a kind.
Bien voulu, tenderly loved.
Bien (de) et de mal, whether innocent or guilty.
Bienke, very well.
Biens, bie, intend.
Biers nobles, noble persons.
Bigue, a she goat.
Bile, a bill.

Bille, a label, or note of the value of a thing.
Bioms, biens, intend.
Bions, effects.
Bis, bread or biscuit.
Bissie, a female snake.
Blake rode, the black cross.
Blamisement, infringement, prejudice.
Blanches paroles, fair speeches.
Blanc gaunt, a white glove.
Blanc (5l.) i.e. the king's fermor was to pay either 5l. 5s. or to submit his money to the test of the fire, and thereby make good the 5l. in fine silver.
Blainme et diffame, blamed and defamed.
Blauncehours, blanchers, whiteners, tawers of skins.
Ble, corn.
Bleer, to sow, to put the seed into the ground.
Blein, full.
Blemish, blesmys, broken.
Blemishment (en), to the prejudice, infringement.
Blemissement (fans nul), without any infringement, diminution.
Blemure, a disfigurement.
Blesme, pale, bleak.
Blessies, damaged, injured.  
Bletter,
Blefter, *to pare.*
Bloy, bloie, *blue.*
Boces d'argent, *bofes,* studs of silver.
Bochers, *butchers.*
Boeitz, *oxen.*
Boidrai, *I will give, deliver.*
Boiens genz, good people.
Boillant eaw, *scalding water.*
Boilles ou brasas, tempered.
Boillure, bullary for making salt.
Boiffeau, *a bushel.*
Boifte, boift, *a box.*
Boivre, *to drink.*
Bojeaux, entrails.
Bok, *Buckingham.*
Bokuyler, *buckler.*
Bond, *limited.*
Bondages, *bond tenants.*
Bondes, les bondes, an inferior order of free men.
Bonement purra, well may.
Bonnes, *bounds.*
Bonnoizoune, *blessing.*
Boon, *good.*
Boord, *at board.*
Borc, bors, *bos,* a village.
Borc, borth (li), *the boroughs.*
Bordeaus, steus, brothel-houses.
Bordell d'femmes lovees, a brothel house for prostitutes.

Bord, *on board.*
Bordes, *lies, tales.*
Bordez, *boards.*
Borifalderes, *borough-holders.*
Bos, bofe, *a wood.*
Bofel, *a bushel.*
Bosjoinerra, *it shall be necessary.*
Bolon, *a buckler.*
Bot, bod, the extremity, the end.
Bote, *aid, help, amends, advantage.*
Bote, *put.*
Bota (le), *put himself.*
Boteaux, *boots.*
Bote et esperronne, *booted and spurred.*
Boter, *bouter, to set fire to.*
Botez devant le Roy, laid before the king.
Buter, *to put.*
Butons, *buttons, buds.*
Boucher, *to stop.*
Boucher, *to speak.*
Bouch au cour, an allowance of diet at the king's or a great lord's table.
Bouchier, *a butcher.*
Boud (au), *at the end.*
Bouger, *to budge.*
Bougeons, *bouges, arrows.*
Bougre, *futil.*
Bouges, *bonges, budgets.*
Boune, *a boundary.*
Bounifas,
Bounifas, Boniface.
Bountee, bounteez, good-
ness.
Bountenoufe, bounteous,
bountiful.
Bourechemester, burgomaf-
ter.
Bourdick, bouses, the first
Sunday in Lent.
Bourd, a boughard.
Bourgesflors, burglars.
Boufe, purs.
Boufquelier, a woodman.
Bouffleurs, busbels.
Bout feu, an incendiary.
Boute de la table, end of
the table.
Bouter avaunt, produce,
put forth.
Bouter hors, to put out.
Boutent (fe), put them-
selves.
Bouticari, an apothecary.
Boverie de terre, an ox-
gang of land.
Boviller, to boil.
Boyance, expectation.
Boyette, boyette, a box.
Boyure, drink.
Brace, a lance.
Brace de la meer, an arm
of the sea.
Brace et vendu, brewed
and sold.
Brachel, breeches.
Brachile, a bracelet.

Braces, brachies, braches;
les bras, arms.
Bracer, to brew.
Braceresses, bracerasses,
brewers.
Braceurs des querells, bra-
cers, or embraceurs of
quarrels.
Braconer, a hunter.
Bracyne, a brewing.
Braez debr', right arm.
Bragard, braguer, a flan-
ing, bragging, swagger-
ing person.
Brail, to cry, to brag.
Branchies, branches.
Brant, burned.
Bravement, fine.
Brau, a bull.
Braudsters, brouderers,
embroiderers.
Braul, a brawl.
Braufl (en), in confuslon.
Brayard, a cryer.
Brayes, breiz, breez, malt,
bread, corn.
Bre, pitch.
Brecazages, breeches.
Breche, an arm.
Brede, embroidered.
Breer, brewing.
Brejor, a short day.
Brej (deinz), shortly.
Breffe, shortness.
Bregheynok, Brecknoke.
Brek, breeche, a breach or
gap.
Bren,
Bren, bran.
Bressine, a mill to grind malt.
Bretages, battlements.
Bretemeuiil, Bartholomew.
Brevi, in brief.
Brider, to bridle.
Bries, briefs, writs.
Briefe (deinz), in a short time.
Brigain, contention.
Brige, quarrel, dispute, faction.
Briqueterie, brickwork.
Brisie, broken.
Bristuit, Briffol.
Brisure, a slight fear.
Britalk, a fortress with battlements.
Bro, a district, a field.
Broche, a lance, a needle, a packing needle.
Broches, fits, gallons.
Brocha permy le corps, run through the body.
Brode, brood.
Broggours, broggage, brokers, brokage.
Brofe, canceled.
Bru, a noise.
Brudez, edged, bordered.
Bruer, brewing.
Bruree, heath.
Brug, bruge, a bridge.
Brufe, a purse or pocket.
Brufes, broken into.
Brufey, heath ground.

Brufq, green.
Brufure de pointz, breaking down of bridges.
Buant, a bull, bulling; also drinking.
Buche, underwood, brushwood.
Buche, utters, speaks.
Buche (de), by word of mouth.
Buer, to wash.
Bues, beuez, bouez, oxen.
Buffle, a blow.
Bugge, badger.
Bullions, thickets, woody places.
Buizart, a kite, buzzard.
Bultel, a bolting sieve.
Bultor, a bolter or sieve.
Bundes, bounds, limits.
Bure, butter.
Burge, a purse.
Burgerie, burglary.
Burgessours, burglarers, bousebreakers, burglars, also incendiaries.
Burghald, boroughbold.
Burgous, shrubs.
Burling, hurling of cloth.
Burre, a vessel.
Burt, borough.
Buile, a pope's bull.
Euffel, a busbel, a measure.
Bufoignes, business.
Bufoignables, necessary, convenient.

D Bufoig-
Busoignouses, the necessitous.
Butloon, busun, befonche, occasion, need.
Busfiuns, busbes.
Buteront feuze, shall set fire to.
Butiner, to divide the plunder.
Buzac, a kite.
Byan, to dwell.
Bye, thinks, intends.
Byli, bill.
Bynd des anguilles, a kind of eels.
Byron (courts de), courts baron.
Byssle, billie, a kind of silk.

Cæ, cause, cause, gift.
Ca et la, here and there, hither and thither.
Cher, to be searched.
Chires, charters.
Chun, every.
Cons, counzance, confession.
C teinte, the seizin.
Cū, as.
Cabeletz, caables, trees blown down, branches of trees rent down.
Cabeftre, a headball.
Cabilcia, browse or brushwood.
Cabre, a goat.
Cachereau, a bailiff.
Cachereau, chartulary.

Cachet, a signet or seal.
Cadeloyne, Catalonia.
Cadene, a chain.
Cadiere, a chair.
Cadonques, that, then.
Cagne, a dog.
Calabre (de), fur of Calaber, a little beast about the size of a squirrel.
Calamay, Candolai, Candlemas day.
Calenge, an accusation.
Calenou, Christmas.
Caler, to hold one's tongue.
Calay, a causey.
Camaen blank, a white camel.
Cambe, cambage, brew-house.
Camber, a brewer.
Cambre, a chamber.
Cambre, cieled, vaulted.
Capaine, bell.
Campagne del roy, the queen's comfort.
Campeltres, pastures.
Canal, a kennel, a channel.
Canape, hemp.
Candalle, Kendal.
Candeliere, Candlemas day.
Canes et forestez, woods and forests.
Canez, canes, keynes, oaks.
Cangier, to change.
Canibe, hemp.

Canonizele
Canonizele escrita, canon law.
Cans, dogs.
Cap, the head.
Capage, a pole tax.
Capes, Capua.
Capiele, chapel.
Capral, a captain, a chief, a seigneur.
Caquet, prattling, scolding.
Carca, loaded.
Carcas, carkoys, a quiver.
Cardoil, Carlisle.
Cardonel, a Cardinal.
Cardours, cardoressies, carders.
Carerl, carriages.
Cargie, loaded, charged.
Cargules, charges.
Carkerent, inquired of.
Carkes, compelled.
Carkoys, a mast, a car-cas.
Carme ou garme, the verses and songs which the bards sung before an engagement, to animate the troops.
Carnelsanis, bosom friends.
Carpos de l’alliance, the articles of the alliance.
Carruweez, carvés.
Carfe p, perhaps.
Caruer, plowman.
Carwe de terre, one plow land.
Cas d’argent, a case of silver.
Ce, ceo, cetty, cecy, cel, celuy, this, that, these, he, him, here.
Ceans, here, within.
Cea, it.
Cea (jelques en), to this time.
Cea enarere, for the time past, heretofore.
Ceals, ceax, ceaux, those.
Ceau, heaven.
Cedules, seats or pecos.
Ceel, a saddle.
Ceerte, certain.
Cencture, cencte, a girdle.
Ceindre, to girt, or gird.
Cenz (de), of this court, here.
Ceiflents, ceasing.
Ceint, ceinture, a bell, a girdle.
Ceinturers, girdlers.
Celaftes, sealed.
Celaont, they divulge.
Celeemement, secretly, in private, slowly, imperceptibly.
Celi, be.
Celure, cele, a coverlet.
Cementers, bricklayers, masons.
Cen, that.
Cendal, a sendal.
Cengle, a girt.
Censs (a), to the hearts, intentions, souls.

Cenfables (en choses), in things to be taxed.
Cenfe, rent.
Cenfeze, deemed.
Censfour, a farmer.
Centiesme partie, hundredth part.
Centurer, a centeyner.
Cenz, hundred.
Ceo (a), for this purpose, at this time.
Ceol, that.
Ceol, heaven.
Ceoles (en y), into the same.
Ceo (in ò), in as much as.
Ceo que, where.
Ceoque (que de), that whereas.
Ceofet, seised.
Ceosq, for, during, until.
Ceou (tout), whatsoever.
Cep, stock.
Ceper (al), to the gooler.
Ceppes (en), in the stocks.
Ceps des arbres, the stocks or roots of trees.
Cepurquaunt, notwithstanding.
Cerchiez, searched, should search.
Cere, a look.
Cerfiers, cherry-trees.
Cer ke, what.
Cerctfyeaufft, certify.
Ceretes, verily, truly.
Ceretes (mais), nevertheless.
Cervi,
Cervi, paid.
Cervoise, ale.
Ces, these.
Ces freres, his brethren.
Cefourdhuy, this day.
Cestaunt, sixty.
Ceffe (le), the forbearance.
Ceffion, session.
Ceffou, sitting.
Cetten (milk a), ascertained.
Cestes, this.
Celtres de vin, quarts of wine.
Ceftr, Chester.
Cessure (un), a receiver, a bailiff.
Ceu, that, this.
Ceu (loung le), without the knowledge.
Cuec (en la), on the back, on the cover.
Ceuls, those.
Cenre (del), of the corroy.
Ceyns, here.
Ceynt, ceynus, girded.
Ch’ Seig, dear Lord.
Chs en Dieu, dear in God, beloved in Christ.
Chace, chafe, obliged, compelled, have recourse to.
Chacer des charrowe, driver of a plow.
Chaceez, driven.
Chaches, char, charret, charette, a cart.

Chaier (lesser), let fall.
Chainant, exchanging.
Chair envenomee, venison.
Chal, a knight.
Chaleurs (ies), the challengers.
Chalkyng (pur), for chalking.
Chalment, clearly.
Challenger, to claim.
Challis (prince), prince Charles.
Chalunje, claim.
Chambre depinet, anciently St. Edward’s chamber, now the painted chamber.
Chamber bas, a joke.
Champartors, those who are guilty of champarty.
Champart (a), separate.
Champestre (en), in country towns.
Champs (quant des), how much meadow ground.
Chancelez, canceled.
Chanceant, happening, falling out.
Chandelor, chaundelure, Candlemass.
Channte (une bone), a piece of good fortune.
Chanoms, canon.
Chapel, chappell, crown, coronet, breast plate, helmet.
Chapellet (environ le), round the circle.
Chapell de ferre, de feu- tre, a breast plate of iron.
Chapouns (ne a ouster), not to take the hats off.
Chaperon, a hood, hat, a kind of head dress.
Chaperon (fans), bare- beaded.
Chapon, the crown of the head.
Charchez, chartered.
Charer, to fall.
Charetter, waggoner, car- ter.
Charettes (les) de feyn, cart loads of hay.
Chargeez, loaden.
Charges, charters.
Chargeant, heavy, penal, expensive.
Chargeance (en) manere, very earnestly.
Chargaunte (li), so weighty, so forcible.
Charier, to draw, or drive.
Châroigne, carcafe.
Charonies, charounes, bo- dies.
Charnels amys, bosom friends, allies by blood.
Chars (jours de), flesh days.
Chars, charres, charrets, carts, waggons, ploughs.

Charrennes, sharewes des terres, carves of land.
Chartre, a prison.
Charners (bestes), beasts of the plough.
Chafables, obliged, comp- pellable.
Chafe, drift, chafe.
Chafet (et) adresses, to drive frait along.
Chafet (de), from driving.
Chafte (en route), with all expedition.
Chaffel (le), the chattels, goods.
Chaffelle (Roy de), king of Castile.
Chaffel neof, Newcastle.
Chaffirians, should chaife.
Chafres, chafris, gelt.
Chate, brought.
Chate (la), buys it.
Chate, bought.
Chaton (un), a cat.
Chatters, chattres, commo- dities.
Chautes, causeways.
Chaucez, driven.
Chau (de) ke, in as much as.
Chaud melle, a hot or sudden debate, corruptly called chance-medley.
Chauceltrie (en la), in chancery.
Chauarterent, declared, pro- nounced.
Chaussez,
Chaussiez, put upon his boots.
Chaussiez, chaufure, breeches, fockings.
Chauter, to warn.
Chavoynes, canons.
Chaulx (de), of them.
Chautes (en volles) et gargans de oiseaux, in the flight, singing, and chattering of birds.
Chaux, those.
Chaxtel, castle.
Chaye, fallen down.
Cheaunce, an accident.
Checer in debat, to come in question or debate.
Cheet (mout) en age, is very much in years.
Cheez (vus), you fall.
Chefs (a), to his head.
Chefe (a) del an, by the end of the year.
Cheitifment (vivont), live hardly.
Cheitivetee (grant), great hardship.
Cheivalerie du temple (meftre de la), master of the order of the knights templars.
Cheines, chains.
Cheir, cheyr, checer, chefer, to fall, to abate.
Cheie, cheiez, fell, happened.
Cheiffont sur, are made upon, fall upon.

Cheivisauns, Cheivissance, an agreement between debtor and creditor, in relation to the loan of money.
Chekere, exchequer.
Cheke (sauq), save that.
Chele (par la meilme) grace, by this same grace.
Chelui (pur), for him.
Chemimynaut, pursuing his journey on the high-way.
Chentz wyt (trois), three hundred and eight.
Chen, chens, dog-days.
Cheneau, a young oak.
Cheny, finished.
Cheount, cheent (ne), do not fall.
Chepier, a gaoler.
Cher, dear.
Cherementes, cheremont, dearly.
Cherifancez, cherishing.
Cherte, charity.
Chesfe, ches (lettres), these letters.
Chereil, may happen.
Chefer (a), to fall, or come to, fall out, happen.
Cheft, chet a favoir, that is to say.
Chefsuny, checon (a), to every one.
Chefion, carried on, defended, occasioned.
Chet, fell out, happened.
Cheufs, cheytis, caïfts.
Chevage, poll-money paid
by a villain to his lord.
Chevance, goods, money,
riches, bargains.
Chevances (a faire), to
borrow, to make bar-
gains for.
Chevalient, may go over,
may perform them.
Chevauche en hoste, heads
the army on borfback.
Chevalines (bestes), beasls
for the draught.
Chevalines traïans, draw-
ing-carriages.
Cheventeins, chiestains,
captains.
Chevetaigne dettor, prin-
cipal debtor.
Chevance (la), his sub-
stance.
Chevefres, bead-salls.
Cheve, cheveres, chewers,
goats.
Chevin (donner), prepare
the way.
Chevin (en), on his jour-
ney.
Chevir de denier, to take
up money on loan.
Cheviz, borrowed.
Cheviz, to come to an
agreement touching pro-
erty.

Cheuz, happened, fallen.
Cheryrent (luy ne), owed
no service to him.
Cheye, fallen down.
Cheynes, chains.
Cheys, choice.
Chi apres, berein after.
Chians (a touz), to all
those.
Chi (entre), between this.
Chief (fon), his head.
Chief du lyt, bed's head.
Chiefes (en foreignes), in
foreign places.
Chief de mois, at the end
of the month.
Chief qun, every.
Chienquante, fifty.
Chier (de), by a fall.
Chier, chire, chierettes,
dear, dearness, reverence,
love.
Chierions, will cherish.
Chiery, favoured, encour-
gaged.
Chiet, failed.
Chiet (lon), his client.
Chiet a tre, falls to the
ground.
Chiez d'offiez, the head
of a family.
Chipoteis (des), in provi-
sions, rents.
Chir, knight.
Chirk (de), of this.
Chiftel, castle.

Chite,
Chité, a city.
Chivauche (façent la), cause a perambulation to be made.
Chivalx, horses.
Chivachez, perambulated, ridden.
Chivaunc, were riding.
Chivanche (in la), in the expedition, campaign.
Chivache encontre le roy, rides against the king.
Chivaucher, to ride.
Chivaus covertz (a), with horses covered.
Chivalchier le pais, overrun the country.
Chivers, goats.
Chivifaunce, an unlawful bargain.
Choa (pour) qu, because that.
Choces (les), things, goods.
Choeur, choire.
Choucee (a bout de la), at the end of the causeway.
Choient, fail.
Chole, cholere.
Chofe (ne ent mande autre), does not command to the contrary.
Chou, chon, chu (a), to this, that.
Chour (et tout) que, and all which.
Chou (pour qu), because that.

Chre, charter.
Chuient, fail off.
Chun, every.
Chun (an) each year.
Chun (come ben) fervant, how much every servant.
Chuny (a), to every one.
Chyen (entre) et lieu: inter canem et lupum, twilight.
Chynes, oaks.
Ci pris, cy mis, as soon said as done.
Ciceltr', Chickefer.
Ciege, siege.
Cier, to mow.
Cierges, wax-tapers.
Cierve, a kind.
Cieux, here, Either, those, such.

Cigne (liveree del), livery of the swan; a swan was one of the badges of Henry the fourth, and was embroidered on the caparisons of his horse when duke of Hereford, at the intended combat between him and the duke of Norfolk. Prince Henry his son here his achievement, supported by two swans, each holding in his beak an ostrich feather and a scroll.

Cignettez, cignets.
Cil, cili, be.
Cinquaunt, fifty.
Cink, five.
Ciphe, a cup.
Cips, stocks.
Cis, ces, they, those.
Cifere, ale.
Cifne (la), the schism.
Cifne, a swan.
Clifours, cifars.
Clift, this.
Citoft, as soon as.
Citues, placed in.
Cla, claims.
Clamant, claiming, maintaining, commanding.
Clamur (al), for proclaiming.
Clamous plaints, clamorous complaints.
Clarifie, cleared up, made appear.
Clarre, claret.
Clave, a horseshoe.
 Claud, a ditch.
Claye, a burdle.
Claymors de franchises (les), those who claim franchises.
Clarce (vin de), claret.
Clachent lains (qui), who chalk wool.
Clamour, impeachment.
Clefs, burdies.
Cleif, a key.
Cleifs, cleifs, keys.

Clerkus, clerex, clergy, clerks.
Cler jour, clear day.
Clere memoire, of famous memory.
Cler, clerk.
Clerement, clearly.
Clergie, science, literature.
Clergeresse, a learned woman.
Cliefs, keys.
Clier droit, clear right.
Clime, kindred.
Climacha *, potius chivachia †, rede with.
Cloistres, inclosed places.
Cloier, to prick.
Clore, to inclose.
Clos (breve), a writ close.
Close (pur), for fencing, inclosing.
Cloiture de hayes, inclosing with hedges.
Clos (le), the close.
Cloustre (hilt), caused to be inclosed.
Clough, a valley.
Clowes de gilder (3), three cloves.
Cloy, pricks.
Clurs, clerks.
Clufe de pasche (la), the close of Easter, i.e. the first Sunday after Easter.
Dominica octava pa-
Cognizance, suggestion.
Cohérer, to force.
Cohiber, to refrain.
Cohues, assemblies, courts of justice.
Cojantz, being compelled.
Coières, coirs, coers, hearts.
Coitcz, boiled.
Coievient, convenient.
Coignfu, known.
Coigne, coin, money.
Coigner, to coin.
Coiles, tassels.
Coil douft, as be ought.
Coillage, collection.
Coiller, to assemble, to collect, gather in.
Coillers d’argent, silver spoons.
Coiller, collected from.
Coiller, a lock of wool.
Coiller (de), for gathering.
Coilliant, gathering.
Coillours, collectors.
Coiinttre, confess.
Coinonte, connected.
Coint, affable.
Coinnus, coinus, rabbits.
Coitiffe (chaftell de), castle of Cardiff.
Coitacons, meetings.
Coket (payn de), coket bread.
Coter, collar.
Colere, colour.
Colerent, pretend.
Colet,
Collet, taken away.
Coli, took.
Collation, comparison, simple, celer.
Collacion (un bone), a good oration.
Collution, collusion.
Colorers (plus), the better to colour over.
Colourent (se), pretend.
Colp, cut off.
Colps, the neck.
Collusion, comparison.
Colx, a blow.
Com, as.
Coma droit, common right.
Comande, send.
Comant, farewell.
Comandable, to be committed.
Commant, command, order, bearer, attorney.
Combatuefl, beat down.
Comb, a valley.
Combator, one who is hired by another to fight for him.
Combur, burn.
Coment, how, howmany.
Coment cy que, although that.
Come, when, as soon as.
Comen some, common summons.
Comenfables et provables, commeneed and carried on.
Comelatz, beginning.

Cometut, committed.
Cominalier, to have common.
Comissair du roy, the king's commissioner.
Comistre (a), to speak of.
Commouvaes, commotes.
Comme plance, common discourse.
Commettement, falsehood.
Comminer, to keep company, to converse with, to have.
Commineront, they assembled together.
Communalment, generally.
Communalment, communement, communement, in general, commonly, jointly.
Communer, to meet in common.
Communal, common.
Commune de reaum, the commons of the cities and boroughs.
Communaunte, commonalty.
Commune (a la), with the commonalty.
Commune (fant) parlement, without frequent parliaments.
Comorth, a subsidy.
Comognennes, fellow monks.
Comp (a un), at one payment.
Compensation, payment.
Compaisser, compaifer, to compass, imagine, design, intend, endeavour, attack.
Compéctant, competent.
Comperer, to suffer.
Compeigney, company, society.
Compemnant, comprising, setting forth.
Compermntment, appearing.
Compigne, contain, comprise.
Compier, a godfather.
Compiere, as appears.
Compoir (pur), to appear.
Componnent les supplicantz, let the petitioners compound.
Complissement (faire) de justice, to do compleat justice.
Compliquer (de), to fold up.
Complissement, accomplishments.
Comprins, comprised.
Commune (chefcune), each of us jointly.
Comunalcé (nule), nothing that is common.
Comunalcé (alcunes de), some which concern many persons; some community.
Comyn (en), in common.
Comyns de parlement, the commons in parliament.
Comyns, the common people.
Con, as.
Coña, pasture, common of pasture.
Conation, endeavouring.
Concaufé * (potius l'un cause), one cause.
Conceyvere mon brief, bring, frame my writ.
Concey, framed, adapted.
Certeignment conceux, certain information.
Conceilier, consult, advise.
Concubeaunt, lying together.
Condemandaufe, demand.
Condouner, to grant.
Conduetza, lodgers.
Conduit (lettres de), letters of safe conduit.
Conduitz (les), the attendance.
Condition (en grant), in great hazard.
Conesfe, leave.
Conefeye bien, knew very well.
Conceve, known, acknowledge.
Conexes, connections.

vol. III. p. 508. pet. 90.
Confer-
Conferromous (fl), if we compare.
Confesse, examined.
Confession, an answer to interrogatories.
Confection (a la), to the making.
Confier, to trust.
Confourmeront, informed.
Confiquez, confiscated.
Confors, comforters, aiding.
Confrontations, borders.
Congye, conge, leave.
Congie de joy conseiller, leave to impart, i.e. talk with the plaintiff.
Conier, a place where rabbits and hares were preserved.
Conigg, coney ground.
Conilles, conings, conys.
Coninges, shillings.
Conisance, knowledge.
Conisent (ne les), do not acknowledge them.
Conisait, he was obliged.
Conissons (nous), we acknowledge.
Conjoyr (luy), to congratulate him.
Conjectement, conspiracy.
Connfealx (par les) damperis iifique fepuiffe fair, by the advice of both parties it may be brought to an issue.

Connuis, known, open.
Connying, knowledge.
Conoiffe, acknowledge.
Conoysfent, hold cognisance of.
Conpayne, companion.
Conquaftere, to shake, to break to pieces.
Conquerra, shall gain, obtain.
Conquest (de), by acquisition, purchase.
Consallatez, counseled, advised.
Conteil (tenuz), kept secret.
Consent, acknowledged.
Conseaux (privez), privy counsellors.
Confile et plaine, the church is full and provided for.
Contommez, consumed, spent.
Constitution, appointments.
Conful, confealx (du), one of the council.
Confute, confu, annexed, sewed together.
Cont, earl.
Contains, remote.
Contal, of a county.
Contamus, we declare, or count.
Contaffe, countess.
Conte (a), at the county day, court.
Contee,
Contee(le), the county-court.
Conte, contes (la), the ac-
compt.
Conte (sur la), upon his account.
Contean, contained.
Conteckours, brawlers.
Conteins (foy), refrain themselves.
Contek, a contes, dispute, disturbance, opposition.
Contemplation, affestation, regard.
Contenance, purpose.
Contenance, countenance, conten-
acement, contenement.
Contenement, countenance, or freebold land conti-
guous to his tenement.
Content (a), has accounted.
Contestation, satisfaction.
Contentz, conteux, conten-
tions.
Contenu, continued.
Conteneur, contained.
Contenuant *, run.
Contenz, contention.
Conter, against.
Contereint (lui), related to him.
Contefait, resembling.
Contez (des), of the shires, counties.
Contefia, countes.
Conteffoiz, contemplation.

Contetz, contained.
Continence, continuance, observance.
Continuament, directly, immediately.
Continuance +, his conten-
acement, support, mainte-
enance.
Continues, contained.
Contriraunt, notwithstanding.
Contraitz, contraults, con-
trasts.
Contrariait, had contradi-
ted.
Contrariantz (les), the of-
fenders.
Contraster, to contrast.
Contrasteant (nemye), not-
withstanding.
Contredie, refuses.
Contree (fuit), was engaged with, opposed.
Contrefaire, to imitate.
Contrrelutent, oppose.
Contremant, countermand.
Contremount, ascending, uppermost.
Contremount (en), in the ascending.
Contremaunt (degrez), ascending degrees.
Contreeafer, contrefer, contrefier, to prevent, oppose, grieve, oppress.

* Vid. Rot. Parl. vol. II. p. 190. Pet. 64. Potius courant,
Hale's MS.
† Ib. p. 213. Pet. 25. Potius continue, Hale's MS.
Contremettre,
Contremetre, to lay a-
against, to impose upon.
Contrepanel, a counterpan.
Contrevez, contrevez,
counterfeit.
Contreval, downwards.
Contreveigner, contrave-
ner, to all contrary to,
break, oppose.
Contreytour, arch traitor.
Contrier, to contradict.
Contrirrant (miente), not-
withstanding.
Controue, controued.
Controuve, contrived.
Controver, to contrive.
Controveures des novel-
les, devisers, inventors
of tales.
Contus, bruised.
Convainguus, convicted.
Conveer, to convey.
Conveiez, conveyed.
Conveences, covenants.
Convenst (il), it becomes
necessary.
Convent, convenu, cove-
nanted, obliged.
Converer, to cover.
Converroit, converseth.
Conversiantz, abiding, re-
sident.
Conveš, converse.
Conuissant, acknowledges.
Convironz, shall convey,
conduit.
Convis, a banquet.
Core, heart.
Coreours de chivalx, horse-courser.
Corer, to have recourse to.
Coreute (fuftl), was in enmity with.
Coriage (du) de harang, of curage, or curing of berrings.
Cornefer, maker of borns.
Cornele de la teft, the crown of the head, the brain.
Coronaille, Cornville (duc de), duke of Cornwall.
Coronal, a coroner.
Coroneis (vins livr' d' etterlins), twenty pounds sterling.
Corones (as), to the coroner.
Coronfe, enraged.
Corores laboreres, runagate laborers.
Corouce, acarousal, a great entertainment.
Corpores, corporez, corporate.
Corps prefantz, corfe present.
Correes de battaill, arrayed for battle.
Correours, curriers.
Correpe', corrupt, basly.
Corrue, convicted.
Cors, cort, court, short.
Cors (en le), in the principal.
Cors (fur peine de) e d' avoir, on pain of body and goods.
Cors (fur le) Dieu, upon the body of God, i.e. the consecrated Host.
Cors, corfe, cords, a body.
Corfe present, a mortuary.
Corfes, clothes, kerfeyes.
Corfues, course, corporeal.
Cort, court, limited.
Cortaffe, civil, gentle.
Cortolfe, courtefy.
Coruces, enraged.
Corue, course run, ferreted.
Cor'une, cornus, horned, tipped with horn.
Cornwayles (terre), Cornish land.
Cosces, husbandmen.
Coes, things.
Cost, this is.
Costages, cost.
Costal, coste, by, present, near.
Coster, a rich cloth or vestment, made use of on great festivals.
Coste, coat.
Coste (en) coste, de coste, collateral.
Costeins, neighbouring, near to, on the borders of.
Cot gare et vileine tufon, inferior kind of wool.
E Cotellers,
Cotellers, cutlers.
Cotel, a knife.
Coteaux (piene de), a pair of scissors.
Cotidian, daily.
 Cotiers, cottagers.
Cotte, cote, a coat.
Cotu, cut.
Cotures, little houses, cottages, coverings, inclosures.
Cotures (quant des), how much arable land.
Couche, double, laid double.
Coucher, a couch.
Couerer (vous voudres), will shelter yourself.
Cones (as) des chival, at the horse's tail.
Couldront, shall cost.
Couldront (qu'ils), which they shall think.
Couler, couler, colour.
Coulerou, anger, passion.
Coulpele, guilty.
Con, Con. Pudendum muliere.
Coucelera, will conceal.
Counfort, comfort, assistance, encouragement.
Couniaunt (il feit), and he is known.
Counfeile, provided.
Cоûfeiler al roy (faunz), without the king being consulted.
Counfeyla (il), be advised.

Countables (en), in counts.
Count (en) countant, in counting.
Counte, county-court.
Counte (de) en counte, from county court to county court.
Counte, county, account, estimate, computation, esteem.
Countees, counties.
Counter, to count, declare, tell, plead, compute.
Counte palys, a count palatine.
Counter palais, a county palatine.
Counter pleadable, may reply.
Counterpayne, a counterpayne.
Counties, earls.
Countinuance (lour), their contentment.
Countor, a count.
Countors des mensonges, those who devise and relate lies.
Counttradit (fans), without opposition.
Countre etre, to be against, oppose, resist.
Countre la pes, against the peace.
Countre lit, upon his bed.
Countre rouler, controller.
Countreval, descending.
Counturs
Counturs le roy, the king's serjeants.
Coup de mere (pur), by force of the sea.
Coup, damage.
Coupable, guilty.
Coupe, in fault, to blame.
Couperie (de), of cutting.
Couper (de), of blows.
Couper le tayle, to cut off or dock the entail.
Coupiz, coppices.
Courade, the intestines.
Courage, encouragement.
Courajeux, angry.
Cource, provoked.
Courer (dette), to recover the debt.
Courcy de battel, arrayed for battle.
Courge, course, coure, to run.
Courge, court, runs.
Courour, carrier.
Courre, to course.
Cours (deux), two courses.
Courfables, current.
Court, skreened, constrained, short.
Court (se), turns.
Court (moy) a mort, which is the cause of my death.
Court terme (cy), so short a time.
Courte (per la), by the course of.

Court drap, cloth, called streits.
Coufeades, concealed.
Coufement (de), of the concealment.
Coufon, cousin.
Coustenghes (a nos), at our own cost.
Couste (en), collaterally.
Courtoiff responiff, courteous answer.
Courtreux, a garden.
Coutfouses, costly.
Couthumers (et a ceo s'eft), and has often practisef it.
Coutes (de deux), on both sides.
Coutellours, cutlers.
Couvrefeu (l'heure du), the hour when the curfeu or curfew-bell was rung, viz. seven in the winter at St. Martin's le Grand.
Coux, a cuckold.
Couz, cous, couft, cost.
Covegne, it beboved.
Coveigne (gens de), covetous, greedy people.
Covenant, covetous, desiring.
Covenable, proper, apt, sufficient, right.
Covenablete de tens, convenient time.

E 2  Covene,
Covene, rightful.
Covent (ai), covennenchiet, have covenanted, agreed.
Covent (nous), behoves us.
Coventelis, conventual.
Covenift (il), belonged to, it was necessary.
Coverer (fe), shreven, protect themselves.
Coverer (pur) eglifes, to cover, or repair churches.
Covert chival, a horse arrayed, or bornessed.
Covetise, coveitefe, coveigne, desire, greediness.
Coviege (de fe), of his own head.
Covoitoms, we are desirous.
Covynes, their secret places of meeting.
Cowes (la), the tail, the end.
Coylir, to cock.
Coyly, gathered.
Coyne, coinage.
Coyre, leather, a skin.
Coyre, coure, copper, brass.
Craftus (touz les) du citee de Londres, all the craftsmen, companies of the city of London.
Craire, to confide in, entrust with.
Crainer, to refuse.
Crampus de goute, laid up with the gout.

Craftine, the morrow of any festival.
Cray (je), I believe.
Cray, betrayed.
Creable, to be feared.
Creablement, creable, credibly, credible.
Creacures, creansours, creditors.
Creance (la), the instructions, the articles.
Creances, et a creanciers, borrowed, and to be borrowed.
Creance (a), upon credit.
Creantceantz, borrowed.
Creaulz, credible.
Crecefix, a crucifix.
Credibles, credible.
Crenez, created.
Crezez, fiablement, give faithful credit to.
Creifes, creessed.
Cremal, a crimson or purple colour.
Creme, burnt.
Cremeur, fear, dread.
Creer, creier, to believe, give credit to.
Creffceance, croiflaunce, growth.
Creffion (ke nus), that we give him credit.
Creffours (par engendrure de), by having lawful issue born alive.
Creft, rises up, accrues.
Cret, accrues.
Cretain de eau, cretange del ewe, rising of water.
Cretine, an inundation.
Creval oeil, thrust out the eye.
Creve, a wear.
Creve, shook, rattled, increased.
Creues (novelles), new raised.
Creum, we believe.
Crewe, grown, incurred.
Creye, creyer, believe.
Crible, a sieve.
Crible (le payn), bread of bran.
Crible, debated.
Crighet, agreement.
Criegment (ne), are not afraid.
Crie, cry general, a general proclamation.
Crier, to summon.
Cries la peace, declare, draw the concord.
Criisme, a crime.
Criuerie (la), the office of crier.
Crikies, creeks.
Crilier, to argue, debate.
Crilz, criz, cries.
Crins, the hair of the head.
Crire (let), who knows how to write.

Criismatorie d’arg dorrez, a chrisin of siluer gilt; a vessel in which the ointment with which kings were anointed was kept.
Criisne, a crime.
Criit (Jehu), Jesus Christ.
Cristine, christian.
Croq (fix harquebuzes de fer a), fix large arquebusses of iron.
Crochet (dix harquebuzes a) de bronze, ten arquebusses of brass.
Croiables gentz, credible persons.
Croice (feinte), holy cross.
Croire (de) auxi fortement, should also firmly believe.
Croife, croffe, crous, cruix, a cross.
Croife (et homme), and there may be reason to believe.
Croifement, crusade.
Croix neitz (fur la), on the white cross *.
Croiziex, croyses (des), persons intending to go to the Holy Land.
Croke (lanz), without any iron spike or hook.
Crome, crime.
Croylerie, crusade.
Crudes (draps), raw cloths.

* Brady in his appendix 32, and in his history 92, translates this; on the old cros; but I apprehend the word neitz is from nitidus.
Crue (char), raw flesh.
Crue, a wear.
Cruice (iceste), this cross.
Crus, cruez, credited, believed.
Cry (la), the proclamation.
Cù, as.
Cu (un), a cook.
Cuchie en son lit, lying in his bed.
Cudietz (cum vos), as you think.
Cuel, the neck.
Cuelly, collected.
Cuens Leys (li), the earl Lewis.
Cuens de Flanders, count or earl of Flanders.
Cueou, the buttocks.
Cuer (a), at heart.
Cuers, leather, skins.
Cuerten, meet.
Cueurier, master of the choir.
Cui, whom, to whom.
Cuide, cuideroit, thinks.
Cuille (qui ad la), which is not castrated.
Cuil, cuile, cuel, the neck.
Cuiller d'or, a gold spoon.
Cuiller, a collection.
Cuilliz, gathered, collected.
Cuir (lait de), a leaf of leather.
Cuit, bakes.
Cule, dung, filth.

Cule nuité, the night season.
Culhir, to collect.
Culious, collectors.
Culture (un), a piece of ground.
Cum, as.
Cumbre, Cumberland.
Cumpaignie, company, society.
Cun, one alone.
Cundez, coined.
Cunee, cunage, coined, coinage.
Cuneufe, known.
Cunge, cungie, leave.
Cunqueftr, conquest.
Cunte, county, earl.
Cupre (de), of copper.
Cur (lunge), a long purse.
Cur le roy, court of the king.
Curèle, without cure of souls.
Curerons, will take care, will apply for.
Curge, short.
Curge, currye, runs, to run.
Curoms, will take care, Curr, a hide.
Curreurs des quirs, carriers of leather.
Curriez, would run, proceed.
Curiurs (d'main), of carriers.
CU
CURRONS, will take care.
CURRUX (pur), through anger.
CURS (bref de), a writ of course.
CURLE (la), the course.
CURT, court.
CURTIGNES pilous, curtains made of hair.
CURTINER, to improve, cultivate, fence in.
CURTIVER, to plough.
CURTOISE, curteis, genteel, civil, courteous.
CURZ, courts.
CUsINE, dyet.
CUFINS, kindred.
CUFFAGES (as), cuftees, at the cost.
CUFFANCE, Constance.
CUFFEFR, Christoper.
CUTFIVENT, cultivate.
CUTFUMER laron, a common thief.
CUTFUME (a), into a precedent.
CUTFUMERS du courte, suitors of the court.
CUFF, severed to, annexed.
CUTTLE, cutte, a knife, dagger.
CUNCE, generation.
CUYRE (es cu de), a shield of leather.
CUYSLIN, a cook.
CUZ, put.
CY, yes, so.

DE
CY, if, so, then, also, as, here, hereupon.
Cy apres, hereafter.
Cy avant, as well before.
Cy bien, as well.
Cy court, so speedily.
Cy (entre), between this, between this time.
Cy long, as long.
Cy pres, as near as can be.
Cy que, so that.
Cy vivement, so lively.
Cye per attorney, here by attorney.
Cyeinz, cyen, here, within.
Cyeit, let there be.
Cyel, heaven.
Cyens, his own.
Cyere, to-morrow.
Cymytere, a church yard.
Cynk, five.
Cynfours de bourses, cut-purses.
Cyre (verte); la ver en cite, green wax.
Cyfors, cutters.
Cytoaen, a citizen.

D
DAMIS, damages.
DANZ, five hundred years.
DASS, of office.
Dâ, demand, demandant.
DNE (y), demand.
DEE, to have been.
Def, Deft, default, want.
Dr, right.
Drence, difference.
Deffr, diffres, distrained, obliged.
Da, dea, yes.
Da (ouy), yes verily.
Daareim, the last day of the month.
Dabondant, moreover, besides.
Dabte, date.
Dagge, a small gun.
Dagnell noire, black lamb.
Dagne, dage, dagger.
Daie, dait, ought.
Daies, within, concerning.
Daillours, others, elsewhere.
Daine, a doe.
Dalphin, the dauphin, the eldest son of the king of France.
Damager, to oppress, injure.
Damaillgiet, endamaged, injured.
Damasches beftes, tame beasts.
Dames, deer.
Dames de religion, lady abbesses, prioresses.
Dammable, to be condemned.
Damnablement, grievously.
Damoisells, demicelles, nobles, the sons of kings, princes, noblemen and knights, subordina
te lords, ladies of quality.
Damoyfeles, damfels, female infants.
Damp, master, sir.
Dampner, to be cancelled.
Danearch, Denmark.
Danis, Dennis.
Dard, a dart.
Dareigner, to make proof of it, to testify, to de
eign it.
Darps, draps, clothing, covering.
Darrain, darraigne, darren, darner, last.
Darrein, proof.
Darreinere paffe, last past.
Darreignement, last.
Darreirement, lately.
Darrener (au) des terms, on the last of the terms.
Darrees, money, goods, chattels, effects, merchandize.
Darres (2), two-pence.
Daffer, to affess.
Datif, a thing in gift.
Dau, daou, two.
Daugiers, dangiers, fishing-places.
Daungorious, dubious.
Dauqui en avant, from henceforth.
Dauft, August.
Davant, before.
Davenon, Avignon.
Dé, dice.

Danie
DE

Deanie, deany.
Deaufeens, two hundred.
Deaux, two.
Debas, under, below.
Debase, below.
Debase les ponts, beneath the bridge.
Debase leur estate, beneath their estate.
Debassa, downwards.
Débat, opposition, contention.
Débatre, to dispute.
Debe, ought, must.
Debelle, overpowered.
Deberbiz (peaux), sheep-skins.
Debies, debts.
Deboter, debouter, to put out, deforce, deny, hinder.
Debouche et corn, hue and cry.
Debrifant, resisting.
Debrifer, to cancel.
Debrufrure de prison, breaking of prison.
Debrufiez, broke in pieces.
Debuferont, ought.
Debuient (ne), ought not.
Debuoir, debuoiar, duty, devoir, obeissance.
Deburg, in commission of a burglary.
Decea, from thence.
Deceder, to die.
Decent, deceit.
Deceu, on this side.
Deceuvanche, deceit, deceit.

DE
Deceux, dezieux, deceived.
Deceyvante (en), in deceivable manner.
Deceynt, ungirded.
Decha, on this side, in these parts.
Dechaffler, to drive away.
Decheier, a robbery, to take to robbing.
Decheues, decayed.
Dechyre, rent, torn.
De ci en avant, from hence.
Deciens, since.
Deciller les yeulx, to open your eyes.
Decimeur, the owner of the tythes of a parish.
Declaiera, declarez, declaiera (ne), shall not delay, deny.
Decole, beheaded.
Decories, skinned, pulled off.
Deconfort, discomfort.
Decouper, to cut down.
Decres, decrease.
Decrefceantz, arising, renewing, increasing.
Decret, decrez, decreis, (doctour en), doctor in decrets, doctor of law.
Decetes, debts.
Dedeinz, dedinz, dedenz, dedens, dedaynes, de- deynus, within, in the mean time.
Dedentre, within, between.
Dedie
Dedic (lu), consecrated place.
Deduits, duels, trials, amusements.
Dedifoint, deny, refuse.
Deditz, denied.
Dediz en jugement, denied in judgment.
Dedount, brought, deduced.
Deduc, deduces, deduited, deduited, brought, alleged, determined.
Deduz, dedut, deduyt, recreation, pastime.
Dedure (a faire), to bring in question, to bring proof.
Deduyvant, drawing: also requiring.
Dedutz, game.
Deduz, during, depending.
Déc, to be.
Deen, dean.
Deenz, within.
De entre, between.
Deervie (tot nel eufient il), although they had not deserved it.
Deface, defeat.
Defacum des membres, loss of limbs, members.
Defaités, defeated, conquered.
Defaille, deficiency.
Defames, infamous.
Defause, dissolved.
Defauroit, should wait.
Defauderunt, shall make default.
Defaurroit (en cas qu'il), in case of failure, in case of death.
Derausit, should die.
Default, deficiency, default, defect.
Defawcher, to mow, reap.
Defayllit, failed, died.
Defectiz, destroyed, defeated, undone.
Defect, defeated.
Defence, defence (en), in defiance of, in derogation of.
Defence (en), fenced off, in several.
Defencufe (fe), may defend himself.
Defendaunt (fe), in his own defence.
Defendeutz, badly repaired.
Defender, to oppose, deny.
Defend' le droit, opposes or denies the right.
Defendre, to prohibit.
Defens (miles en), put in defence, prohibited.
Defensie, prohibition, commandment.
Defensed plait, maintain any plea.
Defenses, prohibited seasons and places.
Defent, defends.
Defere, set aside, undo, defeat, reverse.
Defelance des templers, the suppression of the order of the knights-templars.
Defesant, undoing, defeating.
Defez, done.
Deffelance (en), in prejudice.
Deffaille, breach of faith.
Deffranchiflant, disfranchising.
Defie, mistrusted.
Deficete, left, forfeited.
Définition du terme, end of the term.
Defistes, did, gave.
Deflis, tired.
Defola, defoula, defula, defoules, trodden down, trampled upon, spoiled, damaged, ill-treated, abused.
Defont, defeated.
Defore, oppose, obstruct.
Defover, detower, to dig or take up again, to uncover.
Defoulours, spoilers, robbers.
Defrene vers lui, recovers against him.
Defretz, will defeat.
Defricher, defricher, to work by tilling the ground.

Defua fon baron, eloped from her husband.
Defues, widows.
Defuiaunt, running away, flying from.
Defula, defola, took out of the fold.
Defuont, run away.
Degage, give security.
Degages, releved.
Degalt, degelt, degata, spoiled, wasted, trod down.
Degayne, untilled.
Degise manere, in an undue manner.
Degre, voluntarily.
Degre voyde, a void space.
Degret, degree.
Degu, nobody.
Deguerre, in war.
Deguerpsy, abandoned.
De guilfe, disguised.
Degun, any.
Degutz, due.
Deherte de la feivre, ill of her fever.
Dehors, in.
Dehue, due.
Dehonneftation defammes marries, robbing married women of their chastity.
Dei, finger.
Deia, dyed.
Deignent, condescend.
Deigner, grant.

Deject,
Deject, thrown down.
Deins, teeth.
Deins aver, in the hands.
Deinzeins, denizens.
Deinz (de) et jours, within ten days.
Deinz, deinze qe, del deins, within.
Dejofte, near.
Defflens, we said.
Deffiers, desired.
Deffoins, say.
Deffons, should say.
Deit, owe, owing, owes, ought.
Deites, debts.
Deita, aforesaid.
Deiture, right.
Deive, te, ought to be.
Deivent, owe.
Deiviers, rights, duties.
Deivoerent myles, there ought to be provided.
De kes en fea, to this time.
De kes ore, hitberto.
De key, wherefore, till this time.
Delair, release.
Delair, the month of December.
Delairont (te), shall divest themselves.
Delaiisse (nous avons), we have given up.
Delaiisser, to leave, forsake.
Delaiissementz, releases, acquittances.

Deleautte, perfidy, rebellion, insamy, light character.
Delermer, to bewail.
Delers, besides.
Deles, delay.
Deles, delez, delees, about, near.
Delesions, we release.
Delie, dissolved.
Delingeutz, dismiss.
Delitable, deletable, dear to him.
Delitent, take a pleasure in.
Deliverant, the affirmant.
Deliverance (vers la), towards the session of the gaol-delivery.
Deliveraunt, dispatching, performing.
Deliveraunce (a la), for the discharge.
Deliverer (le people), the people delivered at a gaol-delivery.
Delleanes, allegations.
Delue, delayed.
Delyt, delight.
Demainer (en son), in his demesne.
Demainez, lords.
Demaint, now, presently.
Demariez, married.
Demaunder, to cry a thing, to send.
Demaygne(en), in demesne.
Deme, to be.

Demeanez,
Demeanez, ordered.
Demeigne, demenie, demeine, own.
Demein, to-morrow.
Demeine (en), in the mean time, again.
Demeins, with less.
Demenez, agitated, stirred.
Demenge, Sunday.
Dementenant en avant, from this time forwards.
Dementers, while.
Dementers (en), demen- tiers, in the mean time.
Demefinez, ruled: demeaned themselves well.
Demefure (a), beyond all measure, immediately.
Demette (le), parts with.
Demettent (les), submit themselves, render them- selves.
Demettre, demitter, to let go, to part with, to put away.
Demeures, wait.
Demierkes, Wednesday.
Demittable, demisiable.
Demoer, demourier, demourger, demonier, to remain, abide, dwell with.
Demoere (la), the protest, declaration.
Demoere (la) le counte de Lanc. the protestation of the earl of Lancaster.

Demonstrance, declarati-
on, count, petition, re-
monstrance, suggestion.
Demorant testament, last will.
Demorez, retained.
Demorer ensemble, to co-
habit together.
Demufrer, to shew.
Demy noct, midnight.
Demys(a), basparted with.
Demyft (ne fc), did not put himself out.
Dempt, taken.
Den, dean.
Dene, denne, a valley.
Dencir, to give.
Denerie, deanry.
Dener, denier, deniere, de-
eres, denerez, denrees, danree, a penny, money.
Deners countauntz, ready money.
Denier, deniaft, denied, refused.
Denier parties, towards the parts.
Denioms, afraid.
Denoicet, wages.
Denomination (de lour), of their own naming.
Denqui, beyond.
Denree de pain, a penny worth of bread.
Dent, give.
Denuerfoit en la mercie, should be amerced.

Denyer,
Denyer, dye.
Denygres, obliterated.
Denys (vos), give you, I lay before you.
Denz, within.
Denzeyn, denzeisne, denizen.
Denzieme, defein, decenry.
Deocisfe, diocefe, dijURii, parish.
Deooffe, boned.
Deotantes, deodands.
De par de la, beyond sea.
Departable, divisible.
Departier (a), separate.
Departies, disjodied.
Departient, divided.
Departie (la), the separation.
Departeeament, severally.
Departure, parting.
Depece, (foit denier) des pesece, let the money be broke to pieces.
Depeciez, cancel, tear.
Deppad, in the commission of a robbery.
Depensements, suggestions.
Deper, on the behalf.
Deperdces, lasses.
Depere, lost, decayed.
Deperary, shall repair to.
Depertier, to depart with.
Depertire, depart from.
Depefcer, to unfold, cut into pieces by retale.

Depefchez prison ont, have broken the prison.
Depefehe (lon bafton est), his staff is broken.
Depefferont le mur, shall break down the wall.
Depeicia, lately.
Depiroient, taken away, destroyed.
Depiz, worse.
Deplain, in a summary manner.
Deplayer, to wound.
Deprave, reviled, depreciated.
Depredative (diffeifne), a dffeisn gained by violence, or clandestinely.
Deprovera, shall disprove.
Depoos, a deposit.
Deport, just, right, equitable.
Deport, respect.
De porte (je me), I rely upon it.
Deporter, to depart.
Deporter, defporter, diversion, recreation.
Depost d'armes, laying down of arms.
De ques en ca, to this time.
Deques, until.
D' quene, therefore.
Deraners, dereein, last.
Deraferent, broke to pieces, cut to pieces, destroyed.
Derchief,
Dерчиф, деречиф, дери-чес, moreover, again, repetition, from hence- forth.
Дере, deer.
Дерере ву, in their absence.
Дерене, дереинет, дераин- ed, deraigned, determined.
Деренер, дереигн, дере- связ, deraigner, de- reiner, derainer, to prove, to clear himself, to institute, to deraign.
Дерферон, scorn, contempt.
Д’рейнжен, derene, proof.
Дерире, behind-band.
Дериле, mocked, laughed at.
Дерогент, derogate from.
Дерогюер, to abrogate.
Деромпер, to break.
Дерраи, damage.
Дерреерен, to endeavour.
Дерроин, dereint, left.
Деррой, should give.
Дерруиде, in a ruinous condition.
Дес, from.
Дес accordaunt, different, varying from.
Десафорт, disagreement.
Десадаун, не that time.
Десафез, injured, troubled, bindered.

Десафиле, unfurnished, unprovided.
Десарфент, discharge, release from the arrest.
Десарфентаер, shall refuse his assent.
Десафюрез, disheartened, discomfited.
Десафуре *, unserved.
Десатамес, unfinished.
Десавоут, defaute (la), the want.
Десаваунс, unadvanced.
Десавовес, disclaims, disowns, refuses to stand to.
Десавовес, дисавовес, dis- avowed.
Десавовес, unwarranta-ble, unjustifiable.
Десбалман, clearing from the accuation.
Десбаз, disputes.
Десблемес, unblemished, uninvaded.
Десбючер, to unstop, to dispark.
Десеиз, desencid, des- foynt, desceyntz, un- girded.
Десценде, determined.
Десцентен эн энквесте, come to an inquest.
Десценид (лу), desired him.

* See Rot. Parl. vol. II. p. 76. pet. 18. Potius defaire, Hale’s MS.

Descernez,
Defcounfeile, descounfeile, disconsouled, not filled up, unprovided.
Defcrees, decrease.
Defcrez, discreet.
Defcrie, discovered, perceived.
Defcripvrai, I will describe.
Defcroistre, to grow less.
Defcrus, decheue, decayed.
Defcufer, to excuse.
Defcyners, pledges desecres, pledges in the de-
cenry.
Defdigez, disdain, disdains.
Defduit, game.
Defeef, defeefi, desface, desfeux, uneasiness, grief,
trouble, charge, vexation.
Defeizez, disquieted.
Defemez, unborn.
Defempesestre, to get out of a snare.
Defencrefcez, decreased.
Defenhabitez, uninhabited.
Deferes (lur), potius def-
cres, their decrease.
Deferit, deserted, without remedy.
Deferite, disinherited.
Defervie, not supplied, unserved.
Defervy, intitled to, served.
Defes, decease.
Defesparur,
Defesepart, to despair.
Defesterel, dissemblest.
Defever, parted, divided.
Defeverums, separate, sever, cut of from.
Defeurer, to divide, separate.
Defeuht eux, under them.
Defeuverte, uncovered, laid open.
Desfermez, unlocked.
Desgarnys, desgarrys, degorrie, unwarned, unprovided, unfurnished.
Desgaynnes, untitled.
Desgorrie, unprovided.
Defhonte, without soame.
Defhors, dethorse, from henceforth.
Defia mis en possession, already put us in possession.
Defimes, make known.
Desjoynames, parted, untied.
Defiron, desirous.
Defke, since.
Defkes a ore, so far.
Deflaez, delayed.
Defleautre, treachery.
Defliz, loosed from, discharged.
Deflors, from that time.
Defloyal, defeal, unlawful, fraudulent.
Defmaintenant, from henceforth, forthwith.
Defmarizt, unmarried.

Defeme garb, the tenth sheaf.
Defmenent, shall bring, shall send, remove.
Defmes, deer.
Definesurable, unbounded.
Defmolicks, demolition.
Defnaturel, defnatureus, unnatural.
Defnaturee (lie de la), bound by nature.
Defnigrer, to blacken, to defame.
Defnue de amies, void or delitute of friends.
Deiloient, said.
Defoies, said; also unacquainted.
Deiloent, abuse, spoil, trample upon.
Deiloerent (malement), evilly treated him.
Defoosh, beyond, above.
Defordines accomptes, irregular accompts.
Defore, defhors, deforenaunt, deforenavant, defore en avant, deforendroit, deformes, deformes, deformed, from henceforth, hereafter, from this time forward, for the future.
Defouvere, unworked, unworked.
Defouz, defoz, under, underneath, hereafter.
Defouz (mis au), ruined.
Defoynte fa cote, his coat ungirt.
Defoz, defonz, hereafter, under.
Despace, unpaid.
Delpare, unequal force.
Descarper, to be distributed.
Delpascerent, eat up, spoiled, wasted.
Despeca, on that behalf.
Dependent (en), in the expenditure of it.
Dependre (a), to lay out.
Dependues, dispersed.
Depensies, expenses.
Deperager, to disparage.
Depereee, unforeseen.
Depsire, despise.
Delpiscea, speedily, before this time.
Depsite (en), despilaut (en), in contempt of, in despite of.
Delpotouement, despitefully.
Despitz, contempt, hatred.
Delpsede, without plea, unanswered.
Delpsleyt, displeased.
Despleie, displayed.
Delpounge, overflowed, flooded.
Delpointer, dispute.
Despores, spurs.
Delpoit et aces, their recreation and ease.

Desportent (il), they forbear.
Desportere (lui), assist, comfort him.
Desportes, relieved, excused.
Desportes de payer, exempted from paying.
Desportera (il), be will dispense with.
Desport (fans favour ou); fans deport faire a null, without shewing favour to any one.
Desport (tant), so long lost, so long been deprived of.
Despoft (mica), deposited, laid up in warehouses.
Depourter, spare.
Deprie, unseised, untaken.
Depuliez, depsoiled.
Depurvue, unprovided.
Depyt (en) de lour de fault, by way of punishment for their default.
Deiquaranre, to discharge.
Descue, desquel, desque al jor, until the day.
Defreinforcement, lately.
Defreine, proved.
Defrengeront, shall set out.
Defroton (la), the unreasonable.
Defrobbez, robbed, depsoiled, wasted.
Destrroy, to be out of order.

Desfrumputz,
Destrumputz, squeezed together, burst.
Dessallèrance, unsafety, disappointment, discomfit.
Dessème, not sown.
Dessente, descent.
Dessèvrer, to put asunder.
Dessiefe, diffuse.
Dessous, deluz, under, underneath, hereafter.
Dessous (ou), or thereabouts, or within that number.
Dessuyis, seized.
Dessusditz, desirous, above said.
Destsachez, untacked.
Destail (a), by retail.
Desteinantz, will fail, prove bad.
Destembez, disturbed.
Desterre, desert, leave.
Destsinéter, to disdistinguish.
Destsopper, to unsop.
Destsorberoms, would prevent it.
Destsountz, unknown.
Destsour, gone back.
Deff, distress.
Destrayiens, distractions.
Deffre, held fast.
Deffre, a large horse, a horse of service for the great saddle in war.
Deffre (au), on the right hand.

Destré mayne, the right hand.
Destrë (a), over-against.
Destréint, straightened, restrained, difficult to come at, expensive.
Destréit, destroitz, d'eftroit, distress.
Destrément, speedily.
Destrèfes, distresses.
Destrèffe, destreffice, compulsion.
Destrèfle au roi, abridge the king.
Destréynt, proved a title to.
Destriger, to try.
Destroutes, destruction.
Destruger, to condemn.
Destrut, destroyed.
Destrut, put out of, disinherited.
Destrurance, impediment, delay.
Defue, abused.
Defuer, to break through, set aside, undo.
Defvene, folly.
Defuelle, injury, hindrance.
Defveshyes, naked, unceathed.
Defuis, defus, defuys, above.
Defuis rendre, to surrender.
Defvoier, to wander out of the way.
Defurder, to raise.
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Desures,
Deux (en), on God, in God.
Deux, deus, two, both.
Deuxieme, second.
Devaler, to go downwards, to bring down.
Devanciers, aforetime.
Devanciers, ancestors.
Devan luy, from him.
Devantement, devoulty.
Devates, disputes, debates.
Devier, will deny.
Devenent, which fall, come into.
Devensit, bad come.
Devensit enceinte, became enceint.
Devenuz, arrived at, become.
Devent, before.
Devenk, devent, become.
Dever, to dye.
Dever, to owe, to be indebted.
Dever, duty.
Dever, devers, against.
Devere eaux, on their part.
Devers, dead.
Devers, the money.
Devers le fyn, towards the end.
Devers pere ou mere, of the father's or mother's side.
Devers la mere, on the mother's side.

Deverssee,
Deversee, with, in the power of.
Devereire, devoir.
Devereit, ought to be.
Devereit dire, ought to say.
Deverait (ne), ought not to have.
Deverount (a ceux qui les), to the owners.
Deveric (en), in a delirium.
Deveufua (ne), shall not be put by.
Devez, devised, surmised.
Devi, owes.
Deviast, dyed.
Devoicees, had fell, had come into.
Devient, dye; also, they owe.
Devin, divine.
Devinar, divination.
Devis, devise.
Devifable, divisible.
Devifed, devised, appointed.
Devifes (en), in the division.
Devifeement, severally.
Devoer, ability.
Devoidable, may be divided.
Devoir, to have.
Devoir, destitut, destitute of wealth.
Devolupa, devolute, devoted.
Devomus rien, we owe nothing.

Devote (ne), ought not.
Devove, appointed.
Devouz, devoted.
Devoy, submit.
Devoyant (en), in right of.
Devoyer, endeavour.
Devy efpoulera, shall espose.
Dewaunt, before.
Dewe, due.
Dewe, two.
Dex, God.
Dexcint, fifteen.
Dey, finger.
Dey apper, ought to appear.
Dey, devy, dieth, died.
Deycuns, we said.
Deyes, drivers of geese.
Deyne, his own.
Deyme, the tenth.
Deyms, deynes, does.
Deymus, sayd.
Deynt, allege, say.
Deyve, deyvent, deiva, deyne, owe, ought.
Deze, dez, ten.
Dezeyners, deciners.
Di, half.
Dian, dean.
Diaules, devils.
Diaulx, two.
Dibendre, Friday.
Dibolle, disabled, reduced, infirm.
Dicel, of this same.
Dicelle (a), from hence-forth.
Dici, of this.
Dict, a word.
Diemane, Sunday.
Dieme, the tenth.
Diemenches (li rois des), rex dierum dominico-rum, Trinity-Sunday.
Dien, they say.
Dience, deary.
Dient, ought.
Dieu, due.
Dieux, two.
Diez, Dies, Dieux, God.
Difalmement, defamation.
Diffensé, defence.
Diffet, defeated.
Diffiníte, of affinity.
Diffie (foy), puts himself out.
Diffuantez, fled.
Diffuantz le lei, in defiance of the law.
Dignier, a penny.
Dijau, Dijou, Thursday.
Di jeo, I say.
Dilai, delay.
Dilapidez, dilapidated, wasted, squandered away.
D'ilent, of the entire.
Dillation, delay.
Dilleoques, dillouques, afterwards.
Dillieurs, of electors.
Dilueques, from thence.

Dimaigne, dimeine, dimains, dimeign, dimench, dimegne, Sunday.
Dimar, Tuesday.
Dimecre, Wednesday.
Dimifes, dismissed.
Diner, a penny.
Dinquios, as far as, hither.
Dins, in, within.
Diole, a dial.
Diont, may say.
Diotre, due, daily.
Dious, Dios, God.
Direchef, again.
Dirept, took, accept.
Drrain, last.
Dirs enkes, different inks.
Dirupt, broken down.
Diruite, thrown down.
Dis, ten.
Diasfentz, dissent.
Disavaile, disadvantage.
Disavances, unadvanced, unprovided for.
Disavifes, unwary.
Disavowable de droit, against law.
Dicese, be descends.
Disch, dish.
Dischapper, to escape out of.
Discheisfit (ren), any thing should be abated.
Difei, dis ficum, since, for as much as.
Discoiture, discolouring.
Discombrance, disturbance.
Discontinue, discontinuance.
Disconvenient persons, improper, unfit persons.
Discourage, discouragement.
Discourser, to cleanse.
Discoverer, uncovered, discovered.
Discovert, a woman unmarried.
Discrepancie, a disagreement, difference.
Discords enemies, proclaimed, notorious enemies.
Discovery, discoverer, to discover.
Discurrer, to run up and down, through.
Discuter, to discuss.
Difdeinance, despising.
Difdict, a yielding or confession of guilt.
Dife, the tenth part.
Difecame, unsoved.
Difecfe, trouble, inconvenience, distress.
Difefaze, injured, troubled, hindered, disquieted.
Difenef, nineteen.
Difes, dice.
Difeinet, seventeen.
Difette (de), for want.
Dissoith at aunt, ten times as much.
Disgrade, degraded.

Disheritifon, disinheritson.
Disinfovie, unburied, taken up again.
Disflée, under no obligation.
Dilliver, to displace.
Dilsmables, tymeable.
Dismarie, unmarried.
Disme quinquinall, a tenth of all goods for five years together.
Dismenges, on Sundays.
Disoitifme, the 18th part.
Dispaire (en), in danger.
Disparagagement, disparagement; the matching an heir, &c. in marriage, under his or her degree or condition, or against the rules of decency.
Dispencer, to discharge.
Dispended, depend.
Dispender, put off, hindered, avoided.
Dispendedus, dispensed with.
Dispere, despair, danger.
Disperegez, dissipated, severed.
Dispport, diversion, entertainment.
Dilpit, dilpitz, contempt.
Dilpitude, contemptuous.
Dilsplet, displeas.
Dilpos (mis en), laid up.
Dilporter (eux), caste them, excuse them.
Dispuceler, to deflower.
Difrobbie, robbed, spoiled.
Disflate, Saturday.
Disfeites, deceit.
Diflentez, dissensions.
Dissi la qui, until that.
Dissiny, performed.
Dissisme, tenth.
Difvyt, dywiit, eighteen.
Difsi, deceived.
Difst commun, common report, fame.
Diftaunce, difference, dispute.
Diftinester, to distinguish.
Diftintiaunt, distinguishing.
Disftime, eighteenth.
Diftraction (fans), without damage.
Diftz articles, aforesaid articles.
Disfraire, to withdraw.
Dilffraffable, which may be disstrained.
Diftribuel, districts.
Diftreindre (fans rien) en dure man, holding him by the hand without squeezing it too hard.
Diffrere (que), who allledged.
Diffrrent (ils), they said.
Diffrrover, to destroy.
Diftrue, diltroue, destroyed, disparaged.
Disturbance, hindrance, prevention.

Disturberent (ne les), did not prevent them.
Dit, decree.
Dit (en), in word.
Ditant, during the time.
Ditas parties, the said parties.
Ditez, called.
Dition (en la), in the power, jurisdiction.
Divers, differing, different.
Diveremement, diversely, severally.
Dividende, schedule, list, indenture.
Divinal, of divination.
Divise, given.
Division, establishment.
Divont (ne), ought not.
Dix, God.
Diz, said, aforesaid.
Diim, domina, dame, lady.
Doayre, doans, dower.
Dobbours des draps, sellers of cloth.
Doctrinez (en), instructed in.
Doel, grief.
Doen, gift.
Doen effet, due estate.
Does, given.
Doe cent (li), the 200.
Doiauntz, who ought.
Doibt, doi, deux, finger.
Doibuent, ought to be.
Doient (que il), what they owe, that they are in debt.
Doigne,
Donor (de), by gift.
Donques, then.
Donu, donec, donecon, donyon, donacioun; gift, grant.
Doraunt, during.
Dorce, back.
Dore, a door.
Dorem, Doremam, Durham.
Dorer (a), to be given.
Dorefenant, from henceforth.
Dorra, shall give it, or dispose of it.
Dorront, agree, consent.
Dorrount, remain there.
Dortour novell, new dormitory.
Dos (par le), by the crest.
Dolce, twelve.
Dofer, dofel, a hanging or canopy of silk, silver, or gold-work, under which kings or great personages sit; also the back of a chair of state.
Dotaunces, disputes, doubts.
Dote, doubtful.
Dote (nount pas) de trefpafer, are not at all afraid of offending.
Dotier (il fait a), there is reason to suspect.
Dotif, doubtful.
Dotoient, feared.
Dotous, doubtful, in doubt.
Douer, gift.
Doujours, of the day.
Doulee,
Doulce, gracious, gentle.
Dooloit, complained of.
Dousfres, Dumfries.
Dount, wherefore, from whence.
Dovorre, Dover.
Dour, given.
Dource, Dover.
Dous, two.
Douft, ought, must.
Douftres, duftres, leaders, commanders.
Doutance, doubtantes, doubts.
Doutantz (meyns), left fearing.
Doute, fear, fears.
Doute ceo, apprebbends, supports it.
Doute, en doute, doubtful.
Douterent, feared.
Doutez, feared.
Douvent, give.
Doux, two.
Douyme, the second.
Dowarie, dower.
Dowe, endowed.
Doy, finger.
Doy (ne), I ought not.
Doy, bien avoir (le), it is right I should have it.
Doygna, condescended.
Doygner, doigner, to give.
Doynt, gives.
Doz (au), on our backs.

Doz peres, the twelve peers of France.
Dozze, doze, dozime, dozine, twelve; the 12th.
Dri, drait, right.
Dragges, draggus, little boats or vessels formerly used on the river Severn.
Dragguent oiftres, drag oysers.
Drappeaux quarrez, banners.
Drechier, to redress.
Dreft (par), by right.
Dreille, a ditch.
Dreine, produced.
Drekes, until.
Drence, difference.
Drene (il eft), be is prov'd.
Drenere, last.
Drengage (en), the tenures by which the drenchers or drengers held their lands.
Dres, Drez, right.
Drescent (la), redress it.
Drefler, to compile.
Dret, a dret, overagainst, opposite.
Dretttes, right, just.
Dretture, right.
Dreyn, dreyin, present, last presentation.
Dreyn (au), at last.
Dreyt (tot), directly.
Droit
Droit (de), of law.
Droit (en), concerning, in right of.
Droite mauvifette (p), out of mere wickedness.
Droiturs et devots, just and devout.
Dromandes, dromandes; vessels called by that name.
Drouifda, Drogheda.
Drout, diont, say.
Druthin Dieu, the house of God.
Du, God.
D'uïet, before.
Dublec, duplicate of, repeated.
Dublein (tred), threefold.
Dubles (tred), three times twelve.
Ducazetz, dutchy fees.
Duce, kind, tender.
Duce, leads.
Duce (eawe), fresh water.
Duchemen, Dutchmen.
Dudzime, twelve.
Due, of the.
Due, to dispose of.
Duere%t avoir (ne), might not have.
Duer, lusts, endures.
Dues, two.
Dues, ought.
Duet, (de), as a duty.
Duetees, duties.
Duez, due to him.
Du faire, to do.
Duskes a chon qe, until that.
Duffe, two.
Dusffent, dusfont (que), who should, ought, are supposed.
Duffres, ring-leaders.
Duw (en lu), in due place.
Duz, due.
Duz, dus, dug, a leader.
Duze, duze, twelve.
Duzim, twelfth.
Dy, due, just.
Dyent, say, are of opinion.
Dyent effre, they say moreover.
Dymain (le), the morrow.
Dymenges, Sundays.
Dymes, tythes.
Dymeyne, dymain, Sunday.
Dymis, tythes.
Dyners, dinners.
D'yntrusion, of intrusion.
Dys, dyz, ten.
Dylcot livres et neof, eighteen pounds nine shilings.
Dyipais (touz), ever since.
Dyvelyz, Dublin.
Dyvent point (ne), ought not.
Dyvintz, divines.

E and.

Ea, and, also, further.
Eage, age.

Eage, life.
Eantz, having.
Eare, to plow.
Eafe (lera), may ease himself.
Eafez, moderate, easy.
Eaue, eave, eawe, water.
Eaux, ewes.
Eaux, they.
Eaux melimes, themselves.
Eauz, eaux, eaus, them.
Ebahir, to be surprised.
Eble, Eubolo.
Ebrieux, Hebrew.
Echeist, falls.
Echerount, shall fall out, shall fall, shall escape.
Echever, to escape.
Ecil enfens la terre (forek), only those within that land.
Equmieur, a pirate.
Ede, Eudo.
Edel, noble, illustrious.
Edovart, Edvalt, Edwards, Edward.
Ee (aver), to have been.
Een, be.
Een falt deins l'an (ne yert), has not been made within the year.
Eent, have.
Ees, bees.
Eefe, pleasure.
Eeff, eft, Earl.
Eez, bear, bad, have.

Effertully,
Efferant l’, the proportion.
Effectuall, efectual.
Efforablenyment (tant), in as a strong manner.
Efforcer, to aid, assist.
Effacement, force.
Efforcez, strengthened, secured.
Efforciere peis, to break a treaty of peace.
Effouage, heart money.
Effours, efforts, endeavours.
Effunder, to shed, spill.
Egarri, healed.
Egas, decision, judgment, award.
Egecestre, Exeter.
Egglice, church.
Eglie, lyes.
Egistement, agistment.
Egle, eagle.
Egle (de l’honur de l’), of the honour of the eagle.
Eguifer, to happen.
Egun, any.
Eguunt glia este, they have been.
Ehonte, infamous.
Ei (l’), I have.
Eians, men.
Eiants, having.
Eide, aid.
Eiens, ever.
Eier veue (l’), have seen it.

Eies, forwards.
Ejets a cuer, have at heart.
Eil (s’), if they.
Eimiente Dieu, love God.
Ein, ceo, rather.
Einz les hours, before these times.
Eindegre, own accord.
Eine temps (d’), before, of a prior date.
Eines, in, that.
Einglife, church.
Ein quy, within whose.
Einfnes, eldef.
Eins ceo, when, unless, the same, rather, until.
Eins ceux q le actor, before the plaintiff.
Eins (li), before.
Eins tenus (l’), in the mean time.
Einsperker, impound.
Einz, but, in.
Einz ceo qil, before that he.
Einz qe, before that.
Eioms, have.
Eions (de), of having.
Eions (de), of his.
Eir (l’), the eyre.
Eir, eirs, heir, heirs.
Eirent, wander, stray.
Eires, ayres.
Eirie, to hatch.
Eirie de eipernons, a young brood of hawks.

Eisikes,
Embatent (s’), intermedi-
dle.
Embeasler, to fileh.
Embellsies, set forth, shew-
ed.
Embeche, impeached.
Emblea difmes, carries off
his tythes.
Emblear (l’), the emblems-
ments.
Embleent, carry out of,
remove.
Embleer, a seedsman, to
sow.
Emblemy, unimpeached,
unburt.
Embler, to steal.
Emblez, embles, emblees
(par), by stratagem, by
furprize.
Embloioure (de), of steal-
ing.
Embofoigne, needeth, re-
quireth.
Embofoignera (fif), if need
be.
Embrace, undertaken, em-
braced, purchased.
Embracez (ont), have in-
grossed.

Embrealer, to burn.
Embrevure, a registre.
Embu, drunk up.
Embuckement, ambushade.
Eme, with.
Eme, emie, estimation,
price.

Emercient,
Emercent, amerced.
Emergentz, arising.
Emple, puffed up.
Emfauntz, children.
Emi, emmi, in half, in the middle.
Emiceez, issued, sent out.
Eminentz, impending.
Emmi, between.
Emmorti, become dead.
Emmurrer, to wall about.
Emoi, emotion.
Emoines, witnesses.
Emoligation de la court de parlement, the confirmation of the court of parliament.
Emon, Edmond.
Emonit, admonished.
Empakkur (l'), the packing.
Emparke, emparkez, impounded.
Emparkement, a park, an emparkment.
Emparnours, undertakers of suits.
Empaignment (en fon), in his infirmity, impediment.
Empeche, impeached.
Empeirez, empirez, impaired.
Empell (q l'), which is called.
Empendent, pendant.
Empensions, pensions.

Emprement, in ornamenting, repairing.
Emperez (le soient), have possessed themselves of.
Empeler, to imparle.
Empernant, assuming, pretending to.
Empernent a champart, take for maintenance.
Empernour, the taker.
Empes chenienz (por divers), an account of divers impediments.
Empeschable, impeachable.
Empeschement, impeachment, impediment.
Empeterer, to require, to insist.
Empiel (ley), imperial or civil law.
Empiete, impiety.
Empire tant nequant, neither better or worse than before.
Empila, strole.
Emplee (terre), landown.
Empiere, to fill.
Empleroms, we will fulfill.
Empleviift (l'), got possession again.
Emplir, to fulfill.
Emply, impied.
Emportablez charges, intolerable, heavy charges.
Emportunement, unfortunately.
Empotentz,
Empotentz, impotent, in-firm.
Empraintz, impressed.
Empraine, in hand.
Emprant, borrowing.
Empriant, praying.
Empreigne, emprint, taken upon themselves.
Emprent, borrow; also, taught.
Emprent, who undertakes.
Emprent, impression.
Empres, pledged.
Empresserent, engaged, hindered.
Emprez, empres, after, afterwards.
Empriantz, beseeching.
Empriencechief, first of all.
Empris, undertaken, taken up.
Emprisse, undertaking.
Empriums, beg, pray.
Empromptz, empraunt, emprant, borrowing.
Empuis (d'), afterwards.
Empuisse, may.
Empuissonement, imprisonment.
En, in, by, within.
Enaiger, to declare one to be of age.
Enabyer, to inhabit.
En apres, hereafter.
Enarer, in time past.
Enarer cea, to this time, heretofore.

Enavant, for the time to come.
En oultre, furthermore.
Enbataillez, in battle array, engaged in battle.
Enbeverer, to water, also a watering place.
Enbeverer (droit de), right of watering, or taking in water for cattle.
Enblauncher, to blanch, to make white.
Enblee, enblaye de ble yvernail, sown with winter corn.
Enbleir, to steal.
Enboisiner, will want.
Enboisid, embossed.
Enbofogniez, engaged in business.
Enboueliez, embowelled.
Enbrace, encroached.
Enbraudez, embroidered.
Enbrever, to minute down, to reduce into writing.
Enca, heretofore, some time past.
Encariez, carried away.
Encaver, to beware.
Enccea, enci, so, also, afterwards.
ENCEpper, to confine him.
Encere, yet.
Enceynte, quick with child.
Encha (depuis huit jours), within these eight days.
En chanl, appeafl.

Enchanter,
Enchanter, to alter, to raise.
Enchappellè, crowned with a crown, or coronet.
Encharger, encharchee, to give in charge.
Enchase, drove away.
Enchaifer, to compel.
Enchaîne, chained.
Enchaïonnez, chained.
Enchaïson, enchefon, encheflon, enchefcun, enchefon, cause, occasion, reason.
Enchaunterie, witchcraft.
Enchaz et rechaz, incheze and outcheze; the right of driving cattle to and from a common.
Encheires, enhanced, made dear.
Encheiez, decayed.
Encherer, to enhance the price of.
Encheriffe (ne), do not raise the price of.
Encheifcune, encheifonez, enchefones, enchefon, punished, called in question, cross-examined.
Enchiez, at, to.
Enchi la, there.
Enchres, anchors.
Enci, so, also, afterwards.
Enclaimant, claiming.
Enclairfi, brought to light.
Enclarre, d'enclor, to enclose.

Encliner del oyl (par), by a wink of the eye.
Enclos (le jour), the day included.
Enclose, to inclose.
Encloisfrure, inclosure.
Enclouez, studded.
Encloe, pricked by a nail.
Encoires, besides.
Encois, before.
Encolourerent, involved.
Encombrement, incroachment, incumbrance.
Encomiter, to be committed.
Encon, on high.
Encontre, meets, encountered, opposed.
Encontrer (d'), to meet.
Encontre mont, in the ascending.
Encontre val, downwards.
Encontrevenent, undo.
Enconvent, conveniences, covenanted.
Encoranement (l'), the coronation.
Encorovetz, encourage.
Encoru, accenting.
Encorue, encoruz, barred.
Encoruz, encoure, encoru, incurs.
Encoste, collateral.
Encostante, on the banks, sides.
Encountables, to the counts.
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Encoupe,
Encoupe, indit, charged, accused, guilty.
Encouterable, counter-pleadable.
Encoutment com (aincois), but as soon as ever.
Encrecudumond (de lour), of their worldly income.
Encrecer, to accuse, to increase.
Encres, increase, accession.
Encref, accrues, increasés.
Encroe, fixed to a cross.
Encrufrent, increased.
Encurrut, come, arrived.
Enculer, to accuse.
Enculer (n'), will not accuse.
Encullement, inditment, accusation, impeachment.
Ency, therein.
Encz, but.
Endegeus, superannuated.
Endeuront, will endeavour.
Endentier (d'), to indent, to be made party to an indenture.
Endette la maison (il), be had run the house in debt.
Endevera, faire (ceo quil), what he ought to do therein.
Endeux, both.
Endeyvent etre quites (quil), that they ought to be discharged.

Endicion, indition.
Endirez, in like manner may be said.
Endirra, will declare.
Enditement, interpretation.
Endivrons, will assist.
Endormer, to charm.
Endormy (fuit), was dormant.
Endosse, back, encourage.
Endosser, endocer, to indorse.
Endou, to be endowed.
Endreit (a feit nous), hath made us amends, satisfaction.
Endreyt, relating to.
Endroit (l'), without, outwards.
Endroit, d'endrett, in right of, with respect to.
Endront (en quel), in what place.
Enducent, occasion, bring on.
Enduceront, will persuade, induce.
Endueez (a ce), brought to that.
Enduirons (ne), will not entice, persuade.
Endurze, hardened.
Encez, have, received.
Enemiablement, in a hostile manner.
Enente, ruined.
Enewance
Enfewance de draps, watering of cloth.
Enfamant (actions en), actions of scandal.
Enfamie, insamy, infamous.
Enfaunca, enquaunt engendra, brought forth, or was delivered of a child.
Enferges, put in irons.
Enferment, confine.
Enfiace, mercy.
Enfile, twined, twisted.
Enfo, enfouie, buried.
Enfondre, broke.
Enforce, strengthens.
Enforét, offending.
Enformer, to instruct, inform.
Enformesons, speeches.
Enfortune (par), by misfortune, accident.
Enfouchez, poured out.
Enfoundrees, sunk, overflowed, under water.
Enfourny, performed.
Enfraignance, infringe-ment.
Enfraindant, shall infringe.
Enfranchise (nient), not of record.
Enfrancehee (a poi), almost overrun with franchises.
Enfreindre (l'), the breach.
Enfrengue, enfreintce, broken.
Enfreoms, we will do therein.
Enfuist, deserts.
Enfytuez (melius ensluez), so killed *.
Engage, mortgaged.
Engage, betrothed.
Engager le batail, to offer battle.
Engaigement, pledge.
Engaines, guarded.
Engarnies, withheld, surrounded, fenced-in.
Engaux, equal.
Engendre(a), to be begotten.
Engendrure, issue.
Engetter, engetter, to eject.
Engin, enghein, engine-ment (mal), ill design, deceit, fraud.
Enginer (pur), to cheat, defraud, seduce, intice.
Engineulement, groaning, lamenting.
Englaterra (roy d'), king of England.
Englefeld, England.
Englesche, Engles, Engiish.
Englecherie, proof that a person found killed was of English extraction, and not a foreigner.

* See Cowel's Dict. Affath.
Engluierount (fe), will fix on themselves the guilt of the crime.
Enhes, Agnes.
Engracious, ungracious, untoward.
Engravance, grievance, molestation.
Engriever, to aggravate.
Engyn par, by deceit.
Enhabler, to enable.
Enhaunce, enhaunce, raised, exalted.
Enheritants (les), the inhabitants.
Enheritcez (est), is intitled.
Enheritementez, herediments.
Enheritcez, having an inheritance in.
Enhuiller, to administer extreme unction.
Enientez, rendered null, avoided.
Enjevin, of Anjou.
Enimiste, enmity.
Enjojalee, furnished, provided with jewels.
Enjont, enjoining.
Enjoynte, joined.
Enke, ink.
Enki, thus, so.
Enlaylla, sent thither.
Enleift, delivers up.
Enli, instead of.
Enloff, in the army.
Enmmediate, immediate.
Ennaugerunt, proceeded on their voyage.
Ennenti, defeated.
Enneur, honour.
Ennollement, extreme unction.
Ennoy, annoy.
Ennoyastes, sent.
Ennoyer, to send him away, remove him.
Ennoy ez, troubled, grieved.
Ennoy ez, necessities.
Ennoyter, enoyter, to annual.
Ennuerent, whom they sent.
Enuiet, to day.
Enombrafer, to shade, cover.
Enor (l'), the honour.
Enordeniant, in an irregular, undue manner.
Enordinant, inordinate.
Enorez, honoured.
Enoulitre, moreover.
Enoundez, overflowed.
Enournez, adorned.
Enoyer, to annul.
Enpant, composed.
Enparkeler, to fence in.
Enpaynes, put to pain.
Enpechez, impeached.
Enpeirant, impairing.
Enpeirement, detriment.
Enpeirez, impaired.
Enpensione, a pension.
Enpenfones (ne), don't intend.
Enperi,
Enperi, worse.
Enpire, embased.
Enpleynnaunt, by way of complaint.
Enployent mye (n'), do not lay out.
Enplyes, employed.
En poin, in hand.
Enpori, impoverisbed.
Enporri (fi), so stale.
Enportera le realme, shall be king.
Enporter heritage, to run away with the inheritance.
Enportez, carried away.
Enpres, after.
Enpigne, took, received.
Enprifant, desiring.
Enpris unt, enpnez, have undertaken.
Enprift le chymin, entered upon his journey.
Enpromptz, things borrowed.
Enpronerount, imprisoned.
Enprovour, proveditor.
Enpower (d'), to improve.
Enprueez, improved.
Enprumptu, borrowed.
Enpus, produce.
Enque (par), by the inquest.
Enqîg (fi), let him inquire.
Eqriere, to get, take.
Enquerrez, inquiries.

Enquerelant (nul), no plaintiff, no suit.
Enquerelez, impleaded.
Enquester, find out.
Enquicter, disturb.
Enquere, yet, still.
Enracier, enracer, to pull up by the roots.
Enrollement de ses lainz, at the rolling up of his wool.
Enrollez, folded up.
Enroyer (m'), to grant me.
Ens, in, within, between.
Ens ne seyt (fi), unless it be.
Enfanle, in blood.
Enfarchement, an examination, a research.
Enfausie, exalted.
Enfayer, ensuer, to pursue.
Ensealer, shut up, impound.
Enseares, enseires, locked up.
Ensecchi, dried up, withered.
Enflegie, besieged.
Enseigne (loial), lawful business.
Enfeignementz, qualifications.
Enfeigner, to shew, appear.
Enfeignurant sur l'estat le roy, lording it over the state of the king.
Enleintez, with child.
Enlever, to serve.
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Enfelle,
Enselle, saddled.
Ensemble, it seems meet.
Enfement, likewise, in like manner, in the same manner.
Enfencers, censers.
Enfene, instructed.
Enfenfer, to inform.
Enfenfes, incensed.
Enferres, will be.
Enfervager, to enslave.
Enserver, to subject, charge.
Enferve, kept, reserved.
Enservee, servile.
Enfervir (ne poit l'en), is not compellable.
Enseverit (meuz), much better know.
Enseynner, to show, point out.
Enfi enfy, so, thus, also, in like manner.
Enfi pres, so near.
Enfi totes voies, provided always.
Enfier, to mow or reap.
Enfiyne, blooded.
Ensignement, assignment.
Ensigner, to show.
Ensignere (en), in teaching, instructing.
Ensignes, occasioned.
Ensignment, assignment.
Ensignys, being.
Enfiuuent (qe s'), which follow.
Enfiwames, we followed.

Enfiwyt il pas, it does not follow.
Enfiourquetor, above all.
Enfiuievant (en), in pursuance of.
Enfiuress, entries.
Enfiu, enfuyt, s'enfient, follows.
Enfiuer, to follow.
Enfiuuit, hereafter.
Enfiuivant, against.
Enfiuvoir (il s'), it would follow.
Enfiundis, in that case, also.
Enfiure, obey.
Enfiurmettaunt, suggesting.
Enfiurrer, to rise.
Enfu, big with child.
Ent, in, in the mean time.
Ent, thereupon, of them, thereof.
Ent (d'), thereof.
Ent, intire, whole.
Entacher, to infect.
Entagle, importuned.
Entaineez, entered upon, debated.
Entameez, stirred, moved.
Entant come, signifies as much as.
Entartez, burned.
Entaunt, so much.
Entaunt graunt, be thereby as good as grants.
Entechele, tainted, infected.
Enteins, understood.
Entendable,
Entendable, to be understood.
Entendances, attendances.
Entendaunt, thinking, imagining, understood.
Entendement (l'), the form.
Entendementz, meanings, constructions.
Entendiblement, fully, plainly.
Entendre (sift lui), made him believe.
Entendre, to attend.
Entenk (jeo) y-entanks, I think.
Entent, understand them.
Entente, intention, claim, aim, plaint, count.
Ententivement, carefully.
Entenue, understood, heard.
Enterceur, the party challenging the goods, he who has placed them in the bands of a third person.
Enterimes, enterinee, enterrine, enterin, enterine, entire, perfect.
Enteriner, to perfect.
Enter mains, entre meins, in our hands, in his hands.
Enterniert, entirely.
Enterynont, hold, keep.
Enterysant, tacitly, by saying nothing.
Enterxes, interwoven.
Enterient, holds.

Entier (al), upon his entering.
Entiercir, to deposit a thing with a third person, till the property is proved.
Enteriers (et les), and entries.
Enteriers, entierent, entirely.
Enteriere, the whole.
Enterile, qualified.
Enteraihantz, dragging, drawing.
Enterse, entoir, entour, en tour, entur, about, round, concerning.
Enteroucher, to give a poisonous quality to anything.
Enterover, to walk about.
Enter mettra (ne ie), will not interpose, assist.
Enteraiter (dereisonable), unreasonable, unjust treatment.
Enteralliez, confederated together, bind themselves together.
Enterassemes, entered.
Enter, above, beyond.
Enter (a l'), as far as the limits.
Enter, encre (de), ink.
Enteraidions lui uns l'autre, will mutually aid each other.
Enterbat, an interloper.
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Entrebat,
Entrebât (par), by interlopement.
Entrecoën point (ne s’), do not intercommn.
Entrédit (en temp d’), in prohibited seasons.
Entréferent, engage, fight.
Entreîflers (ne), should not enter into.
Entrélasiser, to put between, interline.
Entrèleisant, omitting, leaving out, relinquishing, laying aside.
Entreîlle (ne), would not proceed in.
Entrélie, to observe.
Entrélies (fe fussent), bound themselves together.
Entrèlignure, intellination.
Entréluterent, engaged together, fought.
Entreîmeïfent (fe), should occupy, be put into, intermeddle with, took upon himself.
Entreîmelles (actions), mixed actions.
Entreîmélles, mixed, blended together.
Entre mêlure, an intermixture.
Entreîmisïf inquirer, authorized to inquire, caused inquiry to be made.
Entrendre (fait), to be understood.

Entrepâler, to consult together.
Entrepennent, consult among themselves, entre-prising.
Entreres, to be entered.
Entrerupt, interrupted.
Entreflte (malement), evilly treated him.
Entreant, in the mean while, to fulfil.
Entretz, interred.
Entreval, interval.
Entreülis (d’), among them.
Entrevyfent (fe), have an interview.
Entricate, interwoven.
Entignier, accomplish.
Entromys (nous) in l’hommage, we did homage.
Entrevez, narrow passed.
Entrour, about.
Entrustee, increased.
Ent tant regard (ni), neither paying regard.
Entyvement, entirely.
Entz, enz, but.
Envaïfemen, an invasion.
Envec, envint, sent.
Enveer avant, to proceed.
Enveer (facez), cause to be sent for.
Enveierons (lui n’), we will not condemn him.
Enveillez, grown old.
Envenant, ensuing.
Envenoms,
Envenoms, have sent.
Enveogler, to inveigle, blind.
Enveoms, enveons, enveuns, we send.
Enverce, against, towards.
Enverrez, inquired into.
Envers (l'), within.
Enveyees, envoys.
Enveyer, envoyer, envier, to send.
Envie (ne), nor damage, injure.
Enviroune (mal), traduced.
Envis, with regret.
Envodermns, we would have.
Envoeglez, blind.
Envocz, become.
Envore (il), be sends.
Envorrdez, shall send.
Envoyalbe, shall be sent.
Envoyellera (potius enjojulera), will provide with jewels.
Envoyglisiment (en), in avoydance, in deceit of.
Envylurez, intoxicated.
Enuer, to enure.
Enwer (en), in arrear.
Enyage, the right of eldership.
Enz, in, within, but.
Eoqve, because that.
Eofs, eoues, eggs.

Eofues, potiüs jeofnes (genz), young people.
Eoins (que nous), that we should have.
Eoms, have.
Eos (al), to the use.
Eou, he, him.
Eours de pite, works of piety.
Ephebe, one who is major.
Epouvantement, excuse.
Epposant, the petitioner.
Eppprendre (d'), to take.
Eps, a bee.
Equiture, to ride.
Equus (d') le hile dox, until he bears.
Erainent, leaving off, avoiding.
Eran, will be.
Erantz, arantz, ploughing.
Erberage, provision for cattle.
Erberger, to lodge or harbour.
Ercedekene, herfedecome, archdeacon, archdeaconry.
Ercevelesques, archbishops.
Ercwelc, the archbishop.
Erdoront, shall aid, ad here to.
Efe, be.
Ere, shall be.
Ere, erer, to sowe.
Erer, erier, to wander up and down.
Eri, I was.
Erinez, waste, ruined.
Erite (l'), the inheritance.
Erite, an heretic.
Ermyn, an ermine.
Eroer, ever, to journey, to travel.
Erra, shall go.
Erraunt traitor, an arrant traitor.
Erreront, went the eye.
Errisement, hindrance.
Erroign, erroneous.
Erris, Irish.
Erront, shall hear.
Errount, go their heir.
Ers, heirs.
Erloir, yeasterday.
Ert, he was, it was.
Ert (ne), shall not be.
Es, ez, in, behold.
Esaple, sample.
Esbaiiez, esbaiz, esbahi, a-bash'd, surpris'd, terrify'd.
Esbaire nous (pour), to recreate ourselves.
Esbauedes, imboldened, encouraged.
Escales, scales.
Escar, estate, condition.
Escartee, scarcity.
Escarlate (d'), of scarlet.
Escarlement, scarcely.
Escarta de ble, scarcity of corn.
Escaud, damage, offence.
Esceppe, shipped.
Eschaier, happen.
Eschaizt, should intreat; also should escheat.
Eschant (q'il ne le) de quant q'il fait, that he did not regard or fear whatever he did.
Eschanier, to increase, promote.
Eschaude, smothered.
Escheent, happen.
Escheere en maladie, fall sick.
Escheere (plus), more dear.
Eschelement (par), by escalade.
Escheler, to scale.
Eschement, shunning, bending from.
Escheir, Escauquer, eschequer.
Escher (fi), if it happens.
Escheterie (d'), office of escheator.
Escheve, eschewed, shunned, bent or bowed from.
Eschever, to perform.
Eschever, eschiver, to shun, avoid, bend from.
Escheu (plus), more afraid.
Escheu, besallen, happened.
Eschier (d'), to fall down.
Eschier (l'), the falling.
Eschire, eshires, eshure, eshure, eschurer, esche-ter,
ter, eschever, to fall or happen unto, to eschew, to descend, to fall to.
Eschivishment, negligence, want of care.
Eschiure, eschiver, eschure, eschever, eschew, to avoid.
Eschua, pulled down.
eschuable, avoidable.
eschuit, avoided, made default.
escience (leur), their con-science, knowledge.
escient (a), knowledge, af-fection, knowingly.
esclairerc, esclaref, esclar-cie, cleared up, expressed, settled.
esclarifier (meus) le fet, to explain the fact better.
esclauder, discredit, cal-lumny, slander, prejudice.
esclore, to shut out.
esclufe, a juice.
esclufe de Palques, cluse de Palche, the first Sun-day after Easter.
escluz, packs, bundles.
escocher (d'), to shoot.
escomenge, escumeng, ex-communication.
esconduit, escondit, de-nied, rejected.
esconfe, a sconce, a dark lantborn.
escotchours, eschorcheours, those who slay cattle for their skins.
escoter, to pay.
escoudirad (s'en), clear himself.
escoult (doner), give him a hearing.
escouindre, escondrire, to deny, reject.
escourcer, to run, be in force.
escourcer (lui), excuse himself.
escourcher (pour) le parlement, to shorten the duration of parliament.
escoutement, clearly, intelligibly.
escroier contre lui, oppose him.
escreuz, increased.
escries, treated of, described.
escriez (felons), notorious, proclaimed felons.
eserin, a coffer.
escrine (j'), I hope.
escripre (a fait), has caused to be written.
escriptura(les), shall write them.
escrit, declared, proscribed.
escrits, directed to.
escriure, write, certify, de-scribe.
escrover, a scroll.
escrowes,
Efcrowes, rolls of parchment, scrolls.
Efcruire (d'), to write to.
Efseryeurs, writers.
Efuscuminges (cum), by an excommunicato capiendo.
Efuscumers, pirates, corsairs.
Efuscune, each, every.
Efsquites, an executor.
Efsurer, to scour out.
Efuscus d'or fol, a French gold coin of the value of six shillings.
Efculer, prevent, excuse.
Efuscement (en), in excuse.
Efuscureit (q'il), that he would listen to.
Efsuez, excuse.
Efuscuncilles de feu, sparks of fire.
Efe, easy, commodious.
Efement, commodiously, an easement.
Efez, eased.
Efgarde, awarded.
Efgart, efguard (a l'), judgement, discretion, award, with respect to.
Efgle, eagle.
Esjours de festes, on feast-days.
Efskep, eskip, shipped.
Efskippon, shipping, or passage by sea.
Efsirmye, fighting, defence.

Eskole, school.
Eskuyns, bailiffs.
Efel, esleuz, chozen.
Efollowera (tort), shall do an injury.
Elit, election.
Eloigne, disturbed, delayed.
Eloignement, excuse.
Eloignement (pur) du payement, for enlarging the time of payment.
Eloigner, remove from, alienate.
Eloignez, prorogued, adjourned.
Elsmercilent, thank.
Elsmerveilluz, we wonder, is wonderful.
Esmoyn, Edmond.
Esmovement, motion, com-motion.
Esmuez, esmeutz, moved, stirred up, disturbed.
Esne fiz, eldest son.
Esfourketot, moreover, further.
Espaigne (monšr d'), John of Gaunt, king of Castile and Leon, duke of Lancaster, &c.
Espâle, especial.
Esparer le cuf, to spare the cost.
Esparne, spared, exempted.
Esparpilent, branch out.
Eipeç, specialty.
Espence, spence.
Espérent, discoursed;
espérites (etre), to be expended.
Espéritez de la terre, delivered the espées of the land.
Espéritez, exercise.
Espérier, to exercise, to practice.
Espérer, to hope for.
Espéres, hoped.
Espéres, espéreuse.
Espéritus, spirit.
Espéritez vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Espéritez-vous, espéritez-vous.
Esploitier (e), and to display.
Esploitiz (les), the services.
Espoirance, hope.
Esporouns, spurs.
Espofe, espoial, espousal, marriage.
Espofe, married.
Espoveri, impoverished.
Esprefement, expressly.
Esprovaunt (al), to the afferter.
Esproves, proved, marked, stamped.
Espuel, spiritual.
Espurger (foy), to purge, to clear himself.
Espuel d' argent, silver spoons.
Espuelles, which.
Espurers, esquiers, esquires.
Esquieles, ladies.
Esquunes, sheriffs, magistrates.
Essaucier, to cherish.
Esskeuturs, executors.
Essent, extent.
Essentu, afflicted.
Essientex, very learned.
Essire (potius effire), to choose.
Essoirent (que ne), that it belongeth not.
Essoirent (come ils), as if they were.
Essoyer, to endeavour.
Est, the east.

Estaa, hands.
Estable, a stable.
Estable (de lour), under their department.
Establiissement de dower, settlement, appointment, or assurance of dower, made by the husband or his friends to the wife, before or at marriage.
Establiissements, acts of parliament.
Estably, settled, appointed.
Estache, a pier, pile, bridge, stake.
Estages, estates.
Estaignee, a pool.
Estalcz, estalee, money to be paid by infulments.
Estalls, stalls.
Estalls, estales, tools, scales.
Estanche, a reservoir for fish.
Estantz, standing.
Estape, staple.
Est, being.
Estat (si a), it is.
Estat, statute, condition, health.
Estat (n'y), was not there.
Estat (en l'), into the place.
Estature (l'), estatere, the beam.
Estatut, estate.
Estaul, firm, stable.
Estaulx, the stalls in a choir.

Estauncher,
E Sta launcher, to stop, to put an end to.
E Staunke, Sanks, dams, wears, pools.
E Stauntiez, being.
E Sclok (son), his clock.
E te, estée (en), in summer.
E te (la mi), Midsummer.
E Stance, being.
E Steiant, standing.
E Steient, effient, esseyent, were.
E Steille, a star.
E Steimes (n’) esceious, estime, pas, we were not.
E Steindre, esteyndre, to extend to.
E Steint, becomes extinct.
E Steint de (qu), who were of, who sied with.
E Steint, estient, extinct.
E Steintz (mort), quite dead.
E Steuntaunt, estemans, esteeming, accounting.
E Steumue, raised.
E Sstendreit, would be sufficient, might be extended on.
E Steinte, estaint, esteinte, extent, value, estimation.
E Steint (le), extends itself.
E Stepne, Esteeve, Stephen.
E Steere ovesig le roi, en sustenance de fa corone.

E S
to Stand by the king, in support of his crown.
Esterilitat, scarcity.
Esteryng, a penny, a farthing.
Esterniers (en), in sneezings.
Estez (vos), you are.
Estes, estez, condition, estate.
Estey, summer.
Esteyme, estainte, eslagne, estank, estonbz, esseigne, tin.
Esteynant, (en) estenylement, in extinguishing.
Esteyndre, to extinguish.
Esteynent paye, stop payment.
Esthabelere, to establish.
E sist, flood.
E Stiemes (ke present i), who were present there.
Estienes, estee, estei, been.
Estiens (nous), we are.
E stient, knowledge.
Estiez, flood, been.
Estile, style.
Estimures, robbers.
Estilues (par les), by the sluices.
Estuz, estieu, choven.
Estoffer, to store, stock, furnish.
Estoier, ester, estere, estr, to stand to, abide.
Estoiera,
Estoiera (si luy) la chose perder, if he should happen to lose the thing.
Estoilettes, gennets.
Estoiroit (ne), needed not.
Estoitie, was.
Estole, a school.
Estoppe, close, confined, dark.
Estorement (a), in a large quantity, not by retale.
Estorer (d), to make amends.
Estores, stored.
Estorie (l'), the history.
Estors, flock, stores.
Estoua, shall be compelled.
Estouble, bubble.
Estoveroit (lui), it would be incumbent on him.
Estourtre (pour), to stop.
Estoyer, happen, be.
Estoyent, were.
Estoys, stands.
Estr, being.
Estraites, derived, drawn.
Estrangent, strangle.
Estraungiez (a luy), hath restrained himself, hath forborn.
Estray (j') hors, I will go out, will estrange myself from.
Estrayflauntes, straying.
Estre, been.
Estre (l'), the existence.

Estre ceo (e), and besides this.
Estre (del bien), of the form.
Estre (voille), will be, stand.
Estrectement, strictly.
Estrein, estrain, straw.
Estreintier, to contrai, take in.
Estreiont, they stray.
Estreites (par), by estreats.
Estreitz, estreats, streets.
Estremes des molins, mill-streams.
Estrepes, shipped, pulled.
Estret, stands.
Estrecte (haut), high street.
Estreutz, extended.
Estreygnaul (en), in confining.
Estreynerye, tin-works.
Estreyt, derived, descended.
Estreytes, limited, contrai, frightened, taken in.
Estrie (laroun), a notorious thief.
Estrier, writing.
Estris, strifes, disputes.
Estrippe, waste.
Estrithing, East Riding.
 Estrivassent, srove.
Estrivens, strirups.
Estroicter, to instruct.
Estropier, to spoil, waste.
Estudes,
Études (es), in the museums, colleges.
Étusés, eflyves, the stews, or brothel-houses.
Étuffées (nouez), ships manned.
Étoufement (pur l') de la terre d'Irland, for the peopling of the kingdom of Ireland.
Étoufement, stocking, peopling.
Étuffeures, flores.
Étumers, pirates, rovers.
Éturens, shall chase.
Étuft, eftur, elleußenf, flood.
Éluient (ki), which follow.
Éfuoiées, hardships.
Éivos, behold.
Étroyement, narrowly, carefully.
Évier, doubt.
Et, bath, had.
Et, into.
Éthi, although.
Eu, or, them.
Eu tens, in time.
Evanceant, promoting.
Evaut dit (l'), the aforesaid.
Evangelies, gospels, sentences out of the scriptures.
Eve, ove, with.
Eve, evez, euc, had.

Eu (nous e), we have had.
Evenift, should happen.
Eventees, burst.
Eventues, avenues, passés.
Eveoms, we have.
Evertuer (s'), to attend to, to employ himself, to prepare.
Everwyk, York.
Eves, deceived.
Evelche, diocese.
Evefchee, bishoprick.
Evelky, eveftres, bishop.
Euez, eues, bad.
Euf, eof, an egg.
Evitier, to avoid.
Eulz (nous) defunes, we have above mentioned.
Eulx, eus, euz, yeux, eyes.
Eulx, euls, eulz, them, themselves.
Evoluer, to unfold, open, turn over.
Evount, have.
Evoytement, increase, advancement.
Eups, use.
Eure, eur, hour, time.
Eurcre, happy.
Eus, them, they.
Eus (a l'), to the use.
Eufe, had.
Eufez, you had.
Eufoms (nous) croubuns, we have.
Eutaule, octave, the space of eight days.

H

Eutres,
Eutres, autres (d'), of others, other things.
Euvres, works.
Euvrent, have.
Euves, bad.
Euvez, evez, watered.
Eux (de), of the eyes.
Euximes (ent), amongst them.
Euyz, cuys, them.
Euz, but.
Ew, ewe, ewes, bad.
Evangel, evangelists.
Ewe, bad.
Ewe, them.
Ewe (entre), between them.
Ewe (alt il), he must undergo the water ordeal.
Ewe douce, fresh water, a stream.
Ewelles, gees.
Eweret (molin), a watermill.
Ewerwick, York.
Ewes, ewoz, waters.
Ewez, watered.
Ewes (en), in ponds.
Ex (d'), from the river Ex.
Exaltez, raised.
Exauacement, advancement.
Excitation (al), at the in-treaty, motion, instiga-
tion.
Exciterent le affife, enco-
raged the affife.
Excution, excuse.
Exculuérez (ne), will not reproach.
E Y
Extorquer, to put out by force.
Extorter, to drive off, avoid.
Extrelings, people of the north.
Extremifer, to administer the extreme unction.
Ey, a watery place.
Eyaunce (en), in ease.
Eydance, evidence.
Eyde, help.
Eyde, aided.
Eye (p), by aid.
Eyens, but.
Eyer (unc), an ever.
Eyette, ye have.
Eyme nous, loves us.
Eyndegre de meyne (de fon), of his own head.
Eyne date (d'), of earlier date.
Eyneyce parcener, eldest partner.
Eyneft, eldest.
Eynt (ne) damage, shall receive no damage.
Eyntz, therein.
Eynzne seffment, ancient seoffment.
Eynz q, when, before that.
Eyr, the air.
Eyres, heirs.
Eyfe, easy.
Eyfement, easement.
Eyr, eight.
Eyr, shall be, will be.

F A
Ez, in, within.
Ez choufes, in the things.
Ezi, his.
Ezplaye, spoiled.

F AAT (le), a measure called a fat.
Fableffe, weakness.
Fabloir, to devise stories, to prevaricate.
Face (premere), prima facie.
Facentz leve, causing to be levied.
Facco (ceo), has done it.
Fache de l’eglife (en), in the face of the church.
Fachon de home, human shape or form.
Facion, fashion.
Facion (avaunt le), before the making.
Fact, committed.
Faez, make, made.
Faièz faire, cause to be issued.
Faièi, did, sent, dispatched.
Faièt, did.
Faiète de memoire (a), through forgetfulness.
Faie, faith.
Faiere, to do.
Faiet, faites, made.
Faile, faille, faillies, ended, expired.
Faillent (y), be omitted.
Failler, to disappoint.

H 2
Failler
Failler (fift), caused to be omitted.
Faillie (foit), breach has been made.
Faillons, neglet.
Faily, omitted.
Fain, bay; also beach wood.
Faint, committed.
Fairaginous, molfin, or mingled corn.
Faire, to pay.
Faire en chofe, to deal in matters.
Faire fon ley, wage his law.
Faire le difference (a), to end the difference.
Faire, fairez, to be made.
Fairs de Germ. the marts in Germany.
Fait en fait, done in deed.
Fait en, already.
Fait (fur le), ipso facto.
Fait gaine, dotb gain.
Fait (ne) my oublier, it is not to be forgotten.
Fait soy (le), is done, may be done.
Faiterie (par), through idlenes, laziness.
Faitours, factors.
Faitours, faithful people.
Faiture, faitours, making, doing.
Faitures, evil-doers.

Faitz, fait dammes, feats of arms.
Faiz, fais, deeds, faits, busines.
Faix, times.
Faix, a burthen, load.
Faix, false.
Faixime, deceit.
Falaize, a bank or hill by the sea-side.
Falast, fallly, failed, done wrong.
Falent (ki), which ought to have been.
Fallent (qui vos), which concern you.
Falefe, falsie, sands, rocks, cliffs.
Falcete, a capital punishment inflicted on a malefactor on the sands or sea shore; perhaps by laying him bound on the sands till the next full tide carried him away, or by throwing him from the cliffs *.
Fali, Philip.
Falx, false.
Fam, hunger.
Fame, wife.
Familier de la chauncery, a clerk belonging to the chancery.
Familiar, one of his household, a familiar, intimate friend, a servant.
Fanez esmailez, fanes enamelled.
Fanons (deus), two funnels or maniples.
Fany (en), in the manner.
Fany (ove le), with the manner.
Faonier, to fawn.
Far, fare, to go, to bid farewell.
Fardeil de terre, a fourth part of an acre.
Fare (fat), was done.
Farou, pigged, farrowed.
Faroms aver, we will cause to have.
Farce, a farce.
Fas (vous), do unto you.
Fasoms (nous nous), we will make ourselves.
Falt, was.
Fafunt (ne) mes, do not set.
Far, fate, destiny.
Fat, does.
Fate, fatz, made.
Fate (poil), little done.
Fatou, a fabrotum.
Fau, a beech-tree.
Faucer choses, false things.
Fauches, mowed, lopped.
Faude, Faulde, a pen or fold for sheep.
Faverer, February.
Favie (a), to do.
Faviffent favour.
Fauffes plaints, false plaints.
Faulra, will fail.
Fault (a), want of.
Fault environ, comes to, amounts to about.
Faultant, making default.
Faulbez, failed of, falsified.
Faulton, want.
Faultont, complaining.
Fault (en ce), so born.
Faufe, damaged, spoiled.
Fauzer, fauzere, faucher, to falsify, counterfeit, forge.
Fautours, fauxiers, counterfeiters, falsifieds.
Faufine, falsity, deceit.
Faulinerie, faullerie, the crime of falsifying or counterfeiting the coin, or great seal.
Faulifions, should make default.
Fault, fait, was made.
Faultrer, to deceive.
Faut, fails.
Faut (la), the end.
Faut a veir, we must, or it is needful to see.
Fautoures, slothful, idle people.
Fautours, abettors.
Fauxa mie, be condemned.

Faymes,
Faymes, we caused.
Fayn, bay.
Fayn, a weazel.
Faynent, pretend.
Fayre, four.
Faytours, vagabonds.
Faz, make.
Fe, fee.
Feablement, bona fide.
Feals, faithful.
Fare, to make.
Feafors de draps, cloth-workers.
Feat, done, deed.
Feat (bien), good deeds.
Feat (c), and it is to be.
Feaw, fire.
Feble (fi), in so poor a condition.
Febles, weakness.
Fec, fire.
Feceft, made.
Fecioms (com nos), as we would do.
Fedz, feetz, fees.
Fee (a) feyfer, bath caused to be seised.
Fee (d’aflc), of any woman.
Feel et leel, faithful and loyal.
Feclement, faithfully.
Feer, fear.
Feer (a refonable), at a reasonable price.
Fees (taunt), as often.
Feet, feat, made, done.
Feetes, deeds.

Feez, feetz, pensions, fees.
Feez (autre), heretofore.
Feez (pluifurs), several times.
Feffire, enfeeoff.
Fei, faith.
Feibles (les plus), the worst.
Feile, daughter.
Feimes, feismes, caused, made, took.
Feindront (qe fe), who shall make excuses.
Feins, fene, bay.
Feint, pretended, feigned, slackened.
Feires, fairs.
Feirte, fealty.
Feifens, we did.
Feifmes covenentes, entered into covenants.
Feifours, makers.
Feiffent (jurees fe), should be sworn.
Feiffent (s’ils ne), if they should not make.
Feifis (que vous), which you did.
Feit (unt) entendaunt au peuple, have made the people believe.
Feivre, fever.
Feiz (une), once.
Felalfe per fault (potius fault), by leaping from, by being cast from the rocks or cliffs.
Felesheppe,
Felesheppe, fellowship.
Felon neulement, feloniously.
Felypp, Philip.
Femes liverer, we caused them to be delivered.
Fenal, the season for cutting hay.
Fendue, struck.
Fene, bay.
Fentua, fled.
Feoblelice (la) de lour poyars et lens, the weakness of their abilities.
Feor, to make.
Feous, faithful.
Feoson, manner, degree.
Fer, but.
Fer (a), to make, to repair.
Fer (a) de guerre, in a warlike manner.
Ferdekyngs, jirkins.
Fere, ferre (a), to do.
Fere, to be mad, distraised.
Ferges (en), in irons, in fetters.
Ferriage, a payment for crossing a ferry.
Feries, feasts, festivities.
Ferias de Patche, the festival of Easter.
Feriours, ferrors, assailers.
Ferlinges (de), of a farthing.
Ferme, confirms.

Ferme pees, firm peace.
Fermail crois, vermilion crosses.
Fermaille, a buckle, clasp, button, also a chain, enriched with pearls, precious stones or enamel, with which ladies enriched their head-dress, to keep it fast.
Fermatx, shout up.
Fermeteze, farms; also securities, strong holds.
Fermentat, fermeme, confirmation.
Fermez, fastenings.
Fermilier, wage.
Fermure, fastening.
Fernist la ley, performed or made bis law.
Feron, will ait.
Ferrat (felonc la); a la ferant, according to the proportion.
Ferrement, ironwork.
Ferrent (le), did it.
Ferri, Frederic.
Ferriemes, we will cause.
Ferreur (fouth), under lock.
Ferruere, the shoeing of borges.
Ferthyng, a farthing.
Ferre, shrine.
Ferve, great beat.
Ferue, stroke.
Ferum, firm.

H 4  Feables,
Fables, to be made.
Felts, feltants, feathers.
Fetes, done, performed.
Festines, you did.
Fesomes, fesluns, we make,
do, perform.
Fest, feste, feast.
Fest (poem taken), might have made.
Feste, do.
Festivables (tenant), bold as festivals.
Fesure, make, making.
Fet, fetes, was, had been, coated, done, made; the fact, deed, business.
Fet pas (ne), does not make.
Fet a demander, was to be demanded.
Fete d'archerie (le), the excise of archery.
Fetes, kept, watched.
Feth, covenant, faith.
Feth (ly feynt), be made to him.
Feth (tote), always.
Fetz, deeds, grants.
Feve, zeal, late.
Feverez, February.
Feves, pulse, beans.
Feville (fus la), upon the leaf.
Fevre (en temps de), in the time of the fair.
Feu, chimney hearth.

Feu, was.
Feuaille, feuille, fewel.
Feud, a fee or reward.
Feu (argent), pure silver.
Feur (au), after the rate, in the fashion of.
Feute, feust, should be made, was.
Feur (feu), had fled.
Feurent tombes (que), who frequent tombs.
Feurs, manners.
Feusins, have been.
Feust, aet.
Feust, faet.
Feust, wood.
Feust (sur le) de la croys que touchons, on the cross itself which we touch.
Feust nostre fitz, our late son.
Feut, son.
Feute, fealty, allegiance.
Feux, late.
Fewere, to dig.
Fey, faith.
Fey, feyets, deeds, actions.
Feyn, famine, bung-
ger.
Feymes (que nus), as we did.
Feyn, a fine.
Feyn, bay.
Feyne, feigned.
Feyne (te), pretend, scrup-
ple, delay.
Fiene, boy.
Fient, trust.
Fier (ne poems), we can-
not trust to.
Fier (armures de), armed
with helmets.
Fier de guerre (a), as in
time of war, in a war-
like manner.
Fiere en ley, brother in law.
Fierent (le), made, did it,
causcd the same.
Fierges, fetters, irons.
Fierment encore, fast an-
chored.
Fieront (que rien n'), who
did nothing thereupon.
Fiertre (le), feretrum, a
case in which the body
of some faint, or reliques,
was laid up, a forine, a
bier.
Fiest (tiel), such business.
Fieu de chevalier, knight's
fee.
Fieuze, fiuz, filh, son.
Fiew, fire.
Fiew tenants, free tenants.
Fiez, sees.
Fiez, time, times.
Fiblez, weak, feeble.
Filace (en), on the files.
Fil del ewe, middle of the
water.
File, thread.
File (haut), high tide.
Filereffes, spinners.
Filg, son.
Filicier, filizer.
Filles, snares.
Fillie, fille, daughter.
Finable (pees), final peace.
Finablement, finally, totally.
Finance, fine, subsidy, ransom.
Finant, ending.
Finaunce (pur), for fines.
Fineez, ended.
Finefic, fineness.
Finies, fine.
Fins, differences, determinations.
Finz, son.
Foint, made.
Fireger, to put in irons.
Firmaille, a link, a chain.
Firmalx, locks.
Firmre, firmur, a pound, a close place.
Firmite, a strong bold.
Firont (lui) entendere, make him understand.
Fis, caused.
Fis (que jeo), which I did.
Fischez, fixed.
Fisechiens, physicians.
Fiffend, should make.
Fift (le), was made, was in force.
Fit, paid.
Fit aecavoir, it is to be known.
Fites, sons.
Foeder, to feed, to dig.
Foe ful Deu, except God alone.
Foer, market-price.
Foer, to dig.
Foer (al), in like manner as.
Foercher par effoigne, to fourch by effoign.
Foes, foez, fees.
Foethe (deus), twice.
Foial (home), faithful man.
Foialle entent, true entent.
Foials, subjects.
Foialtee, fealty.
Foiance, digging.
Foier, to do, to enjoy.
Foies, digged.
Foiet (touz), always.
Foith, foitz (a la), sometime.
Foil del coket, letter of cocket.
Foill, a counterpart of an instrument.
Foilles, foil, leaves, sheets.
Foinefun, founestoun (en temp de), the season when the birds bring forth their young, favunnig-time, fence-mouth.
Foins (come orc), as we now do.
Foir (a la) accras in, in manner of, resemblance of.

Foite de le record (ad le), at the foot of the record.
Foites, deeds, writings.
Foith (a tant de), as often.
Foith (un), once.
Foison grant des vitailles, a great quantity or store of provision.
Foit (bonie), good faith.
Foit notoire, openly done.
Fole, fol, foolish, bad, foul.
Folement, foolishly, indiscreetly.
Folies, leaves.
Foly, foolishness, ignorance.
Fomol appel, a vexatious appeal.
Fomollement, vexatiously.
Fonde de lettres, in virtue of letters.
Fonde (suffisant), sufficient power, authority.
Fonge dent, fore-tooth.
For, force, fore, force, but.
For fulciaunt, excepting.
Forbanir, to banish.
Forbare, excludes.
Forboins (es), in the suburbs.
Forc (un), a box.
Forche, force.
Force, force, form, virtue of.
Force du realm, the strength of the realm.
Force
Force (en notre), in our army.
Force (a), of necessity.
Force ley (eft un), it is a hard law.
For ceaus, but those.
Forhe, force.
Forclorra, shall bar.
Forclorroit, should bar.
Forclos, forecloset, excludes, deprives, bars; estopped.
Fore (en la), in the market-place.
Forein, foreigners, foreigners.
Fores, foests.
Fores (les), the customs, privileges, forms.
Foreingent, adjudged.
Foreyn (en), out of the lords jurisdiction.
Forf, forfeiture.
Forface, forfeit.
Forffit, forfeited.
Forfit, forfait, offence.
Forger (poient), may frame, contrive.
Forgerent, have contrived.
Forgoor de faire, set about making.
Foringes, ousted, forejudged.
Forejuge, forejudged.
Forjury, to forswear, abjure, renounce.
Forjurie (a), to be barred.
Forjuogeable, disabled.

Forke, but.
Forment, grain.
Forment, greatly, forcibly.
Formenteles, formal.
Fornage (a), for fournage, for the oven.
Fornissements, formeifmes, framing.
Fornissors, framers.
Fornift (fe), is performed, executed.
Foront, shall cause.
Forreiin circle, outward circle.
Fors (al), with force.
Fors de la foest, out of the foest.
Fors desquelles lettres (par), by force of which letters.
Forfablement, forceably.
Forflore, to foreclose, to seize.
Fors (faifons), bind our-selves.
Forfelet, fortelet, fortu-
refce, a hold, fortres, fortlet.
Forsjuge pas (ne), ought not to prejudice.
Forprendre, exception.
Forprent, excepts.
Forpris, except.
Forfiant, press, compel.
Forfuire (qil) la courte, that be be forejudged by the court.

Fort
Fort a un cluyent, 

Fount (au), at the bottom.

Fort (il fe ferroit afflez), he 

Fount adrec, are in ar-

Forte chole, a hard thing, 

Founz, fountain.

case.

Four, a baking-oven.

Fortunement, perhaps.

Fourche, to delay, put off.

Forveiaft de rienz, mistake 

Fourches, stocks, pillory.

any matter.

Fourme, baked.

Forveier hors de lyne (fil 

Fourmee, informed against.

vorroit), that he should 

Fourmr, form.

siray out of, deviate 

Fourmes (robes), robes 

d from the line; should de-
made up.

generate from.

Fous naftres, fools born,

Forz, strong.

idiots.

Fos, but.

Fouts, it behoveth.

Foose, a ditch, pond.

Fow (quarier), dug in his 

Foster, a park-keeper.

quarreys.

Botiels, foolish.

Fowalles, fovoyle, a un 

Fouage, chimney-money; a 

alle, fuel for one chim-

tax imposed by the black 

ney.

prince of Guinie.

Fower, to cut down, to 

Fovage, foveant, digging.

dig.

Fouayne, a pit; digging.

Foy (en bonne), in bona

Fowler, fowler aux pees, 
fide.

to tread down, to tread

Foyables, faithful.

under foot.

Foyder, to dig.

Fouler, to dig, to cleanse.

Foyne, foine, a pole-cat, a

Foule, oppressed.

wood-martin.

Foullons, fullons, fullers.

Foys (per), by turns.

Foundement, foundation.

Foys (pur), the agreement,

Foundez, founded.

or covenant.

Foundue, melted down.

Fra (ne), will not make.

Founs de baptesme (de), 

Frache, freight.

from the font.

Fraile, a basket.

Fount, belong, do, perform.

Fraine, a bridle.

Fraiz,
Fraiz, frais, fruez, charges.
Frucht, frank tenement.
Frankises, franchises.
Frans, free, quit.
Frap de gens (trop de),
too great a retinue of
people.
Frarie, fraternity.
Fraude, foldage.
Frauldres, frauds.
Fraunchfe ley, libera lex,
frank or free law; so
called to distinguish men
who enjoy it, and whose
best and freest birtbright
it is, from them that by
their offences have lost it,
as men attainted in an
attaint, in a conspiracy
upon an indistung, or
in a premunire, &c.
Fraunchfe, franchise.
Fraunchement, frauch-
ment, freely.
Fraunchife, freedom, liber-
ty.
Fraunk fengler, a free
boar.
Fraunk tor, a free bull.
Fray, made.
Fravent (gils), that they
would act.
Frea, will perform.
Frealte, frailty.
Frecelis, a Frenchman.
Freatz (ne), will not make.
Frees, brethren.
Freez, frees, fres, expences.
Freetz, will do.
Freines, fresses, young asb-
trees.
Freintes, broke open.
Freit, freight.
Frenges, fringes.
Frere de baft, a bastard
brother.
Freris, frerez, brethren,
frivity, brotherhood.
Fresche, fresh.
Freskement, frequiment,
freshment, directly, late-
ty.
Fresque, sudden.
Frettex, frette, freighted.
Freyetes, broken.
Frie (le) des salmons, the
fry of salmons.
Friens, should do.
Frier, fryer, brother.
Frische, fresh.
Froife, broken in pieces.
Froit, fresh.
Froms, we will make.
Frospris, except.
Frounts, they make.
Freurz, fruits.
Fruiifie la pais, break the
peace.
Fu, I was.
Fu, fire.
Fuaunts, refusing.
Fuax, false.
Fuayl, fououyle, fowalles,
fuel.
Fue,
Fue, fire.
Fueur, fled.
Fuelle, a daughter.
Fuer, to drive away, chase.
Fuer, flight, fled.
Fuer, to avoid.
Fuer (au) du temps, in proportion for the time.
Fueront, were.
Fueuist, was.
Fugerec (latain), figured satin.
Fui, were.
Fuison, foison, plenty.
Fuison (grant), great quantity.
Fuif, strong wood.
Fuit (ne sois), be not made.
Fuitz (que se port pur lei), who pretends to be the son.
Foulours, fyllons, fullons, fullers.
Fünche faire, a free fair.
Funder, to ground, found.
Fundement, foundation.
Fundements, chief rules, grounds.
Funt, do.
Fur (les), the gallows.
Fuir, furoms, were.
Furchefces, forks.
Furett, a ferret.
Furer, February.
Furit, was.
Furk, but.
Furmage, cheese.

Furment, wheat.
Furni, performed, executed, given, framed.
Furniez, execute, dispatch.
Fuse sang, blood-splend.
Fust, be fled.
Fuit, fuz, wood.
Fuit, fuz (croys de), a wooden cross.
Fuit, should be.
Fuit (avoite), had been made.
Fuitage (arbres), old high trees of the forest.
Fusent (ne), were not.
Futz, fultz (gros), great trees, timber.
Fut (mettre a), set fire to.
Futtyf, a fugitive.
Fuums, were.
Fuyeur, a run away.
Fuyt, fute, flight.
Futz, fuyz, son.
Fyere (ne poems de tut), we cannot at all confide in.
Fyes, fyex, times.
Fym, dung.
Fyn, end.
Fynable disheritance, to the utter disinheritson.
Fyne (del off ce al), from the bone to the fin.
Fynes, fineness.
Fynnen, a fountain.
Fyrene, made.
Fyrent, confided in.
Fyw (mys a), lighted up, jet on fire.

Gê, gîce, grace, favour.
Gat, glove.
Gînt, gund, great.
Grêe, grant, agreement.
Gadount, that then.
Gaeres de value, of any value.
Gage (en), in mortgage.
Gager, to deposit, to engage or undertake, to wage.
Gagerie, gaiere, pledge.
Gagez, gages, sureties, fees, wages.
Gagez (eient), have any wages.
Gahin, gaing, gaaing, the autumn.
Gaigeries, gaigenes, impignorations.
Gales, gaiges (lour), their salaries, wages.
Gaigier (de), of gain.
Gaigiers, hirelings.
Gaignage, gaignere, wainage.
Gaignarie, gainery, busbandry.
Gaigne (noitre), our own advantage.
Gaigner, to obtain by busbandry.
Gainers (a), to be gained.

Gaignes (des), the gains, profits.
Gaigneurs, the captors.
Gaille, a jail.
Gaine, gaignent (que), who plow or till.
Gainure, tillage.
Gairenner (count de), earl of Warren.
Gaiissement, waft.
Gait, guaite (fist), kept watch.
Galbelton, Galbetten.
Galee, galeis, gally, gallies.
Galeys, France.
Galeys, Calais.
Galeys (Guill. de), William de Waley.
Galles, Galeys, Wales, Welch.
Galuges, galoches.
Galoie, galee, galley.
Galynes, galines, cocks, or capons.
Ganer, to gain.
Gantier, a glover.
Gants, gaunts, ganz, gloves.
Ganudir, to defend, maintain.
Gar, guards.
Garant, a warrant, commission.
Garautage, warranty.
Garê de chire, warranty of charter.

Garbes,
Garbes, sheaves of corn.
Garbs, clothing, vestures.
Garcions, servants, journeymen.
Garda la, the award.
Garde (la), the wardship, the judgement.
Garde (la) Farndon, the ward of Farringdon.
Gardein, constable.
Garden (feignour), lord-keeper, lord-warden.
Garder (les), the judgement.
Garder, to watch, preserve, to take care of, to cultivate, to observe.
Gardes (Cur de), court of wards.
Gardes vouftrre challenges, look to your challenges.
Gardiouns, take care.
Gardior, guardian.
Gardure gardeiny (en le), in the keeping.
Garee, fallow.
Garee (terre), old fallow-ground.
Garefun, recovery.
Gareilon, a reward, a support.
Garennor, to prohibit.
Gargaus, chattering.
Garignier, to till.
Garinthes, the furr of the legs of bares.
Gariloun, garneison, garnifons, garny, the providing for the castle, &c.
Garifon, garison, support, maintenance, revenue.
Gariz, garis, garri, restored to health.
Garnementz, garments.
Garnier, garnisher, to warn, summons.
Garnesie, Guernsey.
Garnelrior garnifon (le), the officer who was to provide victuals, arms, &c. for the support and defence of a castle, &c.
Garnelstour, garnelsture (en la), in his office of garnelstor.
Garnelsture de chafel (en), towards supplies for the castle.
Garnelsture du chafel (en la), within the precincts of the castle.
Garnier (fans), without first acquainting him.
Garnis, paid.
Garnisement, garnisement, garnisht, garnyfeint, warning, summons, notice.
Garny, informed, to have notice of.
Garny de la maladie, cured of his illness.
Garniz, provided.
Garrant, protect.
Garrant, quarant, forty.
Garrantie, a justice's warrant.

Garran-
Garrantizables, are to be warranted, proved.

Garranty, garranten, warranted, proved.

Garren, garene, garreyn, garrayn, a warren.

Garreteres, garters.

Garrison (le) imprisit, took upon himself the cure.

Garfettes, girls.

Garfonnet, they draw.

Gart, keep, perform.

Gart (vos), preserve you.

Garth, a yard, garden, or backside.

Garzon a pee, a foot boy.

Gascher, to row.

Gasconche, Gascony.

Gastel (le), wastel bread.

Gaster, to waste.

Gastine, waste ground.

Gaiters, wasters.

Gafz, wastes.

Gat, a gate.

Gaul, garlick.

Gaule haut, gule of August.†

Gault, gaut, a foresi.

Gauterent, gaiterent, intended, lay in wait.

Gauntz, gloves.

Gaway, Gallaway.

Gaweleynes (le corps de), the persons of the people

† Dr. Brady says he could not tell what was meant by Pan- demaigne Gaule haut; but I apprehend it is the day of the date of the record published by him, and that that day was the 2d of August, being the morrow after the gule of August. Brady, vol. II. p. 199.

Geans,
Geans, people.
Geaft, a guest.
Geaule, a jail.
Gehennet, to avoid.
Gehis (cient) de eux mesmes, have the government of themselves.
Gehis (il est), he is forced.
Geift, lies, resides.
Geift (pour), their accommodation.
Geitant, wasting.
Geldables, liable to be taxed.
Geleyne, gelyns, bens.
Gelosie, fondness.
Gelure (duc de), duke of Gueldres.
Geners, kinds, species.
Genices, beisers.
Gente, genx (ma), my people.
Gentez (les) du people, the parliament.
Gentieux hommes, gentlemen.
Gentifeme, a gentlewoman.
Gentileffe, the nobility.
Genulera, shall kneel.
Gentz de mestire, masters of trades.
Geole, a cave, a prison.
Gollier, a jailer.
Gerdin, a garden.
Gere, war.
Gereifie, Gereseey, Jersey.

Geril, disorder.
Gernettes, garnets.
Gernifons, garrifons.
Gerpit, avoided, abandoned.
Gers (qils ne doutent), that they are not afraid to take.
Gerisonent (ne), do not rack.
Gelkerech, the month of August.
Geft, yeft.
Geft, gette (le), the behaviour.
Gefta, carried away.
Gefte, a guest.
Geftez, washed.
Gefloient fomons, who had been summoned.
Get (a), hath begotten.
Geteis, gets, jetts.
getter ceo la en hochpot, to throw into botchpotch.
Getter, geter (le), to secure, to indemnify him.
Gettere, to cast.
Geteze de feyn, cocks of bay.
Gettu, thrown, cast.
Geynes, sheaths.
Gharand, warrant.
Gide, guide.
Gie, governed.
Gienz, people.
Gieu, Geu, a few.

Gie,
Gie, gi, I, I myself.
Gihall, Guildhall.
Gilouix, jealous.
Gipferrynges, harness for girdles.
Girome, Jerome.
Girra, shall be.
Gisarme, a military weapon like a lance, or long bayonet.
Giser (pur) lui overt, to lay him open.
Gift (qi), who is buried, who lies.
Giftrance, casting up.
Gittes, cast up.
Glebe, a piece of earth or turf.
Gleyves, swords, hills.
Glises, churches.
Gloisfu, Glasgow.
Glyn, a valley.
Godetz d'or, goblets, mugs of gold.
Gombre, rejoice.
Gommie, gum.
Goor, a watery place.
Gopicle, gopil, goupl, gupil, a fox.
Gores de fency, days of recreation.
Gorre, a sow.
Gors, gorfe, gorts, a stream or pool, a watery place, a weir, a fish-pond, a ditch, a dam, a gorse.
Got, a sluice, drain, or ditch.

Gouette, a drop.
Goule d'Aouft, the gule of August, or the first of August.
Goune, gown.
Gourt, a watery place.
Gous, a dog.
Goy, God.
Goy, lane.
Grace de founder, leave to found.
Graera, will agree to.
Graffer, a notary, a scribe.
Gram (en), in grammar.
Gramaci, great mercy.
Grant, graunt, grauntz, great.
Grant, when.
Grant seal, great seal.
Grant bank le roy (les justices deu), the justices of the king's high bench.
Grante (le teygne), take it for granted.
Grants, grauntez, granted.
Grantterries, nobles of the realm.
Grantz, graunts, graunetz, graints, great men.
Grasle, grasls, grace, favour.
Gratentement, readily.
Gratiffie (ont), have approved, confirmed.
Grava, grave, a grove.
Graver, to grieve, aggrieve.
Grau-
Graument, a great deal.
Graundour, extent, size.
Graunta (il), be promised, agreed.
Grauntez, grants.
Grauntiers, granterz, to be granted.
Graynour, granour, great.
Gre, gree, favour, grace, concern.
Greable, voluntary.
Greantz, we grant.
Gredrines, gridiron.
Gree, grey, consent, satisfaction, accord, agreement.
Gree, gre (de), voluntarily.
Gree (par), by agreement.
Greei, agreed to.
Grees (des), of the parties aggrieved.
Gref, grievance.
Grefs, grievous.
Greignour, greynour, grendres, greindre, more great, greater.
Greit, greeteth.
Greiver, to affect.
Greivure, grevement, more grievous, heavier.
Gremency, great mercy.
Greo, gres, satisfaction.
Gres, great.
Grelle, filled.
Grelame, fine.

Grevenent (ne), there is no damage.
Greven (en), in trouble, affliction.
Grevoir, to aggrieve.
Greyn (boef peu de), a corn fed ox.
Greyne, greigne, grain.
Grie, agreement, satisfaction.
Grief, grievance.
Griefs, gries, grievous.
Griues, on the shores, banks.
Grioux, Grieu, Grigois, Greek.
Grigner, greater.
Grith, peace.
Grithstole, a sanctuary.
Gro, grosse, fat, great.
Groinure teumain (en), in greater testimony.
Gromet (un), a sea-faring boy.
Groos (en), in gros.
Gros hames, men of quality.
Gros nature, general nature.
Gros point, principal point.
Groflement enflent, great, quick with child.
Grofleours, bickerings, affronts, ill-will.
Groflier, to grow big.
Grofment, generally.
Groflome, a fine at entrance.
Grotz, groats.
Grume, grun, all sorts of grain.
Guannys, husbandmen.
Guarison, the cure.
Guacon, a Gascon.
Guay, guey (au), to the key of the river.
Guest agent (omisicide de), wilful murder.
Guier, to take care, to see.
Guel ceux (au), to the care of those.
Guelle, throat.
Guerdon, a bargain, a reward.
Guerdonnez, rewarded.
Guerniers, garniers, garners, storehouses.
Guerperent p mort, left him for dead.
Guerpi, guerpyes, guerpé, abandoned, left.
Guerra, shall plead.
Guerras, binders.
Guerritt (fil en), if he be cured of it.
Guerroier, guerryer, wage war, go to war with.
Guertent, think.
Guertoient, forsaie.
Guéyement, government.
Guyet, governed.
Guf, a pit.
Guiayne, Guiaigne, Acquitain.

Guideront, thought, intended.
Guier, guyer, to guide.
Guier, guided.
Guierent (fe), conducted themselves.
Guildable, gildable, not within any franchise.
Guindors, governors.
Guifarme, a military weapon made like a lance.
Guife, guyle, method.
Guife (a) de marchant, as a merchant.
Guiters, boles, gutters.
Gule, the beginning or first day of a month.
Gurge, a pond or pool.
Gurneroit, warned.
Gus, a beggar.
Guftera, shall taste of.
Gurre, gwer, war.
Guyement, guidance, government.
Guyen (Monfr. de), John of Gaunt, duke of Aquitain.
Guyet, guyer, governed.
Guyse, fashion, manner.
Guytemens de voyes et de chemins, destruction of roads and highways.
Guyfe (la d'armes), the custom; law of arms.
Gwer, war.
Gwyene, Guienne, Aquitain.

2 Gylour,
Gylour, one who deceives the court.
Gypwyz, Ipswich.
Gyrues, Jews.
Gyler, to lie down.

H A, hath, have.
Haber, to have.
Habergiez, haubergers, a coarse sort of cloth.
Habidô, Abingdon.
Hable, able.
Habler, to enable, to render a person capable of inheriting, to restore.
Hables, havens, ports.
Habundent, abound.
H'cer (a), to barrow.
Hacher, to plunder.
Hachies, hâce, hatchets.
Hada, a haven, port.
Hagu, a house.
Hais, hedges.
Haires, bays.
Haineux, inimical.
Haiour, hatred.
Hairassera, will barras.
Haiter, haitier, to rejoice.
Haits, haitie, heitiez, lively, active, hearty, in health.
Hakett, agate.
Halberge, an inn.
Halt fame, high birth.
Halx princes, high, noble princes.
Halz haz, fet, has made.

Ham, a village.
Hamelc, hamelle, a hamlet.
Hamelx, haniells, hamlets.
Hames, haimie.
Hanap, hamper, cup.
Hanap d'argent, a silver cup.
Hanapes (bursels pur), covers for cups.
Hane, hated.
Hange, hatred.
Hanguvelle, a New-year's gift.

Hanse, a society.
Hanfer, to accuse.
Hanfer (le), the handle.
Hanshomes, the high men, the prelates and great barons.
Hantaft (ne) Engleterre, should not repair into England.
Hantin, an uncle.
Haour, hatred.
Happa, got, took, received.
Happa (a) seîlin, hath gotten, seîn.
Happa (que prines), who first happens to have.
Happe (ne) mie, does not gain, obtain, get.
Happée, taken.
Harald, heraldr, a herald.
Harang lore, loer, berrings.
Haraus (reys des), be-ralds, kings at arms.
Haras de juments, a breed of mares.
Harchiers, archers.
Hard (de la), implements, goods, furniture.
Hardoyer, to attack, in-fult.
Hardy, daring, presump-tuous.
Harenguifer, kerring sea-son.
Harer, harier, to fir up, p or o e, importune.
Hareultement, sediously.
Harfort, Hertford.
Harmoniqueur, a musi-cian.
Harneys in, arrayed.
Harricz molt, very sorry.
Hafpe (le), the halp, han-dle.
Halter (pour droit), for dispatch of justice.
Haltier, a minijeter; to dis-patch.
Haltif, haistyfe, immature, inconsiderate.
Haltif (que foit), which may require dispatch.
Haltulement, in haste, too soon.
Hativate, diligence.
Hattes, bats.
Hauberions, a coat of mail.

Hauberks, haubergons, a balbert.
Haugh, a valley.
Haulement, haulement, highly.
Haulz, high, great.
Haume, helmet.
Hauncer, hauilfer, to raise, erect.
Hauncer (un), a weight called the aunceT weight.
Haunge, contrivance.
Haunieck, one born in Flanders.
Haunt ne repeir, haunt nor repair.
Haur, haut, hatred.
Hauront, sball have.
Haus, bouye.
Haust echetour, chief of echetour.
Haufters, towers of vessels.
Haute, hautece, hignhez, excellence.
Hautisme, most high.
Hautnefs, greatnes, bein-oushes.
Hauz, haus, haults homes, men of high degree, the great barons.
Havement, greedily.
Havene, havle, haven.
Havoir, to have.
Haye, hay, a hedge.
Hayer, to bate.
Hayes (ep), in ranks or rows.
Haynge (par), through malice.
Hayfon, the fencing or hedging-time.
Haw, a small piece of land near a house.
Hawberg (fée de), a tenure by which the tenant is obliged to defend the land by full arms, that is, by horse, baubert, target, sword, or helmet; a tenure by knight's service.
Hawyfe, Advise.
Hear, her, heir.
Heaume, an helmet.
Hebylungwerez, ebbing-wears.
Hede-penyez, head-pence.
Heint, hatred.
Heir, inheritance.
Heirs (devant ceux), heretofore, in times past.
Heis, heies, hedges.
Helmet, sentence, judgement.
Hely, Ely.
Hen, bad.
Herbage et herberge (sil), if be lodges or harbours.
Herberages (des), of the apartments.
Herberger, to lodge, to dwell in.
Herberges (a), at the castle.
Herberjours, lodgers.

Herbette, dull.
Herbirent (queux), who were quartered.
Herces, bearces.
Here, heir.
Hereges, heretics.
Herit, an heretic.
Heritanz, inhabitants.
Herinois, herneys, barnefs.
Heroies, heroes.
Heroldes, heralds.
Herpe, a barp.
Herfedecom, archdeaconry.
Hersoin, yesterday.
Hertescombe, the action in the civil law, called aetio familiae eriscundae; in our law, coparcenery.
Het, heate, the heart.
Hettez, hearty.
Heu (jai), I have had.
Heudernesse, Holderness.
Heuke, huke, a hood.
Heurs, heirs.
Heurufite, happiness.
Heuft este, had been.
Heybe, haybote.
Heynoffe (le), the beinoufness.
Hi, there, ibither.
Hide, fright, dread.
Hidel, a place of sanctuary.
Hidous, frightful, terrifying.
Hier, heir.
Hiytan jour, eighth day.
Hille
Hille (le), the isle.
Hiluc, there.
Hiretē, inheritance.
Hirland, Ireland.
Ho, stop, cease; the word made use of for the combatants to leave off fighting.
Hō (k) devereit entendre, to make one believe.
Hobeisfent, obey.
Hobelours, hoblers, light horsemen, halberters.
Hobyns, hobbies.
Hogetz, young weather sheep.
Hoijt, eight.
Hoirie, inheritance.
Hoirs, heirs.
Hokes, books.
Hoketons, akeron, acton, cloaks or cassocks.
Homa, man.
Home, homa, homage.
Homeaus, the Elms near Smithfield, the place of execution before Tyburn.
Honayllurs, at the same time, nevertheless.
Honefits, lawful.
Hones, honour.
Honiz, injured, ruined.
Honourment, ornament.
Honrage, a seigniory, a great fee.
Hons, a man.
Hont, have.
Hontage, affront, approach.

Honurement, honourably.
Hony, disgrace, evil.
Hooland, Holland.
Hopulandes, houpetlands, furres, two long coats or cloaks furred.
Hor est (par le chambirlayne quy), by the present chamberlain.
Hore, hour.
Hore (a), at present.
Hore (que del), since that, inasmuch as.
Hore ditte, given, tendered.
Hores (toutes les), whenever.
Hors d'or (un rubi), a ruby not set in gold.
Hors de ceinz, out of this place.
Hors dun fine, upon a fine.
Hors de possession, out of possession.
Hors port, bringeth forth.
Hors q' hour, from the time that, as soon as.
Hors pris, omitted, excepted.
Horsfrict hors, drawn out.
Horsfrész, dragged out.
Hort, a garden.
Hofa, dared.
Hoffagez, hostages.
Hoff, an hoff, a guest.
Hoffe, put out.
Hoffe (luy) de l'eglise, those who hold of the church.
Hoffel,
Hostel, household, family.
Hostel, host, houft, an army.
Hostelage, entertainment at an inn; the hire of stalls in a market.
Hosteler, to put up at an inn.
Hostelier, hostillers, hostillurs, hostler, an inn-keeper.
Hostell le roy, hosteulx, the king's household.
Hoster, to remove.
Hostery, hostry, an inn.
Hostes (les), the doors.
Hostes (tut), entirely removed.
Hostez, repulsed.
Hostiel, hosteulz, house lodging, home, quarters.
Hostielx tenauntz, householders.
Hostier, to take out, diminish from.
Houces, housings.
Houches, chests.
Houghtez, taken out, erased.
Hountoufement, shamefully.
Houpells, tufts, tassels.
Houre ques (del), since that, so long as.
Houre lerra (quant), when the time comes.
Hous en hous (de), from door to door.

Houft, army.
Houft, war, a military expedition.
Houftel, house.
Houftiel, household.
Hovement, digging.
Howes, geese.
Hoz, hoze, an army.
Hu, hue and cry.
Huches (en lour), in their chests.
Huches de mariners, the mariners chests.
Hucher, a huntsman's born, from whence comes the word, hue.
Huchier, to proclaim.
Hue, cry, clamour.
Huech, eight.
Hueil, an eye.
Hues, bad.
Huem, hucm, a man.
Huers (paffet), passed through, out.
Huevre, work.
Huguetto, Agatha.
Hui, huy, to day.
Huimes, now, presently.
Huitienes (les), the octaves.
Hujus (quatre), four boundaries, hedges.
Huiz, a gate, a door.
Hum, a man, any one.
Hum, have.
Humble (al), to the navel.
Humlesse, humility.
Humes,
Humes, bad.
Hunt, hount, shame.
Huntage, reproach, discredit.
Hure (al), at the same time.
Hurer, hat maker.
Hures, hurez, hats.
Hurs (fa haie), thrown down, pulled down his hedge.
Hus (al), at the door.
Husbote, housebote.
Hufe (de la), of the house.
Hufcons, hulsens, buscans.
Hufsherie de l'eschekere, the office of usher of the court of exchequer.
Huff, bas.
Hustin, hutin, noise, clamour.
Huwe, Hugh.
Huy, beard.
Huy, to-day.
Huy (et cee eft), and this is now.
Huy ces jour, at this day.
Huyéastes, huykes, octaves, eight.
Huyer, to cry out or proclaim.
Huys, door.
Huyle (inner), inner parlour.
Hy doules, hideous.
Hyet, a keriot.
Hyl, be, there.
Hyl (lie), here.
Hyne (le maistre), the head servant.
Hys, be, bas.

Ja, they, there.
Ja, iaz, now, already, henceforth, yet, nevertheless, never, whereas.
Jademains, jadumeis, furthermore.
Ja le plus tart, nevertheless, at the last.
Ja foit cee que, so long as.
Ja foit que, although, that.
Ja fi grant tort (ne fuss cee), was the mischief never so great.
Ja feit ce quil eent eft, although they have been.
Ja fyt ifce ke vos feez lye a nos, although you are bound to us.
Ja fi able persion (foit il), let him be never so fit a person.
Jace, lain.
Jackes, jackets, coats of mail; also a kind of military coat put over the coat of mail.
Jacoit, although, yet, still.
Jaczeit ce que, although that.
Jadumeins, notwithstanding, also, moreover.
Jademeyns, yet.
Jagan, a giant.
Jaiant, a giant.
Jaidit, lately.
Jaime, Jaume, James.
Jake, Jak, Jaky, James.
Jalemens, jalemens, ja le meyns, jalemeyns, al-
ways, also, nevertheless, still, yet, sometimes, as
well as, moreover, fur-
ther.
Jalun, jalon, a gallon.
Jamais (a) et a jamais, for ever and ever, perpetual.
Jamme, a gem, jewel.
Jammes devant, never be-
fore.
Jan, John.
Janevoir, Janner, January.
Jangleour, a minstrel.
Jannz, furze.
Janti fame, a noblewoman,
a gentlewoman.
Janue, Genoa.
Japieca, within a little
time.
Jarcer, to cleave.
Jarges, charged, oppressed.
Jaloit, although.
Jaloit ce que, inasmuch as.
Jatant, jatardeis, now of late, nevertheless.
Jatarde, lately.
Jaulne, yellow.
Jaulx, them.
Jaunz, heath, furze.
Jaur, a day.
Jaufé, Joseph.
Jave, water.
Jaynuer, January.

Iceleui meimes, this same.
Iceis, iceans, such.
Iceo, icen, this, that.
Iceft (d'), of the same.
Icevoix, they, them.
Ichet, falls.
Ict, thrown.
Idles, isles, islands.
Idunk, then, there.
Jeane, Genoa.
Jeauandie, Jeady, Thurs-
day.
Jetet, to throw, cast.
Jehan de Pelchan, John de Peckham.
Jehana, John.
Jehane, Joan.
Jehu Christ, Jesus Christ.
Jekes (qe), than until.
Jekes a oens, up with them.
Jene, young.
Jenuer, Janevoir, Jeone-
ver, January.
Jent ne, have not.
Jod, Thursday.
Jeofnelle, jeofnness, youth.
Jeovene (le), the younger.
Jer, first.
Jer, yesterday.
Jerint, they have gone.
Jerjour, first day.
Jerim, Jerusalem.
Jern, Yarmouth.
Iert, shall be.
Jert, will be.
Jefkes, jefquesencea, till
now, hitherto.

Jellamer,
Jellamer, on this side the seas.
Jelq a, contrary to.
Jelques en cca defoies, de foie, hitherto unheard of, unaccustomed.
Jeftielmes (sic plent), if we were present.
Jette fors, excepted.
Jeu, a Jew.
Jeudsday, Tuesday.
Jeudsye, Jurisdie, Tuesday.
Jewife (a fa), see Juife.
Jex, eyes.
Iffinite, affinity.
Igale, equal.
Iglife, church.
Ignier, igny, to burn, fired.
Jia (il), they are.
J'iere, j'ere, I was.
Illez, they.
Illec, of the same place.
Illee (d'), moreover.
Illes, islands.
Illickes, illeques, illoc, ilokes, illec, aloc, there.
Illieyt (taunt come), as long as there are.
Illiont (si), if they have.
Illoeques, there.
Illoedqes, illuefques, illufques (de), from thence, from that time.
Illoigner, eloined.
Iloucke, there.
Imbuent, they drank.

Immunite, freedom, immu-
nity.
Impareil, not to be com-
pared with.
Impayrera (ne), shall not 
vitiate.
Impediera, shall hinder.
Impere, empire, jurisdic-
tion.
Impetraceion, request, suit, 
prosecutions.
Impierment, prejudicing.
Implier, to fill up, fulfil.
Importables, greater than 
can be born, insupport-
able.
Importunes (jeues), vain, 
inconvenient, improper 
games and sports.
Impreufler, a printer.
Imprint en le jour, twi-
light.
Improvement, improving.
In apres, thenafter.
Inanere, to make void.
Incarnacum, incarnation.
Incedent, set forth, pub-
lisbed.
Inchoatz, commenced.
Inclosed, ensnared, en-
tangled.
Inconnera, obstruct.
Incuter, to strike.
Indeu, indebted.
Indице, pronounced.
Indire, to declare.
Indomit,
Indomite, untameable.
Inducast, induced, introduced.
Induemnt, unduly.
Indueront, persuade, bring into temper.
Indulfant, persuading.
Indult, young, not of age.
Induynent, induct, put into.
Infamateurs, infamous.
Infamise (nul), no infamous person.
Infest, undone.
Infer, bell.
Inferme propos (eft il), hath a firm purpose.
Informacions, instructions.
Ingen, wrong, deceit.
Ingene (mal), ill will.
Ingenyes (les), their wits.
Ingyft, thrown out.
Inhabilitations, disabilitities.
Inhabile, enabled.
Inhonestesse, blameless.
Inhumyennent, outrageously, cruelly.
Injacture le maines, laying hands on one.
Inique, wicked.
Inis. See fuis.
Injuratours (bour), those who injured them.
Inlagerie, inlawry.
Inmeuntment, renewal.
Innig, June.
Inomée, without a name.
Inor, to be ignorant.
Inquietaunce, disquiet.
In quieterours, persons who molested incumbents in their benefices, by virtue of provisions from the pope.
Inquife, found, inquired.
Inraier, to pull up by the roots.
Insciement, ignorantly.
Inseller, to occupy a stall in a church.
Infensive, informed.
Infinct, pregnant.
Instructes, prepared.
Instrum, instrument.
Intant a dire, as much as to say.
Interes, interesse, injuries.
Inteleff, omitted, interlined.
Intermement, (a l'), to the determination.
Intime, an enthymeme; intimation.
Intimer la election (luy), to intimate to him the election.
Intime amie, my dear friend inwardly.
Intromittent, intermeddle.
Intrusours, intruders.
INV, Jesus.
Invaire, to invade.
Invalibles, any artillery made of in an invasion.
Inveigner, to find.
Innynde
Inwynde deins la tefone des lains, in winding within the fleeces of wool.

Jorney, jorneie (a la), in court.

Jo, joce, I.

Jofelx, joiaus, jewels.

Jothed, cast out.

Joefnes, joefene, young.

Jou, I myself.

Joel, joer, day.

Jou, a cock.

Joerge, swear.

Jova, played.

Joefdie, Joefdy, Joedie, Jouene chapon, a young capon.

Joedy, Juefdy, Thursday.

Joueurs, stage-players.

Joial, a jewel.

Jouette, youth.

Joiaus, jewels.

Jougeront, shall enjoy.

Jougerent, a minstrel.

Joiex, joyful, happy.

Journante, before sun-rise, day-break.

Joiignet, Joign, Joil, July.

Jour en autre de journement, daily.

Joir, obtain, enjoy.

Jour (desquies au) de huy, to this day.

Joitement, wording.

Jour de huy en un moys (dedenz du), within this day month.

Joir, enjoyed.

Jourde huy en un moys (dedenz du), within this day month.

Jone home, young man.

Jour eclipse.

Jones, John.

Jour de huy en un moys (dedenz du), within this day month.

Jonglours, minstrels.

Journante, before sun-rise, day-break.

Jont, joint.

Jour, a yoke.

Jor, to them.

Journee, journee (a une), at one day.

Jor promis (no unt teu), have not kept their promise.

Journee (a la), at the court.

Jor, jourre (al), at the day.

Journee, journee (a une), at one day.

Jori (d’), of York.

Journée (a la), at the court.

Jorci (d’), of York.

Journée, day, time.

Jorgi, George.

Journante (a la), at day-break.

Journée (a la), at the meeting.

Jorer, to swear.

Jours (apres les), after the decease.

Jonnaunte (a la), at day-break.

Jourfinsais (a tous), for ever.

Jor, jourre (al), at the day.

Jour (desquies au) de huy, to this day.

Jor, jourre (al), at the day.

Journee, place, day.

Journee, place, day.

Jorrons, jorres, jurors, juries.

Journee, journee (a une), at one day.

Joult, just.

Journee, journee (a une), at the court.

Jouste, near.

Jouste, according to.

Joyer,
Joycer, to enjoy.
Joynant (del droit), of the right joining to it.
Joynture, junction.
Joyons, rejoice.
Joyssent a tenet, have a right to hold.
Joz a (tous), for ever.
Ire, to go, to journey; also angry.
Ireage, heritage, inheritance.
Irreis, Irrys, Irrois, Irifs.
Irreit a terre, would fall to the ground.
Irreit pas (ne), should not proceed.
Irre, to journey, to perform their ivers.
Irrez avaunt, shall proceed.
Irrite, unjust, void, of no effect.
Irrours, indignation.
Irrouer, to subvert, to rush in upon.
Is fors (il), they go out.
Iscint (de qi), from whom issued.
Isle (ne), shall not issue.
Iles (bailiffs des), bailiffs thereof; or bailiffs of the isles, viz. of Sark, Alderney, &c.
Ilierfa, shall chase.
Iloient, are there.
Iloit, should be.
Isp, so near.

Its (ke), which they.
Iffent, they issue.
Iffer (ne puisse), cannot go out.
Ifferene, went out.
IIint, ibrus, fo.
Iffir, going out.
Iffit, be went out.
Iffit, it issues.
Ilue (lour), their brood, their young.
Ilue, an end.
Iluit, in such manner.
Ilit, be shall be.
Ilit, lies, issues.
IItal, such.
IItra, ifter, shall issue out.
Itel (d'ascon), of any such person.
Itel manere (en), in such manner.
Iter, a ram.
Juagus, jewels.
Jucques au nombre, to the number.
Iveer (en), in winter.
Jucely, Yvelyn, Evelyn, Dublin.
Juen, June.
Juer (cardes a), playing cards.
Juerie (justices de la), justices of the Jews.
Juers, George.
Jues, punishment, judgment.
Jues, Jews.
K

Juesdy,
Juestly, Juostly, Thursday.
Jueus, juaux, juelles, jewels.
Juez, juees, games.
Jug (le), the judge.
Juge, a yoke.
Jugeable (ne foit), cannot form any judgement.
Jugeos (seront), shall be sworn.
Juggrietz, shall judge.
Jugied, adjudged.
Juig, Juignel, June.
Juife, jullie, juyfe, judgement, sentence, vulgar puration, fire-ordeal, water-ordeal, single combat.
Juife fans autre, without other, judgement being passed *.
Juife aut a la, let him clear himself; let him go to his ordeal.
Juife sicome il appent (face faire), that they may have such justice as they deserve.
Jument, an ox.
Jumentz, mares.
Jundre (a), to add to.
Jung, Jun, June.
Junz, innz, inner part.
Jupardee, jeopardy.
Jur, jura, day.

Jure, jurere, to swear.
Juree, a jury.
Juree, jures, an oath, oaths.
Juretz, jurats, sworn.
Juretz (entre), took an oath to each other.
Jurez, one who is within the law.
Jurges, oaths.
Jurgent, swear.
Jurildie, Tuesday.
Jurpris, adjourned.
Jurre, a liege-man.
Jurromy (nous ne), we do not swear.
Jufe la coftere, near the coast.
Justice, justicer, justiciee, amenable to justice.
Justicement fort et dure, penance fort and dure.
Justicer a lui (ne se voet), refuses to submit to justice before him; to appear before him.
Justicer (se) p ley, to justify or acquit himself by law.
Justicerie (de la), of the justiciary, to the judges.
Justices, brought to justice, made to do justice.

* The trial by ordeal was abolished in our courts of justice in 3 Hen. III. by an order of the king in council.
Justiciables, justifiable, justifiable, justifiable, justiciable, answerable to, amenable, liable to be summoned.

Justifie per son ordinaire (ne voyle eftte), will not be justified by his ordinary, will not offer to obey and perform the sentence.

Justifie (a), that justice may be executed.

Justifiers (a), to have judgement given.

Justitez, regulated.

Justizements, justicements (les), judgements.

Juvent (de la), from his youth.

Juvaffien, rejoice.

Juveehesse, youth.

Juy, judgement; that is, of God; the vulgar purgation by fire or water.

Juygnet, Juig, Juyn, Juynge, June.

Juyl, July.

Juzzer, swear.

Iz priion, they pray.

K A

Kabal, a horse.

Kage, a cage, a place for confinement.

Kalendrel (moys), a calendar month.

Kallez, Charles.

K N

Kan, kes je puis, as much as is in my power.

Kardoil, Carlisle.

Kare, for.

Karrelme, Karilme, Lent.

Kas (en), in case.

Kalkun, every.

Kalte, chast.

Kaunt, kanke, ke, whatsoever.

Ke fe li, that if the.

Kee, ke, that.

Kelm et Newur (entre), between Kelham and Newark.

Kem alaft, that we must go.

Kenes, oaks.

Kenteyys (en), by the Kent- ish law.

Ker, a city.

Kere (a), to procure.

Keries, carried.

Kernes, idle persons, vagabonds.

Kerver, a carver.

Keu, ko, a tail.

Keus, thosse.

Keynes, keins, asb-trees.

Keynes (en couper de), in cutting down timber.

Keyns, kiens, keynz, oaks.

Kideux, kiddles.

Knol, kne, a hill.

Knowr, knoppe d'or, a knob of gold.

K 2

Knout
Knout (roy), king Canute.
Koke, a cook.
Koungres, coungres, congers.
Ky, which, whose.
Kydes, young kids.
Kynebanton (le manoir de), the manor of Kimbolton.

Lader, to deliver.
Lëes, lettered, learned.
La, lac, lat, milk.
La ou, la u, whereas.
La que (fl), until that.
La (fl), so long.
La v, la hu, where.
Labeur, labour, work.
Labor merted, the other moisty.
Labourer (a), to work.
Lacaye, a lacquey.
Laccat (fur), when the bargain was made.
Laces, shires.
Laces (per), by door-falls.
Lacharad (il), be bought them.
Laches, lasche (le plus), the most lazy, cowardly, base, or pitiful person.
Lachesse, idleness, negligence.
Lacs de seie, laces of silk.
Lacy, there.
Ladees, dishes.

Ladell d'argent, a silver ladle.
Laet drap, broad-cloth.
Laffrent, they belong.
Laganes, lageons, lagons, gallons.
Lagette, a chest, box.
Lai, laie, law.
Lai, laie, laye, a plaint, complaint.
Laid, grievous.
Laie (en), for the relief, ease.
Laie (de) a affeiceir, for affeising aids.
Laiel, lawful.
Laieur, laiture, leur, breadth.
Laillent, leave.
Laine (que de la), than of his own.
Lain waidez, woaded wool.
Laingaige, language.
Laiffant, idle, slothful.
Laiffantz arriere, laying aside.
Laillnes, wool.
Laiffer (de), to transfer.
Laiffier, to prevent, omit, neglect.
Laifleees, neglected.
Laifrelies, leave.
Lait, permit.
Laituer, science, erudition.
Laiz, leez, a legate.
Lalt, the high.

L'an
L'an après l'anflit, after the year fled out.
Lannde, land, ground.
Landroit, again.
Laners, lavers, idle, flug-gift.
Lanes (dez), of the laity.
Langagiers, abusive, sour-rilous.
Lange d'Engleterre (la), the English nation.
Lange de la balance (la), the beam of the balance.
Langue de Normi (en la), within the allegiance of Normandy; in the Norman language.
Languyr, to delay.
Languy (de), to wait for.
Lanns mannus, the lord of the manor.
LANques, langes, tongues.
LANuz, woollen.
LANyers (pointz), leather points.
Laocure, breath.
Laps de temps, loss of time.
Laq, lake.
Larder (bone), good booty.
Larder (pur), for ploughing.
Lardyner, the officer in the king's household who presided over the larder.
Lareim, larceny.
Large ouler, over measure.

Large (mettre), to let go at large.
Largement (plus), more easily.
Largeffe, largeness.
Larouns, thieves.
Larroneux, thievish.
Laicheffe, negligence.
Lasier, a leprons person.
Lasier, to omit.
Lasier (a), to leave.
Lasfels, hindrances, stops.
Lafuz, left.
Laton, laten, brass.
Lature, bread.
Lattiz, lattice-work.
Lattre, the side.
Lavours, lavers.
Lavoirs de la moneie, washers of the coin.
Lauzes devaundtiz (des), of the aforesaid places.
Lauft, lawful.
Laute, praise.
Lay (a), to the law.
Lay (en), in alloy.
Lay eft (q'a), which belongs to him.
Lay foy (en), on the faith.
Layde, law, custom.
Layes (les), the laity, laymen.
Layes (les), the lackes.
Layette, in the box intitled.
Laynes, wool.
Laynez, leans, therein.
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Lays,
Lays, near.
Laz de soie, a lace of silk.
Le, lee, large, broad.
Lea ou, whereas.
Lea, pleased, willed.
Lea, ley, pasture ground.
Leans, within, in this place.
Leafe, a leaf.
Leafer (p), by falsifying, leasing.
Leaure, leur, breath.
Leaus, leaux, lawful, liege people, also loyal.
Leaument, lealment, lawfully, justly, loyally.
Leaues (bailiffs de), water-bailiffs.
Leaute, authentickness.
Leaute (de), of his legality, of being rectus in curia.
Leawe, water.
Lebardz, leopards, lions.
Lebre, lep, a bare.
Léécon (entendent la), attend the election.
Lectee, milk.
Lede, grievous.
Lede ou bele, sick or healthy, handsome or ugly.
Ledenge, ledenges, damaged.
Lederab, shall hurt.
Ledez, hurt.
Lee, law.

Lee, large.
Lee dever (ferra), shall be contented, glad to have.
Lee, leeuz, head.
Lees (justices), the justices.
Lees (pur), by leaf.
Lees, leez, a lease, release.
Lees, them.
Lees, lieez, lee, pleased.
Lees, advice, award.
Leefe, leche, joy.
Leez (molt), very glad.
Leez, obliged.
Leger (de), shortly.
Leger (ne le creierez mie de), would not give him the least credit.
Legerement, slightly, easily, shortly.
Legerement subversion, speedy subversion.
Legerement (rewle), a standing rule.
Legerte de jaungle (de), from a levity of discourse.
Leges fnrš (al), to the liege lords.
Legier, brižk, light.
Legier (de), easily.
Legs, miles.
Legurement, slightly.
Lei, to him.
Leias, lawful.
Leicher, licher, to lick.
Leid, aid.
Leie (la), *the law.*
Leigne, *line.*
Leignes, *wool.*
Leinynees, *linen.*
Leins, *leang, afar off.*
Leinz (de), *himself.*
L'eir, *the heir.*
Lief (fil foit), *if he can read.*
Leis, *them.*
Leffe, *read, reads.*
Leife de *dras,* *list of cloth,*
*breath of cloth.*
Leife, leiffie, *leisible,* *it shall be lawful.*
Leifir, *leifer, patience, lei-
ifique.*
Leisse (lei), *omitted it.*
Leif, *deliver.*
Leisure, *reading.*
Leiuze, *therein.*
Leiz, *near.*
Leiz, *Lewis.*
Lem doit (coment), *how one ought.*
Lem foileit faire (*si come,*
*as used to be done.*
Lendemain de la close de
Palque, *the morrow af-
ter the close of Easter.*
Lendemeyn, *the morrow.*
Lenge, *linen.*
Lenn, *Lynn.*
Lenne, *Lincoln.*
Lenor, *the honor.*
Lenquastre, *Lancaster.*

Lentz monet, *the month of March.*
Lenz, *there.*
Leoms Dieux, *we praise God.*
Leoneys, *Loeneis (en), in Loebian,*
Leour, *their.*
Leopertz, *leopards, lions.*
L'quelle (ou come), *as any other.*
Lequelleque, *whether.*
Le quen, *which.*
Ler, *their.*
Lerbe, *the gras.*
Lerce-hound, *a lurcher.*
Lernoement, *the commend-
dation.*
Leiont, *they lie.*
Lerra, *may leave.*
Lerra morir (fe), *shall die.*
Lerre, liare, *a thief, a rob-
ber.*
Lerront (ne), *will not fail doing.*
Les, *last.*
Leschancement (pur), *for the aggrandising.*
Leschewes, *trees fallen by chance, wind-falls.*
Lescuverad, *he must, he ought.*
Lefe, *leave.*
Lefier, *to hurt.*
Les gentz, *lay people.*
K 4 Lefion,
Lesion, hurting, wounding, damage, injury, detriment.
Leffe, leffe, leffe, omitted, left.
Leffacent (quil les), that they permit them.
Leffe au baille, let to bail.
Leffeiz (ne), do not omit.
Leffent (les), leaf, let them.
Leffer, to omit, leave.
Leffeiz, disappointed.
Leffeiz, leflet, let go, omit.
Leffliems, would have left.
Leffoet (ne luy), will not permit him.
Lefteigne, tin.
Leffe, lefuz, hurt, injured.
Lefues, lefues, pasture-ground.
Let, milk.
Letanies, litanies.
Lettergettle, Luggerball.
Lettereure, lettur (d'apprendre), to learn to read.
Leutra (la), the letter.
Lettre, bill.
Lettrure, literature.
Letture, letter.
Leufse, letifse, a little beast resembling the ermine, of a whitish grey colour.
Levannt dit, the aforesaid.
Leve, leave, consent.
Leve, risen up, built, erected, cast up.
Levee (la), the rising, the insurrection.
Lever, to display, erect.
Lever, to stir up, bring up again.
Lever (a), to be levied.
Lever (apres lur), after their rising.
Lever countre li, rise to him.
Lever (pur), to relieve.
Levere, leverers, leuriers, leveriers, leviers, greyhounds.
Leverer, a hurcher, a tumbler dog.
Leverer (a un), at a drinking place.
Leverez, liveries.
Levours, those who levy any tax.
Leu, leus, leust, lawful.
Leu (le), the place.
Leu, lekt, lift, a bed.
L'eucres, the increase.
Leuement, lawfully.
Leues, leuis, ditches.
Leuez, placed.
Leukes (trois), three leagues.
Leukes, lewkes, lewes, lenks, miles.
Leur, leure, breadth.
Leure (a meilmes), at the same time.
Leures, hares.
Leus (de), of thos. e.
Leus, leulx (toz), all places.
Leute, loyalty.
Leuthien, Lothian.
Leuve, leuvad, a forest.
Leux, their.
Leux, lawful.
Lew, place.
Lew (vers la), towards the east.
Lewe, read.
Lewe gentz, lawful men.
Lewes, lewe, leuz, read.
Ley (la), the river Lee.
Ley court, lay court.
Ley (faire la), to wage law.
Ley, lea, pasure-ground.
Ley (luz), against him.
Leye (la), the law.
Leyed, leyde, heinous hurt, hurtful.
Leynes, wool.
Leyoins, leyns, therein, within.
Leyr de la terre, from the foundation, from the ground.
Leyres dez chivalers (de la), of the wages of the knights of the shire.
Leyle (en), in breadth.
Leysir, leifurf.

Lez, laws.
Lez, the.
Lez, lieux, them, those.
Lez, nigh, near.
Lez, glad.
Leze majest, treason.
Lezs, in length.
Li, bis, they, the, to him.
Li (de), from him.
Li ditz, the said.
Li du troie, pound of troy weight.
Li uflunt porveu, had provided him.
Lia, lie, lieuz, read.
Liat, lawful.
Liaux, lawful men.
Liaz, liacz, bundles.
Lib, libe, life.
Lib de terre, liberata terræ.
Libard (ouve le touche del teaff de), with the touch of the leopard's head.
Liberat, free.
Licette, lawful.
Liche, liege.
Licitement, lawfully.
Licker, to lick.
Licours, liquors.
Lift, left, liech, a bed.
Lie, liee, lieison, bound.
Lie, pleased.
Lie (de la), of the lineage.
Lief, leof, rather.
Liefgent hu et cri, levy the hue and cry.
Lieflode,
Lives (les), his liege subjects.
Ligeffe, legiane.
Lighes, leagues.
Ligialtie (la), the allegiance.
Ligne, sex.
Ligne de pierrereries (un), a circle of stones.
Lignie, lin, lineage, race.
Ligninies, tribes.
Liment, wafts, filt.
Limiteers, limited.
Linage, blood.
Linaige de la mer (fur le), on the sea-coast.
Line biline, the collateral or bye-line.
Line de Sendale, linen of Cendal *.
Linge, a line.
Linge teel, linen cloth.
Linquer, to leave.
Lingues, tongues.
Lins, wool.
Linure, lining.
Lintheux, linthes, sheets.
Lio hyl, there.
Liouns, lions.
Lire (presentee en), presented in writing.
Lirr, their.
Lirreit mye (il ne), it would not be lawful.
Lifre, to be read.

* See Du Fresne, Cendalum.
Lift, life, ligible, lawful.
Litera, littest (de), litter.
Lit morant, death bed.
Lith (al), to the bed.
Littimne, lawful.
Live, livery, or delivery.
Livelode, livelihood.
Livere (a la), to the delivery, or livery.
Livere (et vous), and you deliver it.
Livere (ion), his livery (for a servant.)
Liver e foun (potius, liverefoun), a pretend, a service *.
Liverees, pound.
Liverer fuys, to deliver up, surrender.
Liverees, liverefons, liverys.
Liveres, liveries, assignments.
Liveres de terre, liberata terre.
Liveriad, deliver, offer.
Liverour, the person who delivered.
Livers, bares.
Liverle, deliverance.
Livrees, livres.
Liui, book.
Liu, place.
Liu, bound.

Hale's MS.

Liu faire prendre (de), to cause him to be taken.
Liu elt grante, is granted to him.
Liu (pres de), near him, about him.
Liture, pound.
Liuree (de fourreez), furred with hair fur.
Loar, their.
Loaumes, we allow.
Locil (potius, locil) fur (pour avoir), to have an eye over.
Locoice, bribe †.
Loctenent, lieutenant.
Lodis, bish, jocund.
Loe (jeo vous), I recommend it to you.
Loement, judgement, opinion, decision.
Loer, to commend, praise.
Loer, leeward.
Loer enfoit (melius, loez en foil) notre Seignur, nous fumes (come), as praised be God, we are.
Loeys, Lewis.
Loftes, forster child.
Loia, thanked.
Loial, lawful, true.
Loial avyce, legal cause, advice.

Loians,
L0

Loiains, hired.
Loiafles, permitted.
Loie, commend, approve.
Loiens, bonds.
Loient (qe), who wash.
Loier, loyer, loiuier, fee, reward; farm.
Loiez soit Dieu, God be praised.
Lointaignes, remote.
Loisible, lawful.
Lomez (les), the looms.
Longament, long tens, a long time.
Longayne, a house of office.
Longein, long, a long time.
Longement (tant), as long as.
Longteyne, longetisme pays (en), in a foreign, distant country.
Longue (plus), farther.
Longue (a la), at length.
Looms (nous vous), we commend you.
Looms, loaumes, we grant.
Loos, advice, reward, reputation.
Lor, them.
Lor, lower, hire, reward, bribe.
Lor (envers les), towards their men.
Lors, their, then.
Los, lois, loz, praise.

L0

Lose chart (en con), in a loose paper.
Loferent (ne), dared not.
Loture de money (le), the washing of money.
Lotux, suckles.
Lou, place.
Lou, lieu, wolf.
Louveez, hired.
Louis, far.
Lour (a meisme), at the same time.
Lour (e la), and of their own.
Lour (de), of their goods.
Loure, them, themselves.
Lourgyalry, lourderie, inhumanity, or any villainous act.
Lous (doctour en), doctor in laws.
Lous, the, them.
Loulement (fincey), much to the surprise *.
Louy (du), of it.
Louz, eslimed, valued.
Lovage, hiring, loan.
Love, rewarded.
Lovers, rewards.
Lowage, possession.
Lowance, lowange, a hiring.
Lowe (pur), to retain, to hire.
Lower (pur), for gain, for mainence.

Hale's MS.

Lower,
Lower, luer, lowir, a reward, fee, bribe, wages.
Lowere (pur), to work.
Lowis, Loyis, Lewis.
Loy (de), of allay.
Loyer, to award, advise.
Loyer, reward, service.
Loys, lois, los, praise, glory.
Loyse, lawful.
Loyfomus, let us rest.
Loynteins heires, remote, collateral heirs.
Loyntenus gentz, people who live afar off.
Loyntime degree, a remote collateral degree.
Loz, praise.
Lu, the.
Lu, theirs.
Lu, place.
Lu, lue, leu, light.
Lude, play.
Lue, he, them.
Luer, reward.
Luer raisonable, reasonable price.
Lues, miles.
Lues, lus, luwe, luez, read.
Lui Rois, the king.
Lui seaus, their seals.
Lui, luis (leon), his place.
Lui (en qui), in whatsoever ever place.
Luie, a league.
Luire, to shine.

Luift, lawful.
Luites de point in point, read article by article.
Lum, a man, any one.
Lumble, navel.
Lumere, light.
Lune de, long or middle finger.
Lundr' (a), at London.
Luner (jour), the lunar day.
Lung, the one.
Lungement, lungge, long.
Lure, lur, lurr, lu, them, their, theirs.
Luri, an otter.
Lus, places.
Lus, read.
Lus, lius, tenanz, lieutenants.
Lufe, luce est, the use is.
Lufe, playing cards.
Lute (a la), at a wrestling.
Luy (le), the place.
Luy, it.
Luy, them.
Luz, places.
Ly, li, bim.
Ly, law.
Lyance, allegiance.
Ly ann jour done (en), and have given him a day.
Lyaz, files, bundles.
Lye, read.
Lye, merry, cheerful.
Lye ettes, you are bound.
Lyege,
Macheniæs, mathematici, persons who pretend to discover secrets by the position and motion of the stars. Those who professed this art were commonly called mathematici; drawers of schemes and calculations; under which name they are condemned in both the codes *, and they were infamous, not only under the Christian administration, but also under the old Romans.

Macheronerie, masonry.
Maderex (draps), cloth madder.
Madlard (un), a drake.
Madle (heir), heir male.
Maelin le roy, bands of the king.
Mael, an halfpenny.
Maénèresse, a mediatrix; a judge.
Maere, mother.
Maefter, master.
Maecur, a mayor.
Maffait (null), no mischief.
Magnies, males, me, family, household, retire.


Magre,
Magre, maugre, in despite of, against.
Mahemes, mahaigne, mahayn, maimed.
Mahereme, timber.
Mahi, Mahie, Matthew.
Mahom, Mahomet.
Maide (fi Dieu), so help me, God.
Maige (judge), a judge who presides over a subordinate jurisdiction.
Mageffe (la), the Trinity.
Maign, great.
Maignee devant, brought before.
Maignent, live, dwell.
Majeure, major.
Mail, mayle, an halfpenny.
Maimement, especially.
Main, in the morning.
Main-a-main, immediately.
Mainables, amenable, dis-trainable.
Mainburnie, guardianship or government.
Maincraftes, handicrafts.
Maindres, mains, small, less.
Main en gule (d'), from hand to mouth.
Maine (come fa), as part of his housebold.
Maine (a soy defedere p fa), to wage battle.
Mainor (le), the tenancy, the occupation.

Mainorable, meinorable, manorable, tenable, de-
misefable, lying in tenure.
Main ocure, meinoure, meynoure (a), with the manor.
Mainour (la), the work, the repairing.
Mainoverer, to manure.
Mainpes, mainprised.
Mains (per que) quecunque il vient, howsoever it came to pass.
Mains (a tot le), with all the bands, viz. chaplains and singing-men.
Mains (jurercoint en noz), shall swear in our presence.
Mains vraie, untrue.
Maint, much, many.
Maintenant, presently.
Maintes fois, many times.
Maintion, mention.
Maintz, mairs, less.
Mainuelx meffiers, manual occupations.
Mainy (ma), my family.
Mair, mayor.
Maire, mother.
Maire (a), to marry.
Mairiaux, material.
Maiyne, younger.
Mailne (lor), their family.
Maisonier, to build, repair.
Mait Diez, please God.
Maitfe, majesty.
Maistrez,
Maiistrez, masters.
Maistrie, management, influence, power, dominion.
Maite, moiety.
Makement, contrivance.
Mal, maletts, malies, bags.
Mal (a) tort tiendroit lieu, with much less propriety would it lie.
Mal (de) ou pyz, worse and worse.
Mal paiez, dissatisfied.
Mal voillance, malveullantz (p), through ill will.
Maladif, maledif, sickly, sick, afflicted.
Mald, Matilda.
Maldispousee (molt), much indisposed.
Male (la), the mail, the portmanteau.
Male toute, entirely bad, good for nothing.
Malefe (mult a), very uneasy.
Malets, cloakbags.
Malfez, wicked, evil.
Malmenez, malmelne, evily kept.
Malney, malvey, guilty of a misdemeanour, contumacious.
Malraiss, evil.
Maltalent, maltalenz, spite, indignation, rancour.

Malveilles, malveisnes, misaemaneours,
Malveist, malves, malvois, evil, an offence.
Malurez, Coës, evil, seditionous commoners.
Malx, mals (iffue), issue male.
Man, a Norman.
Manablement eifille (per), perpetual banishment.
Manantz, manans, resident.
Manas (brefe de), writ of mainprize.
Manafors, pledges, mainpennors.
Manaffables, threatening, menacing.
Manaunts genz (bon), housekeepers of credit.
Manche (que vous n'aurez), that you will never fail.
Manconages, manfionshousies.
Mandaissant (qils), that they send.
Mande, commanded.
Mande (en tien), in such manner.
Mandementz, writs of mandamus.
Mandez, sent.
Mandiens, beggars.
Mandient, curse.
Mandisicns, commanded.
Mándre (a), to amend.
Manecantz, threatening.
Maner, manoyre, a manor.
Maneer (vey le) potiûs, vey le maneer, will bring *.
Maneires, maners, manies, maners, manors.
Manere (la), the custom.
Maneys (en la), in the bands.
Manger (fans repris de), without giving any wages.
Mangerie (tienge), keeps a table for his retainers.
Manguay (je ne), I did not omit.
Manguèment, fault, slip.
Mangeries (a), in the kitchen, at the table.
Maniere forlique (en), in manner but.
Maniple, handful.
Manique, a madman.
Manning, a day's work.
Manors, manors.
Manour (ove), with the mainour, with the goods in their bands.
Mans (les), the evils.
Manse, a farm.
Manse, bides of land.
Mante, be commands.
Mantinge, maintain.

Manuester, to filch, to thieve.
Manux, manual.
Manure, occupy.
Manussier, manassier, threatened.
Manyee, banded, under consideration.
Manyemens, management, conduct, administration.
Mappe, a cloth, a tablecloth.
Maras, mares, marche, marreys, maries, marys, marsh-ground.
Marastre, mother-in-law.
Marces (fe fount), have settled themselves.
March (de VIII), at eight marks.
Marche, marchie (le), the market-price.
Marchande (ville), market-town.
Marchant, (nul alleve), ne prive, no merchant, stranger, or domestic.
Marche, territory, neighbourhood.
Marche (a), to market.
Marchees de terre (100), land valued at 100 marks a year.
Marchent, adjoin to, are bounded by.


Marches
Marches (par les), in the market towns.
Marches, marches, frontier cities or towns between England and Wales, England and Scotland.
Marches, marks.
Marchesche, the feast of the Annunciation, celebrated in March.
Marchis, marquis.
Marchisians (font), are bordering.
Marcier, to pay.
Marcolfe (en la chambre), the triers of petitions in parliament for foreign parts used to sit in this chamber.
xxl. marcz, 20,000 marks.
Mare (de toute), of all manner.
Mareanz, maronniers, mariners.
Marenne, land bordering on the sea.
Mareschall, marshal.
Mareschaucie, Marchalsea.
Maresches, grain town in March, spring-corn.
Mariages, marriage portion.
Mariage (a fon), for her marriage portion.
Margeries, marquisetts.
Mariole, the image of the virgin Mary.
Marine (joy), marine law.
Maritaffent, married.

Maritimnes (charbons), sea-coals.
Marlers, marl-pits.
Marrie (del), of the husband.
Marriglier, merriglier, maruglies, marguelier, a church-warden, a sizar, or sexton.
Marris, surprisèd, concerned.
Marroch (Streites de), Straights of Morocco or Gibraltar.
Mars (deux), two marks.
Martens, hammers.
Marteror, the feast of all saints.
Marthied in rei (al), at the king's market.
Martiizer, martyred.
Martrons (furres de), furf of martern or martean.
Marveis, evil.
Mary et elpeux (a loial), for her lawful husband and spouse.
Mas, but.
Male (fargent de), serjeant at the mace.
Mafer, mazer (un), a cup or goblet.
Mafere, entries, passages, walks, grounds.
Mafle (le), the male.
Maffoner, to sing mass.
Maftré, a martyr.
Maftres, mistres.
Mat, a fool, a foot.
Matle, the chagrin, concern.
Mate, Matilda.
Maten, morning.
Mater, matter, business.
Mater (font), are the means, are contrived.
Materiells peches, temporal offences.
Matta, placed.
Mattire, matierez, matter.
Mavafliers, wicked doers.
Mauclerk, ignorant, unlearned.
Mauclum (roy), king Malcon.
Mauduit, ill conditioned.
Mauveifte, mauveifte, mauvaifte, mauveys, mauvoit, offence.
Maufteur, offender.
Maupez, demons.
Mauls, mischief.
Maumenes, ill-treated.
Maumis, maimed.
Maunches reversest (ses), bis sieves turned back.
Maundaif, send.
Maundable, to be directed.
Maunder, to command.
Maupae, ill-treated.
Maupiteux, intamoreable.
Maures, a lyar.
Mauriot ja meflier (il ne), there would be no occasion for me.
Mausbaretz, evil contenfions, ill-grounded suits.

Maufelheure (pur), for avoiding it.
Mayys, mavos, evil.
Mayaouft, the middle of August, the assumption.
Maydenefian, Maidstone.
Mayen (par), by means.
Maylee de pain, a half-penny worth of bread.
Mayles, halfpence.
Mayn de effre, right-hand.
Mayn (de) en auter, laying our hands on the altar.
Mayhaunte, maison-house.
Mayne (la), the master and mariners of a ship.
Mayneall, in company with.
Maynerent, maimed.
Maynes, (de) a mayns, at least.
Maynear, mainour, maynour, work.
Maynpast, meynpast, housebold, family, dependence.
Mayns valaynt, of the least value.
Mayns, matins.
Mayntz demonstrantz, many remonstrances.
Mayor, greater.
Maz, a mast.
Mazer (hanap de), a bowl made of mazer.
Meane, middle.
L 2 Meane
Meane (en le), *in the manner.*
Mear, *sea.*
Meas, *but.*
Meafon, *room.*
Meafons, *witches.*
Meaur droit, *meer right.*
Meaux, *mere; best.*
Mecognues, *unknown.*
Mecrance, *suspicion.*
Mectez en execution, *put into execution.*
Mectre, *to expend.*
Medfee, *a reward, a bribe.*
Mediate (per le), *by the mediation.*
Mediffe manere (par), *in the same manner.*
Medle, *mixed, compound-ed.*
Medlefe, medle, *an affray, disturbance.*
Medlure de peche (par), *by blending offences.*
Medlure (pur la), *en account of the mixing.*
Medoine, *the river Medway.*
Medu temps (en le), *in the mean time.*
Mee (ne a), *has not.*
Meel, *boney.*
Meement, *meemment,* *namely, especially.*
Meement, *merrily.*
Meen amy, *a middle friend.*

Meen (come), *as a mediator.*
Meener, *to produce.*
Meeneresse, *mediatrix.*
Meenner, *an arbitrator,* *mediator.*
Meer (hors de), *beyond sea.*
Mees, *moved; mediators.*
Mees, meeke, *mess.*
Mees (des), *of meat.*
Meevement, *disturbance, commotion.*
Mefet, *offence.*
Meffet, *misdone.*
Meffere, *to do mischief.*
Megme (la), *the same.*
Megnes, *brought.*
Meheynee (leva la), *raised the hue and cry.*
Meiere, *mother.*
Meignal, meynal, *menial.*
Meignee, *meime, meiny, family, household, company.*
Meigte breve (ili ad), *there is many a writ.*
Meilles, *best, greatest.*
Meillour, *mother.*
Meilcz, *the better.*
Mein, *hand.*
Mein, *mien, mines, mine.*
Meinallx, *messengers.*
Meindre age (la), *infancy,* *the minority.*
Meinere action (de nul), *in any inferior action.*
Meines,
Meines, inferior persons.
Meines fages, indiscreet, illiterate persons.
Meines, nor.
Meinez, many.
Meingtenuz, maintained, assisted.
Meinoure, meynours, with the manor.
Meire, mayor.
Meins ò, less than, under.
Meins, meindre, less.
Meins (a toute le), at the leaf.
Meins bone discretion, indiscretion.
Meins de bien meignent, bring fewer goods.
Meins (al), into the hands.
Meins, meien (launtz), without meyne.
Meins misus fur seintz, laying our hands on the gospels.
Meint (le), the leaf.
Meint, meine, dwells, resides.
Meintenant, then, presently.
Meintenems, maintain.
Meint manera, many ways.
Meintroms, will maintain.
Meinure (la), the work.
Meinz chozes, things of small value.
Meircient, buy and sell.
Meis, more.

Meis, a month.
Meifan, house.
Meifent, put.
Meifme, same, the same, himself.
Meifement, in like manner.
Meilnee, meine, household, family.
Meisfen en respit, should be respite.
Meisfom, should bestow.
Meisfouns avant, produce.
Meisfouns (que nous), that we should put.
Meift, meite, put, contained in.
Meift, need.
Meifter (q’il a), that it is necessary.
Meifiri, meisters, mestre, master.
Meiftrie, mastership, magistracy.
Meiftrie, necessary.
Meifymours de querell, maintainers of quarrels, disputes, suits.
Meiter, meistre, to put, place.
Meleour, better.
Meliealx, meix, best.
Melle, honey.
Melle, an affray.
Melle (le) de la vente, meddle with the sale.

L 3. Meller
Meller (a), to blend, mix, interfere in, to interpose.
Mellez (ne se devient), ought not to intermeddle in it.
Mellieu, middle.
Melz, meltz, better.
Membres (per prendre), by caption of goods.
Men, my.
Men temps, mean time.
Mën (en), in a state of insanity.
Menable, amesnable, brought, induced.
Menageoers, farmers, husbandmen.
Menant, dwelling, residing.
Menassables (ne), not to be menaced.
Menassent, menaftez (lui), lead him.
Menautifie, a settled concern, a place of residence.
Menbra, remember.
Mende (la), amends, satisfaction.
Mend’ provereit, should make the best proof.
Mendidantz, mendians, beggars.
Mendre, leaft.
Mendres, lefs.
Mene gentz (de les), of the middling people.

Mene judgement (fans), without mene judgement.
Mene pris, at a low price.
Menece a r, brought to answer.
Menee, mene (la), the hue and cry.
Menenges, household, dependants, menial servants.
Mener, to manage, conduct.
Menes, menees, brought, treated.
Menefraltcie (par colour de), under pretence of being a minstrel.
Mengier (de), from eating.
Meni, menuz dymes, small tythes.
Menicz, made.
Menir, to bring.
Menis (et volons ja le), and we will also.
Meniffres, ministers, officers.
Menne, mene, menes people, inferior people.
Mennes, lefs, small.
Mennes pechess, small offences.
Mennes keynes, small oaks.
Menour, manager.
Menour (frere), friars minors.

Menre,
Menre, *brought in, drove in.*
Menront (les), *will conduct them.*
Mensoynes, *lies.*
Mensure, *measure.*
Ment, *much.*
Mente, *mint.*
Mentineez, *maintenance.*
Mentiner, *mention.*
Mentir, *to lie, to say what is false.*
Mentor, *menter, a lyar.*
Mentre (foy), *breach of faith.*
Menty, *mentu, have lied, said what is false.*
Mentz, *a mentz, for the best.*
Mentz (lour), *their best.*
Menues baillifes, *inferior bailiffs.*
Menure, *remain.*
Menuz choses, *small things.*
Meour droit, *the better right.*
Meolisme (soi) de archer, *went a shooting.*
Mer, *meer bank, the seashore.*
Mer (de la) d'Escoce, *the marches of Scotland.*
Merce, *meer, mercy, grace.*
Mercez, *wares.*
Merchal, *marshal.*
Merche del merche, *marked with the mark or stamp.*

Merchez, *markots.*
Merchie des vivres, *the rate or market price of viuuals.*
Merchiez, *signed.*
Merci (sur), *upon favour.*
Mercia, *merchia, thanked.*
Mere, *mature.*
Mere, *only, absolute.*
Meri et miiti (jurisdiction), *jurisdictions mere and mixed.*
Merisme, *maerisme, mermi, timber.*
Meritorie, *meritorious.*
Merk, *merches lettres, letters of marque.*
Merkedy, *Merdie, Mercuredi, Wednesday.*
Merrour, *a looking-glass.*
Mers, *marshes.*
Mers, *mercz, wares.*
Mers (la), *the mercy.*
Merted, *moiety.*
Mertlage, *martyrology.*
Merture (de ce), *of this matter.*
Meruft, *causetb, occasions.*
Merym, *merime, merin, merrien, merisme, mermi, timber.*
Merz, *amerciaments; merchandise.*
Mes, *month.*
Mes, *but, from thenceforth, afterwards, still.*
L 4 *again,*
again, no longer, no more; also, us, we.

Mes (a toutz jour), for ever after.

Mes ja, but yet, neverthe-
less.

Mes que per, but only by. Mes ficome eft conteyne, than is contained.

Mes fil voit ferver, but whether it will serve.

Mes que (que), that as soon as.

Mes (pur), out of mischief.

Mes avegne, evil, misfor-
tune happens, befalls.

Misceint, melcent, inter-
mix.

Mefchi, mischief, misfor-
tune.

Mefces ortieux, the mid-
dle toes.

Mefcez, accuse.

Mefchet (fi il), if be mis-
carries.

Mefconnusant, ignorant.

Mescreables gentz, persons not to be believed.

Mefcreautnz, miscreants, infidels, unbelievers, be-
retics.

Mefcruez, suspezed, guilty.

Mesculfe, excufè.

Mesefe, trouble, misfor-
tune.

Mefel, mefeal, mefiau, a leper.

Mes entenderz (vous), you misunderstand.

Mefeaux deges, leprous persons.

Mefeele de cuer (a), uneasy in our mind.

Mesfere, misdeed.

Mefefours, criminals.

Mefuial, mefuial, a messuage, a house.

Mefire, monsieur.

Mefkerdy, Wednesday.

Mefmes, himself.

Mefn en repons, put to anfwer.

Mefnage, of the househould.

Mefnam (le), took him, led him away.

Mefnaunce, bringing in.

Mefnaunteus, bringing.

Mefne (a la), in the mid-
dle.

Mefne (le court fera), the court shall be adjourned.

Mefnee, mefnie, meyne, family.

Mefnee (ce de fa), to be within his jurisdiction.

Mefnees, managed.

Mefner leroiq (quant), when it should come in que-
Btion.

Mefnes (par diverses), by diverse means.

Mefnier, a public cryer.

Mefnours, leaders, con-
ductors.

Mefnours
Messieurs des querelx, bearers of quarrel.
Meloing, negligence.
Melson, a house.
Melsonage, house-room, warehouse-room.
Messpandre, to misbehave, offend, mistake.
Messa, offence, misconduct.
Mesprioriai (de ceo), of this I will exculpate myself.
Mesprius, offended, done amiss.
Mesprius, misprison.
Mes, mafs.
Message, a messenger, one retained in the service of another, a dependant.
Messegerie (par colour de), under pretence of being a messenger.
Messages, an ambassador, a nuncio.
Messeift, evil intreat.
Messeles, middle; diseased.
Messeles (dens), the cheek-teeth.
Meller, meffour, an officer in a manor, who had the overlooking and care of the fields in the time of harvest, and for which he was intitled to certain profits.
Messerie, seignory, dominion.
Messiere, a lazaretto, an hospital for lepers.
Messire, my lord.
Messire vos garde, the Lord preserve you.
Messoins, had a mind.
Messoins, yes.
Messoit, but had been.
Messures, measures, terms.
Meister (haut), grand master.
Meister de counter (le), the science of pleading.
Meister soit (fi), if there be occasion.
Meister (le), the business, trade, occupation.
Meestre, mystery.
Meestre, be committed.
Meestre, masters, clients.
Meestrie, to get the mastery, dominion.
Mesuenges (lour), their household, dependants.
Mesurable, reasonable, moderate, proportionate.
Mesurable manner (en), in a proportionable manner.
Mesurage (pur le), for the measure.
Mesure terre, land containing about forty ox gangs.
Mesure (le), the terms.
Mesure (preigne), be moderate.
Mesure
Measures, mature, ripe, steady.
Meurra (les), shall muster them.
Meurisson, maturity.
Meurte, maturity, wisdom.
Meusings, those of his family, his dependants.
Meusimes (nous), we moved.
Meuffent, shivered up.
Meut, a kennel.
Meuth (I viert), it is better, best.
Meuz, many.
Meymes (de), of the same.
Meyn (par le), by the band.
Meyn (la pleyne), the bandful.
Meyn (a fa soule), on his own single oath.
Meyn (avaunt), before band.
Meyn (du), of my own.
Meyn en meyn (de), from band to band.
Meyn le temp (en), in the mean time, at the same time.
Meyn ove, work, labour; used.
Meyn (fans), without meene.
Meynal, menial.
Meynce damage (au), doing as little damage as possible.
Meyndre, left.
Meyne, meyney, a house-
hold, family.
Meyne (leur volunte de),
their own will.
Meynpastes, housebold, fa-
mily, dependence.
Meyn pris, let to main-
prize.
Meyns avysement maun-
de, ill advisedly sent.
Meyn fachantz, the un-
wary, the illiterate.
Meyns remembrantz, not
sufficiently mindful.
Meyns (outre), out of her
hands.
Meyns (entre), in hand.
Meyns nues (a), their
hands bare.
Meyns (en), under the pro-
tection.
Meyns foit prise (au), be
lefts effectually inquired
into.
Meyns, lefts.
Meyns (au), at least.
Meynt, meint, dwells.
Meynt aresteant, notwith-
standing.
Meynte foitz, then, at the
same time.
Meyntenanant, immediately,
presently.
Meyntent, maintains, bar-
bours.
Meynt home, many a man.
Mieu'dre, better.
Mieux, le's; rather.
Mieux (face foun), do bis be'st.
Miei, middle.
Migne de feer, mines of iron.
Miere, mier, mire, mere,
mother.
Mii quaresme, midlen't.
Mikiel, Michael.
Mileime, thousandth.
Mile mars, a thousand marks.
Millier, a thousand.
Milliou, better.
Millort Henry, my lord Henry.
Milui, middle.
Milvey'n frere, middle bro-
ther.
Millyme deu'sentyme, twel've hundred.
Min (le), mine.
Mince, la menee, those who ought to pursu'e se-
ions on a hune and cry.
Minister (a), to put in.
Ministrall, minis'rels.
Ministration, the manage-
ment.
Minni'ct, a minute.
Minovery, trespass done by the hand.
Minours, miners, engineers.
Miuou, mine.
Miuodre, better.

Miqueou, Micquel, Mi-
chael.
Mire, miere, mier, mo-
ther.
Mire, sea.
Mire (ne nous deit), ought not to put us into a worse condition.
Mirmour, murmure.
Mirroure, pattern.
Mis, we, us.
Mis, mys, left.
Miscrewe, miscrewe, suspec-
ed, guilty.
Mife, issue, plea.
Mife, the joining issue in a writ of right.
Mile (fans la), without if-
sue joined.
Mife demene (de veftre), of your own putting.
Mifes, expences, costs, tasks, taxes.
Miferes (feaux), faithful gentlemen.
Mileymes, supposing.
Milire, monsieur.
Millier, mislyer, to chuse the wrong, to mistake.
Misprisel, mistaking.
Mifions, mis'es, expences.
Miffsives, epistles, letters.
Mift, left.
Mift (toy), appears.
Mifter, need of, occasion for.
Mifter, a secret.
Mistermyng,
Mistermyng, miscalling.
Miltioner, to mingle.
Miftrent (fe), put themselves.
Mit (ou il lui), where he was his attorney.
Mitaundre, in the night-time.
Mitter, to appoint.
Mittomus, we admit, we put the case.
Mittomous, let us suppose.
Mittē, will send.
Mittre et tenus, put and kept it.
Mius, better.
Moblyx, moveables.
Mocke, a bride, spouse.
Mod (en la), in the mud.
Modifier, to alter, regulate.
Moedz de vin, a hog'shead of wine.
Moel, meel, honey.
Moeleen, millstone.
Moelt grantement, very greatly.
Moement, especially.
Moer, moves.
Moerge, dies.
Moeryer, to die.
Moes, better.
Moeves, moved.
Mogne, a monk.
Moi, may.
Moien temp, mean time.

Moien, mediation, a mediatrix.
Moienantz, moiennans, namely, especially, by means of.
Moienz, means.
Moienne, moderate.
Moienner, to mediate, negociate.
Moienneresses, mediatrixes.
Moient, administering.
Moignys pour le, at least.
Moillere, a malier.
Moillers (dents), the teeth called the grinders.
Moils draps, milled cloths.
Moine, money.
Moioiere (en la), in the least.
Moirement, die.
Mold, model.
Moldes, many.
Moelins pur freins, boîses, bits for bridles.
Molener, a miller.
Molicons (des), demolition.
Molt poi, much worse.
Molours, mills.
Molt, much, very.
Molument (le), the emoluments.
Molyn ventrefe, a windmill.
Molyg figles, mill fails.
Mond des molyns (pur),

Montz, monstiers, mount-

Mondre (de), to cleanse out.

Mordreu, murdered.

Monage, an aid or pres-

Moreyns, morivaile, mur-

Moneage, an aid or pres-

Moreult, maraft, mora.

Moneage, an aid or pres-

Moreys, starved, finking.

Moneage, munage, mun-

Moriance, death.

Moneage, munage, mun-

Moriant (en fon lye), on

Moneage, munage, mun-

Mort-Mahoum, by the

Moneage, munage, mun-

Mort (a la), sitting mel-

Moneage, munage, mun-

Morteus, deadly, mortal.

Moneage, munage, mun-

Morult de enfaut, dyed

Moneage, munage, mun-

Moryn, wall.

Monffer Jehu Christ, my

Morz (q), as well dead.

Monffer, to show.

Mofnier, a miller.

Monffer, monitre, mon-

Moffy, Mofes.

Monffer, monitre, mon-

Moftera, will show.

Monffe, monstre of forces.

Moftrance, remonftrance.

Monstre, mustre of forces.

Moftrance, the show.

Montance, the value.

Mont de fois, many times,
Motons, motonus, wea-
ters, sheep.
Motye, moity.
Moudes maners, many
kinds.
Mouldre, moudre, to grind.
Moultlouse, very long.
Moultons, weathers.
Moult pres (eyde), very
much contribute.
Mound, the world.
Mounder, to cleanse.
Moundre, to fence, inclose.
Mouneyne (feur), middle
setter.
Mount (toute le), the whole
world.
Mount (vers), towards,
upwards.
Mountance, amount, va-
ue.
Mountaunt, amounting to
the value of.
Mountare, a riding horse.
Mourront (ne), shall not
move.
Mous, many.
Mout, died.
Mout, much, greatly.
Mout de fois, many times.
Mouti, motive, design.
Mouth ferroit (qe), which
would be best.
Mouton d'or, an ancient
French gold coin, on
which was impressed a
lamb, with this inscrip-
tion, Agnus Dei, qui
tollit peccata mundi, mi-
serere nobis.
Mouys, muys de ferment,
a certain measure of
wheat.
Move (ie), begins.
Moveementz, commotions,
disturbances.
Movement (al), on the
motion.
Moves, moyes, months.
Moyen, mean, indifferent;
temperate; middle.
Moyen (fans), without
mone.
Moyennant, paying, mak-
ing such payments.
Moyennant (vous), you
being the mediator.
Moyennant qu', provided
that.
Moyenner, to intercedewith.
Moyes, months.
Moymennans, by means of.
Moyr, mayor.
Mi, death.
Mu, incited, moved.
Muable (home), an incon-
stant man.
Mubles, different, vary.
Mue, changing.
Mues, in secret.
Mucha, concealed.
Mue, muelle, muel.
Muer, to change, alter.
Muerge, dyes.
Muet, sedition.
Mueth, better.

Muins,
Muirruf homage, the homage is respited.
Mufce, mufce, mufle, mufcha, concealed.
Muleaux, leprous.
Mufettes (en), secretly, privately.
Mufles, mufcettes (par), by stealth.
Mulfre fruiffer (de), of breaking into a church, or monastery.
Mulfre, mulfrel, to shew, set forth.
Mulfrenunt, showed.
Mufurableness, according to the measure.
Mufures, measures.
Mutere (de), to change.
Mutua, pledged, lent, changed.
Mutfve, mutual.
Mutz, moved.
Muye (ny vint), did not come.
Muygne (un), a monk.
My tout, all parts.
My (entour la), about the middle.
My lieu (claufe en), middle clause.
My (per) et per tout, by the half or moiety and by all.
Myer, mother.
Myeus, rather.
Mykaresme, midlent.

2 Myle
Myle haut fil (en), in the main stream.

Mynate, midnight.

Myneurs, minors.

Myre, to prejudice.

Mys, mine, left.

Mys (fon), his consent.

Mys par gage, put by gages.

Myte, assement, punishment.

Myte (par fa), by his pleadings.

Myte (pur), for lodging, placing, appointing, depositing.

Myrne (temps), mean time.

Mytius, furmised.

Myft mye (ne), did not use.

Myltes, prelates, bishops, and archbishops.

Myfle, to place.

N, a, nade, born.

Naal, Nadal, Nadau, Christmas.

Naam, replevy, distress, withernam.

Naamer, to distress.

Naams, names, distressed.

Nacion, birth.

Nadgeresa puis, sometime since, lately.

Naefs, ships.

Naffrerenent, wounded.

Nagement, swimming.

Naguere, n'agures, lately.

Naidgayers, naidgaris, nadgares, lately, sometimes.

Naif, natural, lively.

Naifu clemence (fa), her natural clemency.

Nail, a nail in measure.

Nails jammes, nevertheless.

Nailours, not elsewhere.

Naiftres (faux), bastards.

Namnil, nam, distress.

Nanyl, nothing, not, no.

Napez, naped.

Naplus, Naples.

Nashift, should be born.

N'asquit, nafte, was born.

Naftres (fous), idiots.

Nat, net, pure, clean.

Natables, notable, considerable.

Natair defaut, notorious defect.

Nattrai, draws to himself.

Natureffes, naturalness, natural affection, kindness, civil usage.

Navant, they had not.

Navie, navy, ships.

Navil, no, not.

Nau, a ship.

Naufre, naures, wounded, beaten, hurt.

Naye, drowned.

Nayement, nagement, swimming.

Nayer, to swim.

M

Naz,
Naz, the nose.
Ne, nor.
Ne, born.
Ne pur quant-quint, notwithstanding.
Ne ad geres, ne advers, lately.
Neant, not, nothing.
Neatir, to annihilate.
Nee (feint), St. Neot's.
Nee, a native.
Nef, a ship.
Neen, neez, nees, born.
Neen (al heure de), till noon.
Neent, have not.
Neerment, nearly.
Nees, the nose.
Nees, endamaged, drowned.
Nees, nee, neetz, arisen.
Nees fools, natural fools.
Nef, noef, neif, new.
Nef, nine.
Nefe, a ship, a boat.
Nefe, neif, niefe, a bondwoman.
Nefisme, ninth.
Nefokaelol sur Line, Newcastle under Line.
Nefs, ships.
Negit, negation, negative.
Neiantz, not having.
Neicence, birth.
Neiens, neins, nevertheless.
Neirent, drowned.

Neif (le), the ninth.
Neifuture, neifure, nativity.
Neint, nothing.
Neir, black.
Neis, not yet.
Neis, ships.
Neis un (a), to any one of them.
Nekedent, nevertheless.
Nellui, nobody.
Nel ret, of any crime.
Nemy encontreteant, notwithstanding.
Nemy pur ces, notwithstanding this.
Nenf, ninth.
Nennil, by no means, not at all.
Nenparment, shall not take upon themselves.
Nent, or, nor.
Nent, not.
Nent (ne foit), is only.
Neof, nine.
Neoyt, night.
Nepurquant, nevertheless, moreover.
Neven, nephew.
Neqe dôt, nevertheless.
Nes, ships.
Nefance, neffance, birth, origin.
Nes pot, cannot.
Neffens, ignorance.
Neflent, beget, arise.
Neffi, an ident.
Neffre, not to be.
Neffre, to accrue to, to arise.
Neffre (le), neffree (la), the birth.
Neffre, nefter (p), by the birth.
Neffroir, notwithstanding.
Noffroit, not known.
Neftry (pur my bre de), by writ of naisty.
Nettement abatu, wholly pulled down.
Nettez, educated.
Nettroit, would accrue, arise.
Neture, nature.
Nevant (nemie), not before.
Newement, closely, nearly.
Nevefine, nevyme, the ninth.
Nevouutz, nevor, nephew.
Newrer, to affield.
Neu, not.
Nure, to hurt.
Neusseez vous ale (qi), why did you not go.
Neux, nine.
Neuz, nephew.
Newel, Christmas.
Neweu, newe, nephew.
Ney, not.
Neye, drowned.
Neyez, have not.
Neyture, birth.

Neytz, netz (croiz), the white cross, viz. of St. Andrew; one of the crosses on which they used to swear in Scotland.
Nez, a naive.
Neze, nose.
Ni (un), not, a denying.
Niant, not.
Niant, danger.
Nicement, especially.
Nichol, Nicol, Lincoln.
Nicc, denied.
Nicement, namely, particularly.
Niel, Nigellus.
Nielment plede, badly pleaded.
Nient mienz, moreover, besides.
Nient, not, have not.
Nient (a), for nothing.
Nient numbrables, innumerable.
Nient obfiant, nient areftant, notwithstanding.
Nient lemeins, nevertheless.
Nientesement, avoidance, destruction.
Niert jammes, shall never be.
Nies (unques), ever was known.
Nies, niez, a grandson, also a nephew.
Niet, brings, draws.
Niez, new.
Nifle, a thing of no value, a trifle.
Nil, no one, nothing.
Nisser, shall not issue.
Nittivitee, nativity.
Nit meins (ne'), nevertheless.
Niye, drowned.
No, cur.
No, nor, not.
Nö, note.
Noblee (la), the noble extraction.
Nobleisfe (cy hauts), so high and noble a calling.
Noef, nine.
Noefa, refused, would not, durft not.
NoeFs, ships, vessels.
Noeifs (les), bis noifs.
Noel, Noil, Christmas.
Noement, especially.
Noemme, noemine, ninth.
Noer, to swim.
Noefantze, nuisances.
Noet, night.
Noetandrement, in the night-time.
Noevifime, noefisme, ninth.
Noez, our people.
Noiera (ne'), shall not deny.
Noies (totes), always.
Noif, nois, now.
Noifre, neifity.
Noirenent (que ne'), who do not send.

Noifent, dare not.
Noiffe, noxious.
Noifines (pot) voifines, neighbours.
Noix, noitz, night.
Nom, no.
Nomaffoins, bad named.
Nomad (per ferment), by swearing in a set form of words.
Nomeinent, noement, nomemente, to wit, especially.
Nomerz, nometz, named.
Nomis, names.
Nom merveill, no wonder.
Nonaen, nonain, none, a nun.
Nonchofant, knowing nothing.
None, noon.
None, ninth.
Noneims, nuns, wives.
Nonmefnauce (la), the not bringing in.
Nonn, name.
Nonn (an), in name of.
Nonfachance, ignorance.
Nonfauz, nonsuited.
Nonfemblablement (le pluis), the more unlikely.
Noore, noon.
N'ooafa, durst not.
Nore, a daughter-in-law.
Norgales, North-Wales.
Nori, a foster-child.
Norices, nurses.
Norilement,
Noun (de chascun), for every number.
Nounne, noon.
Noun (p), by name.
Noun def, not, or unde-fended.
Noun due, undue, what is not lawful.
Nour, us.
Nowell, novelle (a), at Christmas.
Nowelles, new.
Noyer (ne), knew not.
Noyes, drowned.
Noys, nuts.
Noyfaunce, a nuisance.
Noz, our, us.
Nu mention, no notice.
Nuce, a nut.
Nude empechement (p), by a bare impeachement, without any proof to sup-port it.
Nuef, nueve, new.
Nuire, nuyre, hurt, in-jure.
Nuifement, nuisance, an-noyance.
Nul (fi), if any.
Nulenois, never.
Nulh, any.
Null (a), to any one.
Nulla, no, none.
Nulluy, no one.
Nuly biens (en), in any one’s goods, any one’s property.

M 3 Num,
Num, nun (en), in name.
Nummez, named.
Nun (ky Deu), which
God forbid.
Nuncie (la), declare it.
Nuncie (que), who may
declare.
Nuof, nine.
Nurrer, nurer (pur), to
nourish.
Nurriz le roy (les), the fa-
miliars of the king.
Nurture (de la), of his
own bringing up.
Nus, no.
Nus, we.
Nusant alia, to the nuisance
of another.
Nussc, nobody.
Nuft duft fere, ought to do
to us.
Nut, bas.
Nutauntrre, in the night-
time.
Nute (mi), mignight.
Nuyft (ne), does not hurt.
Nuyter (a la), nuytandre,
in the night-time.
Nuytz, night.
Nuz (fan), without us.
Nyant, not.
Nyczke (nosme), nick-
name.
Nye, a nest.
Nyef, neif, a woman vil-
lain.

Nysfe, neif, a skip.
Ny gift, does not lie.
Nyent avant, they having
none before.
Nyuevant (iy), so vigor-
ously.
Nyurent, endeavoured,
commanded.

O, O, ou, with.
Obeissamment, obedience.
Obfaires, uttered.
Objicer, to object, lay to
one's charge.
Obit, obites, dead, forget-
ten.
Obliëter, to sport, rejoice.
Oblier, to forget.
Obligation, tenure.
Oblige, liable.
Oblivion, forgetfulness.
Obmistes, omitted, left out.
Obscurity (en), in a dun-
geon.
Oc, yes, so.
Oceir, to obey.
Occluder, to shut.
Occupation, encroachment,
seizures.
Ochoîon, occuison, occoi-
son, occasion, accident.
Ocious vic, an idle life.
Ocreis (le), the increase.
Octroye, granted.
Od, or, with.
at, bad.
Oier (d’), to bear.
Oier del jury (al), to the ear of the jury.
Oil, oil, yea, yea, ay, ay; the affent of the commons in 28 Edw. III.
Oille, oil.
Oingt, anointed.
Ooir, heard.
Oir, to bear.
Oir maître, heir male.
Oirs (pur fes), for his heirs.
Oires (jufques), to this time.
Oifel, oifal, a bird.
Oifel St. Martin (le), a crow; so called from its generally being seen about Martinmas in France.
Oifines, inactive, idle.
Oifmes, we have heard.
Oift, east.
Oiftuir, leisure, opportunity.
Oitaves, oitaves.
Oit d’, eight-pence.
Oitement, advancement.
Oiz, heard.
Olifaunt, an elephant.
Oly (d’), olives.
Om, omme, a man, person.
Om meffesfoit (come se), as if one had offended.
Omes (prud), magnates, great men.
Omicidie (d'), of homicide, manslaughter.
Omoshnes, alms.
On, in.
On (un), an ounce.
On affect (fans), without their assent.
Onche d'or, an ounce of gold, a brooch, a necklace.
Onci, uncle.
Oncore, moreover, again.
Onques n'euffent etc, had never been.
Ond, one.
One, with.
Oner (l'), the honour.
Onerer (ne duft), ought not to meddle.
Oneret (lagement), wisely to work.
Onseftec, decency.
Onflec de Boun, Humphry de Bobun.
Onkore, yet.
Onnerount, will send.
Onneur (cap d'), cap of honour.
Onques, never, ever.
Onst eu, have had.
Ota, shame.
Onur, honour.
Oons (nous), we have.
Oont et terminent, bear and determine.
Oor la reigne (le), aurum reginae, Queen gold.

This is a royal debt, duty, and revenue of every Queen consort of England, during her marriage to the king, from every person, both in England and Ireland, for every gift, or obligation, or voluntary obligation or fine to the king, amounting to ten marks or more, for privileges, franchises, dispensations, licences, pardons or grants of royal grace, or favour conferred by the king, which is a tenth part, besides the fine to the king.

Oor de Cypre (de drap d'), cloth of gold of Cyprus.
Oofent (n'), dare not.
Oost, army.
Opposer, apposer, to oppose, examine, question.
Ops, choice, will.
Opfe, use.
Opteinent, obtain.
Oquifon, occasion.
Or endroit (qui), who at present.
Orail, oraille, an ear.
Oraire, orarium, a stole to be worn at all times by the priest: it went about the neck of him that officiated, to signify he
Ordrene, ordained.
Ore, any more.
Ore (d'), at present.
Ore (et ja foit), and suppose.
Ore (pur fon), for her queen gold.
Oreler, a pillow.
Orendreyl lui, on bis part.
Orendroit, now, at this time.
Organes portatifs du roy (les), the king's portable organs.
Oriel, an ear.
Orier, to rise up, the rising.
Orila ove le roy, had a private audience of the king.
Orir, to arise from.
Orlage, a clock.
Orphays, orphans.
Orpheour, goldsmith.
Orray, orrount, orreyent, orrent, shall bear.
Orriet, guilt.
Orribletece, horribleness.
Orrie (l'), the inheritance.
Ort, a garden.
Orteils, claws.
Orteux, toes.
Oflannes, Ozanne, Palm-Sunday.
Ofl, also.
Oflè, bone.
Oflì qe, so that.
Oft,
Oft, be bad.
Oft, boft.
Oft, oftel (a), with an army.
Oftage, boftage.
Oftagiez, set at liberty.
Oftafient, should remove from, oust, put out.
Ofteilx, houses.
Oftel, household, at home, an inn, lodging, entertainment, diet.
Oftennion (de faire), to shew, to produce.
Oftier, taken away.
Oftier (mal), bad understanding.
Os teres, such lands.
Ofterons, will put out.
Oftier, a door.
Oftoyt, flood, was.
Oftre, showed.
Oftre ceo, moreover.
Olyum leffer (nus de), we have adjourned.
Or, il ot, be bad.
Ote, ot, be hearkens.
Otel, as much, the like.
Oterie (e), and grant.
Otiosite, idleness, want of employment.
Otrée, granted, consented, appointed.
Otrei, the other.
Otrei, otri, leave, consent.
Otrie de ceo, further, moreover.
Ove et de trove; de eve et
de treve; i.e. free for
many deficients; from
grandfather, and great
grandfather's great
grandfather; also cer-
tain seignorial rights ex-
ercised over villains.
Ovek co, moreover.
Ovekes, oveuk, with.
Ovel, new.
Ovelment, equally, justly,
exactly.
Ouent, have.
Ovenuz, arrived, come.
Over, have.
Over (de), to work, to la-
bour.
Overaigne del Eglike (al),
to the fabric of the
church.
Overe, ouere pur luy,
passed in her favour.
Overe pur vous (qe),
which is in your favour.
Overe (par), by endeavou-
ing.
Overe en avant (de cel),
from that time forward.
Overcha, goes beyond.
Overe ey, wrought silk.
Overeigne (al), towards
building.
Overeignes, works.
Overe mye (ne), there is
no occasion for.
Overent, passed.

Overer, to proceed, to gain.
Overer, to work.
Overefces de feie, silk-
workers.
Overete (en lieu), in an
open place.
Overez, built, erected.
Overre (en). inquiry.
Overte (en temps), in open
tide.
Overtement, plainly, ma-
ifestly.
Overetes, open, so as the lord
can disfain.
Oves et feues, done and
prosecuted.
Ovese ceo qe, except
that.
Ovesque, also.
Ovesfoit, whilst he was,
was heretofore; appointed.
Oughtee, ousted.
Ovient, often.
Ovire, to bear.
Ouk, ever.
Oukuns, any.
Oult (au), on the last day.
Oultrance, attrench (a
tout), to the utmost.
Oultroyle, granted.
Oumes, men.
Oumentement, openly.
Ount meifter, hold it ne-
cessary.
Ovoques tut ce, besides all
this.

Ouq,
Ouq, and that, where.
Oura, shall have.
Oure, hour.
Oure, to kill.
Oure, oures, works.
Oure (al), at the time.
Oureroms (nous), we will proceed.
Oures (avant tout), especially.
Ouir, to manage.
Our ke (del), as soon as.
Ours (j''), I shall have.
Ous, bones.
Ous (a), to them.
Oust, August.
Oust, out, bas, bad.
Oustage, hostage.
Oustantz, outing, turning from.
Oustel (al), to the door, at the door, at the beginning, at first.
Oustel auxi, over, also.
Oustrez, ouftes, put out, removed, taken off.
Oustir, over.
Oustre, removed.
Oustre auter droit, except what belongs to others.
Oustre quel, beyond which, after which.
Out, above.
Outel (facrement del), sacrament on the altar.
Outere, overté (elchange), public, open exchange.

Outagari, an outlawry.
Outrage, abuse, excess.
Outragieuse, excessive.
Outre, over, besides.
Outre (d'), of another.
Outre (la), doute le meer, beyond sea.
Outreiz, granted.
Outrement (tout), ouvertement, entirely, utterly.
Outr quen culture, over, through which piece of ground.
Outre (fa demande tout), the whole she demanded.
Ouve, or.
Ouvertez, letters patent.
Ouwel-main (en), into an indifferent hand.
Ouye, ouy, ouyes, heard.
Ouyez, publishing, proclaiming.
Ouzeroient (ne), durst not.
Ouzime, eighib.
Ow, or.
Owaille (un), a sheep.
Owe, aue craffe, a fat goose.
Owe, hired.
Owel, ouelx, equal.
Owele main (en), into an indifferent hand.
Owelé condition (de), of equal condition.
Owelment, equally.

Oweles
Owesles (Dieux ad comys fes), God has committed his sheep.

Owells, eyes.

Owels, goods.

Ower, oar.

Owelte celle awerouste (pur), to remove this doubt.

Owyt, eight.

Oy, bear, beard, audited.

Oy (demanda), demanded oyer.

Oy dire (par), by hearsey.

Oye, an ear.

Oye, oyer.

Oye enceur (je n'), I have not yet.

Oyles, eyes.

Oyer, eyes.

Oyer (fo), his bearing.

Oyis, beard.

Oyl, yes, bear ye, an eye.

Oynt, eight.

Oyr no acustes (de), to audit our accounts.

Oysels, birds.

Oyfon, goose.

Oyft, beard.

Oyt, eight.

Oytaves, oraves.

Oytieme, the eighth.

Oyzes (kil), that he bear.

Ozanne (la fete d'), Palm Sunday.

pp amont escrit, above written.

Pl, plaintiff.

p my, throughout.

P noms, have brought.

pnt, takes.

Pont, can, may.

poirez, procured.

ppris, purprised, encroached upon.

Prou, profit.

pr tée, for their land.

ps, taken, more.

ps dil ce ps, near unto, almost to.

pfe, taken.

pfel, taking.

ptie, brought.

puse, by turns.

Paage, payment.

Paas, country.

Pace, passe, passes, exceeds.

Paces del Eschekir (en voiez a les), sent to the places; i.e. to the courts of the Exchequer, &c.

Pache, a convention.

Pacs, peace.

Pae, paemenz, paes, payment.

Pae pas (ne sc), is not satisfied.

Pace, payed.

Paer (l' apostoill), father the pope.